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Abstract 

Trauma and arthritis can severely impair hip joint function resulting in pain and restricted motion. 

Often, affected hip joints are replaced by artificial joints which are assumed to be one of the best 

clinical treatment options. Presently, over one million hip replacements are performed annually world-

wide. Due to the limited lifespan of implants and unfavourable results of revision total hip 

arthroplasty, it is critical, especially for the younger population, that the longevity of the hip implant 

becomes maximised. The present study aims to firstly better understand the dynamic mechanism of 

the artificial hip joint and secondly to investigate important issues affecting the lifespan and 

performance of hip implants. To this end, a three-dimensional computational biomechanics model 

based upon multibody dynamics methodology is developed taking the spatial nature of the 

physiological loading and motion of the human body, the inertial forces of the hip components and 

bearing surface tribology into account. The calculation of the intra-joint contact forces developed is 

based on a continuous contact force approach that accounts for the geometrical and materials 

properties of the contacting surfaces. In addition, the friction effects due to the contact between hip 

components are also taken into account using the Stribeck friction model.  

Nonlinear dynamics and vibration of artificial hip joints, contact pressure distribution, hip 

moment and hip squeaking are investigated using this multibody model. Moreover, the Archard’s wear 

law is considered and embedded in the dynamic hip multibody model, which allows for the prediction 

of the wear developed in the hip joint. With the purpose of having more realistic wear simulation 

conditions, the geometries of the acetabular cup and femoral head are updated throughout the dynamic 

analysis. The main results obtained from computational simulations are compared and validated with 

those available in the best-published literature. Finally, from the study performed in the present work, 

it can be concluded that the main reason of hip squeaking is friction-induced vibration owing to 

different phenomena such as stick-slip friction, negative-sloping friction and contact force changes. 

Friction influences the trajectory of the contact point between the cup and head over the gait cycle. In 

addition, a potential cause of the high wear rates seen in vivo may be due to friction-induced vibration.   
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Summary  

 

Chapter one has presented the general motivation and objective of the present thesis as well as 

a summary of chapters and the thesis contribution. Moreover, a literature review of the 

mechanism of hip prosthesis, hip squeaking, wear prediction and multibody dynamics 

approach has been provided. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) has revolutionised the treatment of osteoarthritis (degenerative 

joint diseases), bone tumors, traumas and rheumatoid arthritis. The procedure restores the 

physical functionality of the hip and reduces pain in most patients, thereby it improves their 

social wellbeing and quality of life [1]. More than 38,000, 80,000 and 200,000 THA 

procedures are annually performed in Australia, UK and US respectively with a survival rate 

of 85-87% after 25 years [2-5]. Due to the limited lifespan of implants and unfavorable results 

of revision THA, it is critical, especially for younger population, that the longevity of the hip 

implant becomes maximised [6]. The main objectives of the present thesis are to gain a better 

engineering understanding of parameters influencing the longevity of hip implants and the life 

quality of patients with THA. The present thesis investigates hip squeaking, wear prediction, 

contact point path, contact pressure and moments in artificial hip joints. A computational 

model under the multibody dynamics approach framework has been developed which can 

successfully simulate the nonlinear dynamics and vibration of artificial hip joints. The model 

is utilised to study the effect of friction-induced vibration, stick-slip, physiological three 

dimensional angular motions and forces, contact-impact events and joint clearance on the 

system dynamics of hip prosthesis. 

1.2 Motivation  

The natural hip joint is one of the greatest engineering natural designs to exist inside the body, 

Figure 1.1. While supporting the entire weight of the body, the hip joint provides a stable and 

smooth articulation of the lower limb during daily activities. Although the natural hip joint 

may provide a lifetime of mobility without any serious problem, chronic pain and disease can 

affect the hip joint performance, more often in aged people. Hip pathology can severely 

impair the normal function of hip joint, resulting in pain and restricted movement. Sometimes 

affected hip joints are replaced by biomaterials which are assumed to be one of the best 

clinical options for treatment. THA restores the physical functioning of the hip and reduces 

pain in most patients, thus improving their social wellbeing and quality of life [1].  
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Figure 1.1: Anatomy of the hip joint-left: ‘‘dissected’’ joint, right: synovial capsule (adapted from 

Gray’s Anatomy Tables) [7]. 

Since the early artificial hip joints, around the 1960s, the most used combination is a metal 

head on a plastic cup (MoP). MoP and ceramic-on-plastic (CoP), also denoted as soft on hard 

couples, are known to suffer from wear of the plastic part with resultant debris causing 

osteolysis. In order to reduce the wear rate, alternative hard-on-hard material combinations 

have been promoted, such as metal-on-metal (MoM) and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC). 

However the presence of potentially cancerous metal ions, developed from wear particles is a 

serious issue with MoM hip implants [8]. The first CoC bearing was implanted by Pierre 

Boutin in 1970, [9], in the form of an alumina ceramic ball glued to a metal stem that was 

cemented in the femur. Alumina ceramic bearings are one of most promising artificial hip 

joints due to their biocompatibility, high hardness, perfect chemical inertia and low 

coefficient of friction [10, 11]. Latest generations of alumina, ceramic bearings have smaller 

grain size, fewer impurity, and higher density. Recent technology and material advancement 

however have also allowed the use of 36 mm ceramic head with 52 mm or larger acetabular 

components which could improve bearing conditions. From the reliability point of view, it has 

been suggested that surgeons, faced with young and active patients, should consider ceramics 

as the only safe hard-on-hard bearing surface [12-14].  

However, these combinations also have drawbacks. The occurrence of squeaking has been 

discussed recently as a cause for concern in hip arthroplasty with CoC bearings [15, 16]. 

Squeaking has been associated with the articulation of the femoral head and cup as well as 

high friction from an engineering point of view [17]. A key factor in primary failure of all 

artificial hip joints is wear of bearing surfaces influencing the lifetime and performance of the 

implant [18-20]. The wear prediction depends on the pressure distribution and contact area of 
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artificial hip joints during daily activities as well as the slide track shape, as any variation in 

its shape can cause a huge variation in the calculated wear rates [21, 22]. In addition to the 

aforementioned problems with CoC hip prostheses, the existence of high friction in artificial 

hip joints leads to an undesired moment acting on the femoral head and cup, which can cause 

hip prosthetic components to loosen [23, 24]. The ceramics are also brittle, therefore require 

particular care during intervention, and also have some manufacturing down sides that make 

them the most expensive solution. The present investigation does not consider the fracture of 

ceramics and manufacturing aspects associated with ceramic bearings.  

1.3 The mechanism of hip prosthesis 

As discussed previously, sometimes affected hip joints are replaced by biomaterials observed 

in Figure 1.2 for both total replacement and resurfacing prosthesis. The present study only 

focuses on total hip replacement. The mechanism of artificial hip joints constitutes a femoral 

stem fixed in the intramedullary canal of the femur and a ball fixed to the femoral neck of the 

stem, which articulates in a cup embedded in the acetabular of pelvis, shown in Figure 1.3. 

All components of hip arthroplasty are made of biocompatible materials. The femoral 

components including the femoral stem and neck are generally made of stainless steel, cobalt-

based alloy or titanium-based alloy, while the femoral head is of either metal or ceramic. The 

cup backing can be made of metal or plastic depending on its function. The former used with 

a plastic cup to secure its fixation to the pelvic bone, whereas the plastic backing is utilised 

with metal or ceramic cup for absorbing dynamic loads. The most common materials used for 

bearing surfaces are classified in Table 1.1, [25]. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Total replacement and resurfacing hip prostheses [7]. 
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Figure 1.3: Main components of an artificial hip joint [7]. 

The mechanical properties and typical roughness values Ra of the above materials have been 

reported in Table 1.2 [25, 26]. MoP and CoP, representing hard on soft couples, are known to 

suffer from the plastic part wear. In MoM implants, representing a hard on hard couple, the 

main problem relates to the presence of potentially cancerous metal ions because of wear 

particles. Ceramics are brittle and also have manufacturing downsides which makes it 

expensive.  

Table 1.1: The most common materials for artificial hip joints [25]. 

Head M: stainless steel, CoCr and CoCrMo alloy; C: alumina, zirconia and alumina-

matrix composite (AMC) (alumina, zirconia, chromium and strontium) 

Cup P: UHMWPE; M: CoCr and CoCrMo alloy; C: alumina and alumina-matrix 

composite (AMC) (alumina, zirconia, chromium and strontium) 

M: metal; C: ceramic; P: plastic. 

Table 1.2: Mechanical properties of materials and typical roughness values for hip implant 

componets: Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio 𝝊, average roughness Ra [25, 26]. 

Material  E (GPa) 𝝊 Ra (μm) 

P UHMWPE 1 0.4 0.1-2.5 

M Stainless steel 210 0.3 0.01-0.05 

 CoCrMo 230   

C Alumina 380 0.3 ≈0.001 
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 Zirconia 210   

 

Ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip arthroplasty has demonstrated very good clinical performance 

due to the superior wear resistance and low biological reactivity. However, the use of ceramic 

components is also associated with unique risks, including the occurrence of audible 

squeaking in some patients, and sudden fracture. Compared to earlier generations of alumina, 

todays ceramic bearings have smaller grain size, fewer impurity, and higher density.  This has 

reduced the risk of fracture to the order of 1 in 1000 cases [27, 28]. The prevalence of hip 

squeaking is however reported to be between 1% and 24.6% [15]. Moreover, wear of 

articulating surfaces as a general failure mode with artificial hip joints can influence the 

lifetime and performance of implants and has been found to be a key factor in primary failure 

of artificial hip joints. Pressure distribution and contact area of artificial hip joints during 

daily activities as well as the slide track shape as any variation in its shape can cause a huge 

variation in the wear rate. Another general issue raised in hip implants is excessive artificial 

hip joint moment which may also cause prosthetic implant components to loosen. The present 

investigation does not discuss fracture failure mode of ceramic components during daily 

activities.  

1.4 Hip squeaking 

Squeaking is defined as an audible sound that occurs during movement of the hip joint, which 

was first described in 1950s [29]. In-vitro, squeaking was also reported by Charnley [30] 

during his friction analysis of this bearing couple. In fact, hip squeaking has been reported 

with a wide prevalence rate of 1% to 24.6% [12, 15, 16, 31-45]. However, one study [40] 

reported no evidence of squeaking observed in their cohort of patients and only eight patients 

(6.4%) underwent grinding and clicking noises. In vivo, CoC fundamental squeaking 

frequencies have been reported in the range of 400-7500 Hz [46]. The onset of squeaking was 

also revealed 14-40 months after total hip arthroplasty surgery [32, 41, 47-49].  

It is worth noting that 15% of squeaking hips stopped emitting noise after a mean follow up of 

9.5 years [49]. One study reported that thirteen squeaker hips out of fourteen stopped 

squeaking at the last follow up, which its duration was 69.5 months [33], indicating that it 

could be a temporary pattern. There was no significant difference in patient satisfaction 
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between those with squeaking and silent hips, which showed that squeaking is usually well-

tolerated by patients [49]. Furthermore, squeaking is not usually associated with pain, 

instability and limited hip function [15, 44, 47, 48, 50]. Squeaking may be persistent, but 

more often it is intermittent and tolerable. In some cases, the noise can be avoided by activity 

modification alone. The incidence rate of revision for squeaking alone is also significantly 

lower, 0.2-0.48% [42, 48]. Although squeaking is associated with the articulation of the 

femoral head and cup, the origins, causes and consequences of hip squeaking are poorly 

understood. Hip squeaking is multifactorial and the main contributing factors to hip squeaking 

are reported in Figure 1.4. Moreover, studies considering factors linked to hip squeaking are 

summarised in Table 1.3. The following literature review will discuss the potential reasons of 

hip squeaking.  

 

Figure 1.4: Diagram showing proposed mechanisms and associations of squeaking in ceramic-on-

ceramic total hip replacements. 

1.4.1 Implant position and orientation 

Implant position and orientation can play a key role in causing squeaking, including the 

increase of the joint reaction forces and the occurrence of neck impingement [48, 49]. Implant 

position and orientation were measured by means of radiographs, computed tomography and 

fluoroscopy. Impact position factors were defined as acetabular component inclination and 

anterversion, femoral offset and medialisation of the acetabular component. 
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High or low anteversion and inclination of the acetabular component were associated with 

squeaking, Figure 1.5, which causes hip prostheses to be more likely to impinge and edge-

load [48, 49, 51]. Moreover, it has been shown that high prosthetic femoral offset and reduced 

hip centre medialisation of the acetabular component are associated with hip squeaking [39, 

49]. Increased contact pressure resulting from slight lateralisation could also lead to a failure 

of fluid-film lubrication and increased wear, which could in turn induce a squeaking [48, 52]. 

Interestingly, one study revealed that a hip is 29 times more likely to squeak when the 

acetabular component is positioned out of a defined range [48]. Generally, although 

acetabular component orientation and position were correlated with squeaking, squeaking can 

also occur when the acetabular component is in the ideal range demonstrating that cup 

orientation is not the only factor causing hips to squeak [48]. On the other hand, a number of 

studies illustrated that there was not a direct correlation observed between the acetabular 

component position and squeaking [15, 53]as well as between intervention and inclination of 

the acetabular component and squeaking [15]. Moreover, hip squeaking was not associated 

with laterality, femoral offset and stem position [47, 53].  

 

Figure 1.5: A computed tomography scan in axial view of bilateral ABG II ceramic-on-ceramic hip 

replacements. The right hip had excessive acetabular anteversion and it squeaked with walking. The 

left hip with ideal anteversion did not squeak [48]. 
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1.4.2 Patient factors 

Patient factors, such as age, sex, height and weight, may also influence squeaking [48, 49]. 

Taller, heavier and younger patients with higher level of activity are significantly more likely 

to have hips that squeaked [39, 48, 49, 54]. Although prevalence of squeaking was also found 

to be associated with obesity and BMI (body mass index) [33, 38, 39], Sexton and co-workers 

reported that they were not associated with audible vibration of artificial hip joints [49].  

Squeaking was also seen more commonly when patients exhibited limb length shortening and 

rheumatoid arthritis [38, 47]. Another patient factor which can be correlated to high risk of 

squeaking is gender. One study reported that female patients are more prone squeaking [51], 

although a number of studies showed it is more frequent in men [55, 56]. Interestingly, two 

cohorts of patients with squeaking ceramic-on-ceramic hips showed no correlation with age, 

sex, height, activity level and BMI [32, 47]. Furthermore, it was seen that squeaking occurs 

more in walking, bending, rising and stair-climbing [15, 43, 48, 49, 57]. Finally, squeaking is 

not usually associated with pain, instability and limited hip function [15, 44, 47, 48, 50]. 

1.4.3 Design and material 

Prosthetic design and bearing material are contributing factors to the prevalence of squeaking 

[16, 47, 53, 58-60]. Although all types of bearing surfaces showed various noises, squeaking 

has only been described with hard-on-hard bearings [31]. One of the first studies on hip 

squeaking illustrated that the mismatch of a zirconium head against aluminium cup was 

associated with hip squeaking and higher surface damage, [59]. On the acetabular side, 

several authors have noted an increase in the rate of squeaking in the Stryker Trident inserts 

which has an elevated metal rim, Figure 1.6, [16, 34, 47]. This unique design was proposed to 

provide protection of the brittle ceramic insert from neck impingement and the material 

strength increase of the insert [47, 60]. This protective rim, however, decreases range of 

motion by 10 to 15 degrees [61], leading to a metal against metal contact due to neck-rim 

impingement, Figure 1.7, which generates particulate metal debris in the articular surface 

leading to the disruption of fluid-film lubrication and consequently squeaking [47, 62]. 

Furthermore, the neck-rim impingement also increased the chance of lever out, edge-loading 

and stripe wear resulting in further damage onto articulating surfaces and squeaking [15, 61-

64]. 
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Figure 1.6: A Trident (Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey), metal-backed ceramic liner with 

an elevated rim [65]. 

The Stryker Accolade femoral stem has a unique V-40 neck design which leads to less 

impingement according to its smaller neck diameter. Moreover, it has been made from 

titanium-molybdenum-zirconium-iron stem which is 25% to 40% more flexible than that of 

titanium-aluminium-vanadium [47]. Consequently, these characteristics lead to lower bending 

stiffness and therefore lower fundamental frequency of the femoral stem, making it more 

capable of amplifying vibrations generated by hip articulation [47, 66]. Patients with the 

titanium-molybdenum-zirconium-iron-alloy stem were seven times more likely to experience 

squeaking than those with the titanium-aluminum-vanadium-alloy stem [47, 53]. After 

vibrational tests of different hip implant designs, it was confirmed that stem design 

significantly increased the incidence of hip squeaking, amplifying vibration resulting from a 

stick-slip mechanism or friction-induced vibration [58]. Fan and co-workers generally 

reported that shorter, heavier or stiffer stems might limit the possibility of squeaking [67]. A 

few study also reported higher incidence of squeaking with the Trident cup and Stryker 

Accolade femoral stem combination than the Stryker Trident cup with other types of femoral 

stem [16, 66]. 

Short neck length results in smaller range of motion and thus neck-rim impingement due to 

the tapered nature of the femoral stem [32]. It would also result in soft tissue laxity which 

may lead to stripe wear and microseparation and therefore be a precursor of the squeaking 

sound [32, 47, 68, 69]. The acetabular component size and femoral head size did not directly 

correlate with hip squeaking [47, 49, 70]. However, larger diameter ceramic bearings showed 

higher friction factors, which could make them more susceptible to the development of noises 

than smaller diameter bearings [71]. Moreover, although cup design and the bearing clearance 

did not show any influence on the dynamic behaviour of the system [70], bearing clearance 
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can affect the lubrication and friction in the bearing articulation [72, 73] and the design of the 

cup can influence the risk of metal transfer and subluxation, leading to squeaking [58]. In 

addition, one study recently reported that squeaking vibration was not influenced by the head-

taper interface [74]. 

One of assumption about squeaking is that it is due directly to independent vibration and 

natural frequencies of either acetabular or femoral components of artificial hip joints which 

are correlated to implant design and material. Although the fundamental frequencies of the 

metal shells alone ranged from 4.3kHz to 9.2 kHz, eigenfrequencies of the assembled cup 

shells after inserting ceramic inlay are above 16kHz [46, 70]. Moreover, natural frequencies 

of the ceramic femoral head are above the audible human range. These theories can 

consequently not account for the observed squeaking [46, 70]. However, the vibration 

frequencies of titanium femoral stem are in the range of 2-20 kHz [46] which are within the 

audible human range and can contribute to squeaking.  

 

Figure 1.7: Impingement caused by elevated rim of Stryker Trident acetabular component shown by 

yellow arrow. (A) Femoral neck-rim impingement, which occurs early in the arc of motion potentially 

resulting in lever out, edge loading, and stripe wear. (B) Intraoperative view showing notching of the 

femoral neck and the rim of the acetabular liner and the elevated rim [47]. 

1.5 Fluid-film lubrication and friction  

Since the synovial capsule is preserved in total hip arthroplasty, the hip implant is also 

lubricated. However, the fluid in this case is more similar to the one obtained from diseased 

patients and differs from healthy synovial fluid. Often the normal bovine serum which is 

diluted at 25% indicated in the ISO is used as lubricant for hip implant tests. These fluids are 
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non-Newtonian however these effects as well as piezo-viscosity can be disregarded, [75], 

such that a simple incompressible, Newtonian, isoviscous lubricant model can be assumed. 

Squeaking noises are associated with the articulation of the femoral head and cup from an 

engineering point of view. In what follows, the mechanics of fluid-film lubrication in artificial 

hip joints is firstly described. In turn, the disruption of fluid-film lubrication and friction are 

introduced as main reasons of hip squeaking.  

1.5.1 Fluid-film lubrication 

Fluid film lubrication occurs when there is a continuous fluid film separating articulating 

components. The fluid film thickness must be wider than the average surface roughness to 

avoid surface asperity interaction and the associated high friction and wear. Fluid-film 

lubrication can be theoretically described by Reynolds equations, including both the 

entraining and squeeze film motion. Fluid entrainment occurs when the relative motion 

between bearing surfaces drags the fluid into the space constituted between them which may 

separate the articulating surfaces, Figure 1.8.  

The relationship among variables affecting minimum film thickness is shown in the Hamrock 

and Dowson formula [76] 

ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2.789𝑅 {
𝜂𝑢

�́�𝑅
}
0.65

{
𝑤

�́�𝑅2
}
−0.21

 
(1.1) 

in which R is equivalent radius of bearing, Equation 1.3, 𝜂 the viscosity of lubricant, u is 

sliding velocity, w load and �́� the effective elastic modulus, Equation 1.4. The equivalent 

radius of the bearing is defined as the product of the radius of the two surfaces in contact 

divided by their difference. Hence, the less clearance/more refined manufacturing tolerances, 

the more the equivalent radius of the bearing.  
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of fluid entrainment, [77]. 

 

Figure 1.9: Schematic of squeeze film formation for a cylinder on a soft flat layer, [77]. 

Squeeze film lubrication occurs when separated surfaces move towards together very quickly, 

Figure 1.9. The pools of lubricant may be trapped by the contact surfaces, which leak out 

slowly. The relationship of variables affecting minimum squeeze film is illustrated in 

following equation proposed by Higginson [78] 

ℎ́𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2.86𝑅 {
𝑤

�́�𝑅2
}
0.167

{
d𝑡�́�

𝜂
}

−0.5

 
(1.2) 

where 

1

𝑅
=

1

𝑅1
−

1

𝑅2
 

(1.3) 

1

�́�
=

1

2
(
1 − 𝜐1

2

𝐸1
+

1 − 𝜐2
2

𝐸2
) 

(1.4) 

in which 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are the head and the cup radii, respectively, and 𝐸1, 𝜐1  and 𝐸2, 𝜐2  are the 

Young's modulus and Poisson ratio of the head and the cup material, respectively, and d𝑡 is 

squeezing time. Squeeze film formation could occur during walking when heal strikes the 

ground (heel-strike), Figure 1.10, due to ground forces suddenly appeared, [79]. During 

walking, it is feasible that articulating bearings do not come into contact. If, however, the 

properties of the lubrication break down and the viscosity decreases such as in arthritis, 

surface contact cannot be longer avoided. 
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Figure 1.10: The gait cycle whose the first phase is the heel strike [80]. 

Since the fluid film thickness can be very similar to the average roughness of surfaces 

articulating, mixed lubrication and boundary lubrication could also take place, even in simple 

daily activities. In these cases, the bearing surfaces go into contact. The Lambda ratio (λ) is 

defined to distinguish the type of lubrication regime, as follows 

𝜆 =
ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑎
 

(1.5) 

where ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 corresponds to the minimum film thickness and �́�𝑎, composite roughness of the 

couple, is 

𝑅𝑎 = √𝑅𝑐
2 + 𝑅ℎ

2 
(1.6) 

𝑅𝑐  and 𝑅ℎ  are roughness of the cup and femoral head, respectively. Once the Lambda ratio 

is evaluated, lubrication regime could be identified as shown in Figure 1.11. It can generally 

be said that Metal-on-Metal artificial hip joint with a roughness of 0.02 μm and clearance of 

0.04 mm is mixed lubricated and Ceramic-on-Ceramic hip implant with a roughness of 0.004 

μm and clearance of 0.04 mm is fluid film lubricated [75, 81].  
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Figure 1.11: General relationship between the friction coefficient and fluid film thickness [77] 

1.5.2 Disrupted fluid-film lubrication 

Many researchers have suggested that CoC hip squeaking occurs as a result of disruption of 

fluid-film lubrication between bearing surfaces [53, 62, 82-84]. The fluid film is disrupted by 

increased surface roughness, particulate metal debris in articulating area, an alteration in the 

property of synovial fluid and/or abnormal behaviours in prosthetic hip joints such as edge 

loading and micro-separation. The fluid film is penetrated by large asperities due to high 

surface roughness and third body particles [62, 82, 85, 86]. The fluid-film lubrication regime 

is converted to either the mixed lubrication or boundary lubrication according to the Lambda 

ratio described in Equation 1.5. Moreover, it was reported that increasing the bearing 

clearance results in reduced fluid film thickness which can also be concluded by Equation 1.5, 

leading to poor lubrication and consequently squeaking [72, 84]. If the property of synovial 

fluid changes affecting lubricant viscosity, fluid film thickness decreases, which alters fluid 

lubrication regime and leads to poor fluid lubrication, Equation 1.1.  

The abnormal motion behaviours in artificial hip joint prevents the bearing from producing 

optimum fluid-film lubrication due to the nonconformity of bearing surfaces and low fluid 

film pressure to bear the femoral head loads, leading also to stripe wear and more third body 

debris [62, 85-88]. Microseparation, rim-neck impingement and edge-loading are some 

abnormal motion behaviours in hip implants amongst others. Fluoroscopic studies have 

elucidated micro-separation between the ball and cup during daily hip motions [89-92]. 

Moreover, implants with elevated rims, implant malalignment and small femoral head size are 

associated with rim-neck impingement [93, 94]. There is an extreme dislocation in which the 
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ball exits the socket entirely. Such a dislocation can occur due to neck impingement in which 

the head is levered out of the cup causing the head to rest upon the socket’s rim [95, 96]. A 

relatively vertical cup orientation may also cause edge loading [5]. Edge loading was 

identified as the first step in a chain of events that leads to CoC squeaking and wear [85]. 

The fluid-film lubrication thicknesses described in Equations 1.1 and 1.2 are obtained for 

artificial hip joints under well-positioned conditions. However, those simulations could not be 

used in the case of adverse condition such as edge loading. In this case, there are poor 

lubrication conditions and extreme contact stresses due to the low conformity of the bearing 

surfaces [97-99]. Maximum contact pressure caused by edge-loading for a CoC hip implant 

with 36 mm diameter was 1950 MPa compared to a concentric contact which the 

corresponding pressure was 45 MPa [97]. Moreover, contact pressures for head-liner contact 

of edge-loaded hard bearings were more than 1 GPa [99]. Edge loading can also lead to wear 

on the surfaces in the severe interface and later emerging on the liner, the roughening of both 

bearing surfaces [85].  

While several in vitro studies successfully reproduced squeaking under dry condition [17, 58, 

62, 85], it is worth noting that squeaking noises were stopped with adding a small amount of 

lubricant to a not-lubricated artificial hip joint [62]. In lubricated conditions, squeaking was 

replicated by interposing particulate metal debris between the head and liner. Moreover, 

Sanders et al. [85] reported that squeaking in lubricated hip prostheses can occur if the right 

combination of load vector and bearing surface conditions exist such as applying high contact 

force near the femoral head’s wear patch. 

1.5.3 Friction 

As can be seen in Figure 1.11, friction coefficient generally increases as the Lambda ratio 

decreases. It happens owing to increased surface roughness, particulate metal debris in 

articulating area, the property alteration of synovial fluid, increased bearing clearance and 

abnormal motion behaviour of hip implant components. Generally, coefficient of friction in 

CoC hip devices reported in available literature is in the range of 0.04-0.13 [81, 100-102]. 

Nassutt and colleagues [100] reported a coefficient of friction varying from 0.104 for no 

resting duration up to 0.131 for resting duration of 60 seconds. This increase in coefficient of 

friction after rest is due to loss of fluid film lubrication and subsequent surface to surface 
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contact when the relative velocity between the bearing surfaces becomes too low. This effect 

tends to make a CoC hip bearing couple act more like non-lubricated bearings [100, 101].  

It is known that when two surfaces slide against each other, friction develops and acts as a 

resistance to relative motion. Sliding is an unsteady phenomenon made up of continuous or 

transient contact resulting in intermittent or cyclical squeaking due to a slight variation in the 

normal contact load for instance [103, 104]. Moreover, frictional force acts like a cross-

coupling force linking normal and parallel motions at the contact surface [105]. It is well 

known that friction can induce vibration in structures owing to instability in the structural 

system such as the instability due to a surface property for which friction decreases as relative 

velocity between sliding surfaces increases [103, 104, 106]. Moreover, there are other sources 

of instability in structure systems, namely mode-coupling, Sprag-slip, frictional follower 

forces, stick-slip and material nonlinearity that have all been suggested as possible causes of 

self-excited friction induced vibration [103-108].  

A possible cause of squeaking in MoM and CoC bearings without lubrication is the stick-slip 

phenomenon between the head and cup of artificial hip joints [109, 110]. It has been 

computationally and experimentally shown that friction-induced vibration is the main reason 

of hip squeaking [106, 111]. In order to consider this issue numerically, a complex eigenvalue 

method was employed to identify the stability properties of hip implants under laboratory 

conditions and in a pseudo-in-vivo configuration. However, considerable differences between 

theoretical and in-vivo results were observed, which could be associated with the choice of 

boundary conditions [112, 113]. These studies also reported that hip prostheses become 

unstable when the friction coefficient between components reaches critical values. It was 

concluded that increasing the critical friction coefficient could decrease the occurrence of 

ceramic bearing squeaking [112, 113].  

In a theoretical model of a sphere attached to a rotating flexible beam as a simple model of 

artificial hip joint, the bending modes of the beam produced by the dynamic instability under 

the negative friction-velocity slope was identified as the cause of squeaking [114]. An 

experimental study found that a friction induced whirl vibration led  to oscillation behaviour 

on top of the gross head movement against the liner [17]. This was a micrometer scale 

elliptical motion inside the liner and the vibrational pattern of hip implants was two-

dimensional. However, the hip squeaking frequencies they reported were higher than those 
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found in vivo. It was also shown that a low friction coefficient, low loads and high system 

damping decreased the incidence of hip squeaking [115].  
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Table 1.3: Studies demonstrating factors associated with hip squeaking.  

Authors Study type Significant association No association 

Weiss et al. [115] Mechanical study Friction, the level of load magnitude, bearing kinematics, system damping   

Owen et al. [41] Clinical study  Height, weight, BMI, age, indication 

Owen et al. [42] Meta-analysis  Stryker Accolade femoral stem   

Brockett et al. [84] Mechanical study  Friction, third body particle, bearing clearance.   

Dacheux et al. [116] Case report Ceramic fracture   

Fan et al. [67] Mechanical study Femoral stem design , friction  

Hothan et al. [74] Mechanical study  The head-taper interface 

Kiyama et al. [39] Clinical study Age, obesity, cup lateralisation, Accolade stem, shortened head length, activity 

level, pain, satisfaction  

Loosening  

McDonnell et al. [45] Clinical study Range of motion, inclination, anteversion, head size, ligament laxity Age, height, weight, BMI, gender, satisfaction, stem type 

Weiss et al. [17] Mechanical study Friction-induced flutter instability (whirl), the femoral stem  

Sarialli et al. [86] Mechanical-

clinical study 

Edge loading, third body particle, friction-induced vibration, type of motion 

activity 

 

Fan and Chen [113] Mechanical study A torsional vibration and a flexural vibration of the femoral component  Acetabular component  

Sander et al. [85] Mechanical study Edge loading, the right combination of load vector and bearing surface conditions, 

(abduction and contact force) 

 

Chevillotte et al. [117] Clinical study Trident acetabular cup, anteversion, Metal transfer, stripe wear  Age, gender, height, weight 

Buttaro et al. [118] Clinical study  Hip implant design  

Chevillotte et al. [56] Clinical study Gender, weight, height, activity level,   Age, BMI, neck length, HHS 

Haq et al. [38] Clinical study  BMI, acetabular opening angle, limb length shortening  Age, acetabular anteversion  

Kuo et al. [40] Clinical study Age, head size, range of motion Gender, height, weight, BMI, cup size, quality of life, neck length, 

inclination  

Sexton et al. [49] Clinical study Height, weight, age, femoral offset, inclination, anteversion, medialisation   Femoral head size, patient satisfaction, BMI, HHS (Harris hip 

score) Hothan et al. [58] Mechanical study  Stem design, assembled stem, axial load Cup design, bearing clearance 

Hothan et al. [70] Mechanical study  Cup design, assembled cup 

Fan et al. [112] Mechanical study Friction-induced vibration, the femoral stem, neck and head  Ceramic insert  

Bernasek et al. [51] Clinical study Gender, inclination   

Choi et al. [55] Clinical study  Head size, gender Age, height, weight, BMI, cup size, neck length, abduction 

Cogan et al. [36] Clinical study  Association between noise and dissatisfaction  Age, height, weight, BMI, alumina insert thickness  

Ki et al. [33] Clinical study BMI (body mass index), cup design (Osteonics cup) Inclination, anteversion,  

Parvizi et al. [16] Clinical study Neck impingement, Trident acetabular cup, combination of Trident acetabular 

component and Accolade stem 
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Kang [114] Mechanical study Negative friction-velocity slope, the femoral stem, bearing stiffness, bearing 

kinematics, head size, the level of load magnitude 

 

Currier et al. [109] Mechanical study Stick-slip phenomenon, bearing clearance, friction, hip joint velocity Joint load magnitude, individual components  

Sarialli et al. [102] Mechanical study  Micro-separation 

Sarialli et al. [119] Mechanical study Third body particle, high friction, stick-slip Edge loading, abduction 

Weiss et al. [111] Mechanical study Self-excited vibrations, high friction, the femoral stem and neck  

Glaser et al. [87] Mechanical-

clinical study  

Micro-separation  

Chevillotte et al. [62] Mechanical study Material transfer condition, disruption of fluid lubrication Stripe wear, edge loading, microfracture, joint load magnitude  

Mai et al. [34] Clinical study Height, neck geometry, V40 neck/Trident combination and C-taper/Trident 

combination  

Age, gender, weight, BMI, indication, head size, acetabular 

component 

Esposito et al. [120] Clinical study  Type of motion activity  Inclination, patient satisfaction  

Restrepo et al. [53] Clinical study 

 

Accolade stem  Age, height, weight, BMI, abduction, anteversion, medicalisation, 

femoral offset  

Restrepo et al. [66] Clinical study Type of motion activity  Pain, functional impairment, ceramic fracture 

Swanson et al. [47] Clinical study   Stryker Trident cup/Accolade stem combination, short femoral neck length, 

rheumatoid arthritis   

Age, sex, height, activity level, acetabular component size, 

femoral head size, BMI, laterality, femoral offset, inclination  

Jarrett et al. [57] Clinical study Negative quality of life Inclination, anteversion, leg length, pain, pattern of activity (type 

of motion activity) 

Restrepo et al. [15] Clinical study Edge loading, stripe wear, the kinematics of the hip implant  Pain, limited function, acetabular component positioning, 

intervention, abduction, femoral head size, type of femoral stem, 

impingement, age, height, weight loosening, Osteolysis 

Keurentjes et al. [32] Clinical study Short neck length  Inclination, anteversion, age, gender, BMI, cup size, head size, 

stem size Walter et al. [46] Clinical study  Height, weight, age, edge loading, titanium shells, metallic femoral components, a 

stiffness mismatch between the shell and liner 

Ceramic components, bearing clearance 

Brockett et al. [72] Mechanical study Bearing clearance, friction  

Murphy et al. [44] Clinical study  Osteolysis, loosening 

Walter et al. [48] Clinical study Height, weight, age, anteversion, inclination, impingement, edge loading  

Taylor et al. [88] Clinical study stripe wear, edge loading, impingement, inclination  

Jarrett et al. [31] Clinical study  Pain, anteversion, cup position 

Morlock et al. [59] A case report  Mismatch between the joint bearings, a couple of Zirconium Oxide and Aluminum 

Oxide 
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1.6 The wear of artificial hip joints 

Wear can influence the performance and life expectancy of an implant and has been found to 

be a key factor in primary failure of artificial hip joints [121, 122]. The consequence of wear 

may be that the patient must undergo revision surgery to replace the original implants with 

new ones. This is obviously an undesired outcome because of the hardship it imposes on the 

patient and health budget.  

Nearly all contemporary hip prosthesis bearings are made of combinations of plastic, metal, 

or ceramic materials. The plastic material is commonly ultra-high molecular weight 

polyethylene (UHMWPE) cross-linked by radiation treatment to improve its wear 

performance. This material is typically used only in the hip’s socket component, which is 

variably termed the acetabular liner. The metal is most frequently a Co-Cr-Mo (CoCr) alloy, 

and it is used in the cup shell, femoral stem and head. Multiple ceramic materials have been 

used, chiefly alumina (Al2O3), zirconia (ZrO2), and more recently, zirconia-toughened 

alumina (ZTA) and silicon nitride (Si3N4), although those made of silicon nitride (Si3N4) are 

still under laboratory testing. These ceramics are employed in both head and liner 

components. 

The most commonly used artificial hip joint combination is a metal head within a plastic liner 

(MoP) which is referred to a hard-on-soft couple. This combination is known to suffer from 

liner wear with the resultant plastic debris contributing to osteolysis resulting in loosening of 

the prosthesis [123, 124]. Another combination is ceramic-on-plastic (CoP) in which a 

ceramic head articulates against the plastic liner. The ceramic head is harder and more wear 

resistance than metal and leads to less wear of the plastic cup in the long term than a metal 

head. Computing the wear profile of soft-on-hard bearing couples has been the subject of a 

number of studies [125-130]. In such wear predictions, the femoral head is assumed to be 

rigid body and only the plastic acetabular cup undergoes wear [131-135].  

In an effort to reduce wear, hard-on-hard material combinations have been developed, namely 

metal-on-metal (MoM) and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) bearings. In such hard-on-hard hip 

joints, wear occurs across both the head and cup surface. The metallic liner material has more 

wear resistant than plastic liners which are more susceptible to being scratched and worn by 

asperities on the much harder ceramic or metal head. However, the presence of potentially 
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cancerous metal ions, developed from wear particles is the main problem in MoM hip 

implants [122]. CoC bearings with superior wear resistance and surface finish have lower 

friction and wear rates than both MoM and MoP implants [121, 136-140]. An in vitro study of 

differential hardness ceramic-on-metal (CoM) implants have also shown reduced wear levels 

compared to MoM bearings [141]. Generally, few studies have computationally investigated 

wear of hard-on-hard couples [18-20, 142, 143]. In the latest development of ceramic material 

for hip replacement bearings, two new materials have been developed, namely alumina-

toughened zirconia (ATZ) and zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA). They have shown a 5-fold 

reduction in the overall wear rate compared to the older Alumina ceramics [144-146].  

While clinical studies produce actual wear data of artificial hip joints [140, 147-151] implant 

retrievals are rarely analysed and patient factors such as weight and activity levels result many 

confounding factors. Therefore a large amount of research has been dedicated to developing 

models that can predict wear in hip prosthesis [7, 18, 19, 131, 139, 147, 152-154]. During 

design and preclinical evaluation process, hip simulator wear tests of hip prosthesis are 

carried out. However, such tests are extremely time-consuming and costly [140, 141, 155-

158]. Computational modelling is faster and cheaper in providing predictions of wear and in 

investigating the effect of hip prosthesis design parameters on wear prediction [18-20, 156, 

159].  

1.6.1 Wear modelling 

Wear is the progressive loss of substance as a result of relative motion between surfaces. 

Although some typical features of the wear process are demonstrated experimentally and 

there are some simple models to compute wear, such as the well-known Archard’s wear 

methodology, no comprehensive laws of wear exist. A simple model of wear can be explained 

based on the assumption that two hard surfaces (i.e. cup and femoral head) contact each other 

through individual spots formed by the asperities across the contact surface of the mating 

bodies [21, 160]. The area of each individual spot varies from zero to its maximum, 
2a , in 

which a is the maximum contact spot radius, due to the relative movements between 

contacting bodies. The normal load Pn supported by a contact spot is given by 

mn PaP 2  (1.7) 
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where Pm is the yield pressure of a plastically deformed asperity. In the typical strength 

hardened state for the surface layer, all three critical stresses, namely yield strength, ultimate 

strength, and “welding stress,” are of the same order of magnitude. The stress in the micro-

contact reaches the order of magnitude of the penetration hardness H of the material as the 

asperities come together. Thereby, the asperities weld together. If they then separate, nearly 

the same stress is again reached just before failure, only with a different sign. At spots, 

individual junctions are engaged and disengaged as sliding proceeds. Consequently, wear 

frequently occurs and the fragment of asperity material may be dislodged. The volume of 

such wear particles depends on the size of the adhesive bond that generates it. The wear 

particle may be treated as a hemisphere with radius a and volume Vn given by 

3

2 3a
Vn




 

(1.8) 

in which subscript n is the number of the contact spot. According to the contact area, which 

can be considered to be a circle with radius a, the wear particle is produced in the friction path 

of the magnitude 2a. The wear rate or wear per unit distance of sliding can be written as  
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(1.9) 

If it is assumed that only a fraction, w, of all contact asperities produce wear particles, as 

derived in the Archard’s wear model [21], then the total wear rate can be expressed as 

,
3 m

n
P

wP
iwI    nPP  (1.10) 

It is convenient to designate K=w/3 and assume that Pm=H, where H is the indentation 

hardness. Then the equation of wear develops in the form  

 nVV
H

KP

s

V
I ,

 
(1.11) 
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This equation is often called the Archard wear equation where the dimensionless constant K 

denotes the wear factor. Moreover, it is more preferable for engineering applications to utilise 

the ratio K/H, termed wear factor (k), dimensionally expressed as mm
3
/Nm

-1
. It accounts for a 

vast array of different factors such as the coupled materials and their wettability, surface 

roughness, friction coefficient, lubrication and temperature, S relative surface sliding distance 

and Wn resultant normal load. k is experimentally obtained from pin-on-disk [161] or more 

focused hip simulator wear tests [162]. In addition it is generally considered constant in the 

space and time. In addition to the volumetric wear model of Archard defined in Equation 

1.11, the Archard’s depth wear equation as the linear wear rate can be written as follows 

H

KP

s

h


d

d

 
(1.12) 

in which P is contact pressure and h is depth wear.  

Another model used to predict wear is the Reye’s hypothesis [163]. This methodology is an 

energy dissipative method which correlates the volume of removed material to the work done 

by the tangential friction force, given by the expression 


TF

s

V


 
(1.13) 

where V and FT are the wear volume and the tangential friction force while s represents the 

sliding distance and finally   is a constant. Assuming that the volume of worn material is 

equal to the multiplication of contact area and thickness of the worn material, the wear depth 

with respect to the sliding distance, can be re-written as follows  



p

s

h


d

d
 (1.14) 

in which   and p are the friction coefficient and the contact pressure, respectively, and h is 

the wear depth. A numerical solution for the wear depth, using Archard’s wear model 

Equation 1.12, may be obtained by the forward Euler integration algorithm to yield the 

following updating formula for wear depth [163, 164] 
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iiii skPhh  1  (1.15) 

in which hi refers to the wear depth at the ith step while hi-1 represents the wear depth at the 

previous step. The last term in Equation 1.15 is the incremental wear depth which is a 

function of the contact pressure and the incremental sliding distance at the corresponding 

cycle.  

Although, these wear models can only describe adhesive and abrasive wear mechanisms, they 

are often adopted for a wide range of applications due to their simplicity. These wear models 

are implementable in finite element method, boundary element method and multibody 

dynamic approach [20, 125, 163]. In addition, Archard’s wear model is the most commonly 

utilised in tribology [20, 163, 165], while a number of computational approaches have been 

developed to calculate wear and friction phenomena [163, 166]. This wear model requires 

knowledge of the contact pressure, sliding distance of the contact point and tribological data 

such as the wear coefficient of the bearing materials, as can be seen in Equation 1.12.  

Implant head-cup contact properties can be numerically determined by means of the finite 

element method [18, 20, 130, 135], boundary element method (Teoh et al. 2002) [133], 

Winkler model and Hertz contact model [19, 167, 168]. Each has its advantages and 

disadvantages in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency. The finite element method 

and boundary element method provide more accurate results but they are more time-

consuming [133, 165]. However, Hertz contact model is very efficient in terms of time, but 

not as accurate as those numerical methods although acceptable from an engineering point of 

view [19, 163]. It is noteworthy that in daily activities, the hip joint experiences three-

dimensional motions and loads. Hence, bearing surfaces always undergo varying contact 

stresses and sliding distance especially when the damping of articulation is low. In the above 

equations both contact stress and sliding distance are point and time dependant. To predict 

wear of hip implants with such repeated operations with time, a dynamic model of the 

artificial hip articulation that simulates in-vivo loading and articulation conditions is of 

paramount importance. The wear coefficient depends on coupled materials, interfacial 

friction, the geometry of the surfaces in contact, the coupled material wettability and 

lubrication [81, 133, 169]. It has been obtained either from hip simulator or pin-on-disc tests 

[157, 170].  
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The geometry of the bearing surfaces changes as wear progresses over time which, in turn, 

affects contact pressure and nominal contact point. From this point of view, the wear 

prediction procedures can be categorised into two main groups. The first assumes that surface 

geometries and, consequently, contact pressures and sliding distance do not evolve over the 

wear simulation [19, 130]. As a result, a linear extrapolation can be applied to estimate the 

final linear and volumetric wear. This procedure is very fast but has been found to produce 

erroneous results [165, 171]. In contrast, the second classification allows the contact geometry 

to vary gradually and, thus, result in iterative procedures to compute wear and final geometry 

[18]. In fact, surface geometry alters since wear increases joint clearance size and changes 

contacting surfaces from uniform to non-uniform. Consequently, this affects contact pressure 

and the dynamic response of the system. 

1.6.1.1 Sliding distance 

The contact point between the head and cup follows a certain characteristic track during 

normal human gait, and this ‘contact point track’ is an important parameter to determine wear 

since any variation in the track shape can cause a huge variation in the wear rate [21, 22, 155]. 

Mattei et al. [130] used a theoretical contact point track, where the contact point was assumed 

to be located at the interface of the head and cup and along the line joining both the centres of 

the head and cup [167]. Another study assumed that the centre of the femoral head was fixed 

and the motion of the femur was simulated by applying physiological rotations [126]. 

Furthermore, Ramamuri and his co-authors [172] computationally determined loci of 

movement of selected points on the femoral head during normal gait. A few years later, 

Saikko and Calonius [173] developed a computational method based on Euler angles to 

compute the slide tracks for the three-axis motion of the hip joint in walking and for two hip 

simulators. The slide track patterns resulting from the gait waveforms were found to be 

similar to those produced by hip simulators. Sariali and his co-workers [102] also provided 

sliding path of motion between the head and cup when the hip implant is in edge-loading or in 

normal centred conditions using the Leeds II hip simulator.  

A number of wear models presented in the literature looked at the effect of friction on contact 

stress and the trajectory of contact point [18, 19]. Most of them simplified the influence of 

friction by considering a frictionless contact [174, 175]. In a quasi-static analysis, the sliding 

distance and contact stress are not considerably influenced by friction since the contact point 

trajectory is imposed to the computational work and is not dependent on friction. Moreover, 
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the normal contact force is assumed independent of the tangential contact forces at the 

collision point between the cup and the femoral head in a quasi-static state. However the 

femoral head does slide relative to the cup over the gait cycle in vivo. Consequently, the 

sliding distance and contact stress are important parameters when calculating wear as a 

function of interface friction.  

Friction coefficient at the bearing interface depends on bearing materials, lubricant, bearing 

clearances, surface roughness and the gait motion and loads [18, 23, 81, 176]. The friction 

coefficient was reported between 0.1 and 0.25 for MoM couples [81, 177-179]. Coefficient of 

friction in CoC hip devices is reported in the literature between 0.04-0.13 [81, 100-102, 136]. 

The broad range of friction factor is due to measuring friction coefficient with different 

lubricants, different bearing loads, the presence of particulate debris, malposition of prosthesis 

components and different instances of the gait motion.  

Mattei and Di Puccio [19] recently determined the changes of contact point trajectory due to 

friction which shifted the location of nominal contact point. They considered its effects in 

wear prediction which led to an alteration in wear map and its magnitude. Recently it was also 

reported that, on top of the normal gross motion, the femoral head vibrates inside the cup with 

micron amplitude due to friction-induced vibration [17, 104]. This can result in a change in 

the contact point trajectory in both micro and macro scales and consequently in contact stress, 

which can affect the final wear profile.  

1.6.2 High wear rates observed in vivo  

Hip simulator and computational studies on CoC and MoM bearings have consistently shown 

very low wear rates under standard hip simulator conditions which correlates with well-

positioned prostheses [18, 69, 140, 144, 158, 170, 180-183]. However, this has not been 

confirmed by long-term retrieval analyses [65, 138, 147, 153, 184, 185]. The standard 

conditions are defined with the femoral head sitting concentrically with the acetabular cup and 

the acetabular cup with a clinically equivalent inclination angle of less than 55̊. Under these 

ideal conditions very low wear rates have been obtained. On the contrary, CoC and MoM 

retrievals with elevated wear rates have been associated with steep cup-inclination angle 

resulting in edge-loading [186-194]. Increased cup inclination angle have been associated 

with a stripe wear area on the femoral head and an elevated wear rate of alumina CoC 

retrievals [195]. However, these steep cup-inclination angles exhibited in vitro studies do not 
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lead to high wear levels when tested in-vivo and even the corresponding wear mechanisms 

[188, 190, 191, 195, 196].  

Introduction of microseparation to the gait cycle however has demonstrated edge loading, 

wear rates and wear mechanisms similar worn retrievals [139, 144, 187, 188, 194, 197, 198]. 

Moreover, the loading and motion inputs affect hip implant wear. Fialho et al. [199] showed 

that the wear rates occuring during a simulated jogging cycle had a twofold increase 

compared to those of the walking cycle, due to a very significant increase in loading. 

Considering the effect of different motion inputs on wear prediction of hip prostheses 

indicated that evaluated volumetric wear under the ProSim simulator and the ISO motion and 

loading conditions are less than that predicted for in-vivo walking motion [200]. In addition, 

one study obtained 3D sliding distance increased volumetric wear by 18% compared to a 

simplified two dimensional flexion-extension analysis [199].  

Friction can also affect sliding distance and contact stress in artificial hip joints [18, 19, 104]. 

It was reported that the femoral head vibrates inside the cup with micron amplitude within the 

corresponding collision plane and with nanometre amplitude normal to the collision plane due 

to friction-induced vibration [17, 104]. This can result in a change in the contact point 

trajectory and contact stress on both a micro and macro scale, which can affect the final wear 

profile.  

1.7 Multibody dynamics method of hip prostheses 

The human body has relatively rigid bones, connected by special joints capable of large 

anatomical articulations. From the mechanical point-of-view, this description of the human 

body is similar to that of a multibody system, Ribeiro et al. [201], Figure 1.12. The multibody 

technique describes bodies by kinematic relations, whereby the motion behavior is determined 

from the applied forces and the rate of change in momentum, Amirouche [202], utilising 

Newton’s second law. Consequently, the bodies can undergo large translational and rotational 

displacements, which have proven ideal for simulating musculoskeletal systems. However, 

the human body system is far more complex than the great majority of the multibody 

mechanical systems. Its components have a complex behaviour because of deformations 

associated with the soft and stiff tissues such as the muscles, tendons, and ligaments, and due 
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to complexity of the anatomical articulations relative to the standard mechanical joints [203-

206]. 

 

Figure 1.12: A schematic representation of a multibody system 

The study of human body motion as a multibody system is a challenging research field that has 

undergone enormous developments over the last few decades. Brown and Ferguson [207] presented a 

two-dimensional finite element model to investigate the variations of femoral head stress due to 

changes of the usual articular contact patterns. A study of lateral, medial, superior, inferior, anterior 

and posterior shifts was presented to consider the postoperative values of the resultant hip muscle 

forces and hip joint contact force by Iglic et al. [208]. Cole et al. [209] studied the computation of 

lower extremity joint impact loads in running and consideration of muscles effecting on them. They 

prepared a planar multibody model including skeletal motion, muscles and soft tissue movement. 

Using multibody analysis to take large joints and 31 muscles crossing the hip and knee, Lengsfeld et 

al. [210] studied the effect of hip joint angles on the distances between muscular insertions and origins 

and on muscular arms. Forces and moments at the ankle, knee and hip joints of human lower limbs 

were computed by Wu and Ladin [211], using a quasi-static analysis approach for joint load 

approximation. Pedersen et al. [212] reported the location of all pelvic muscle and acetabular contact 

forces during level gait. A three-dimensional model was developed to study influences of soft tissue 

loading of the thigh on femoral loading by Duda et al. [213]. They computed the internal loads on the 

bone, taking into account all the thigh muscles, body weight and contact forces at the hip, patello-

femoral and knee joints into consideration.  
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In addition, Pressel and Lengsfeld [214] utilised a human multibody model to determine muscle 

actions as a function of hip joint angle. Lengsfeld et al. [215] used multibody models to study the 

influence of joint centre position on joint forces. They found a significant increase in peak joint forces 

when the centre of the hip joint was moved laterally, superiorly and posteriorly from neutral position, 

using a three degree of freedom spherical joint and systemically relocating hip joint centers. Effect of 

gender and anatomic parameters on the patient's hip joint contact force/pressure distribution was 

assessed by Genda et al. [216]. Bergman et al. [177] measured hip contact and ground reaction forces 

with instrumented implants and synchronous analyses of gait patterns in four patients. Anderson and 

Pandy [217] considered if dynamic optimisation provides better estimates of muscle forces during gait 

than static optimisation. Heller et al. [218] considered the musculoskeletal loading conditions during 

walking and climbing stairs for a number of patients, compared to in-vivo data. Jonkers et al. [219] 

classified muscle functions during stance and swing phase of gait, using muscle driven forward 

simulation. Stansfield et al. [220] studied two subjects with instrumented hip joint prostheses, 

calculating hip joint forces by using a three-dimensional model of the leg.  

A general two-level optimisation procedure for tuning any multi-joint kinematic model to a patient's 

experimental movement data was presented by Reinbolt et al. [221]. Yoshida et al. [222] estimated the 

hip joint contact area and pressure distribution during activities of daily life, using a generic hip 

model, the Discrete Element Analysis (DEA) technique and the in-vivo hip joint contact force data. 

Bachtar et al. [223] suggested a contact smoothing approach by applying Gregory patches to cope with 

computational instability which might occur when the contact nodes move near the edges of the 

contact elements. Lenaerts et al. [224] used musculoskeletal modelling, inverse dynamic analysis and 

static optimisation to report the effect of subject-specific modelling of hip geometry and hip joint 

centre location on hip joint moments, muscle moments and hip contact forces during gait. An 

investigation to determine the contributions of individual muscles to hip contact force was carried out 

by Correa et al. [225]. They calculated the effects of muscles on hip contact force by optimisation 

solutions providing the time histories of joint motion, ground reaction forces and muscle forces. A 

musculoskeletal model of the lower limb was used to estimate the hip contact forces and muscle 

activations resulting from walking at different speeds by Modenese and Phillips [226]. Carriero et al. 

[227] predicted variations in the hip joint contact forces with different gait patterns. They computed 

muscle and hip joint contact forces of four children with different walking characteristics, using an 

inverse dynamic analysis and a static optimisation algorithm. Predicted the knee joint muscle forces 

and biomechanical response, an iterative kinematic-driven finite element model of the knee joint 

accounting for the synergy between passive structures and active musculoskeletal was employed by 

Adouni and Shirazi-Adl [228]. 
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1.7.1 Governing motion equations of multibody systems 

It is well known that the equations of motion for a multibody dynamic system with holonomic 

constraints can be written as [229], 

)(cggqM   
(1.16) 

0),( tqΦ
 (1.17) 

in which M is the system mass matrix, q  generalised coordinates of the system, q  the 

acceleration vector, and g  the generalised force vector containing all external forces and 

moments. The bodies in the multibody system are interconnected by joints imposing 

constraints on the bodies’ relative motion. Expressing these conditions as algebraic equations 

in terms of a generalised coordinate and time, t, holonomic kinematic constraints defined in 

Equation 1.17 are introduced. Moreover, )(cg  is the vector of constraint reaction equations, 

which can be rewritten by means of the Jacobian matrix of the constraint equations ( qΦ ) and 

the vector of Lagrange multipliers ( λ ) as [229] 
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Substituting Equation 1.18 in Equation 1.16 yields, 

gλΦqM q  T
 

(1.19) 

Furthermore, differentiating Equation 1.17 twice with respect to time, the constraint equation 

can be written as follows [164] 
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where γ  is a vector function of velocity and position of the system as well as time. As a 

consequence, both Equations 1.19 and 1.20 yield a system of differential algebraic equations 

to be solved for q  and λ , given by 
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Equation 1.21 can be solved only if the coefficient matrix of Equation 1.21 is non-singular. This can 

be achieved by having a positive definite mass matrix and the Jacobian matrix qΦ  full row rank. 

Equation 1.6 is a differential-algebraic equation that has to be solved and the resulting accelerations 

integrated in time. However, because they do not use explicitly the position and velocity constraint 

equations there may be a drift in the system constraints. To avoid constraints violation during 

numerical integration, Baumgarte stabilisation is used, and Equation 1.21 modified as 

[
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(1.22) 

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are positive constants that represent the feedback control parameters for the 

velocities and position constraint violations, Nikravesh [229] and Baumgarte [230].  

A set of initial conditions, positions and velocities, is required to start the dynamic simulation. 

The selection of the appropriate initial conditions plays a key role in the prediction of the 

dynamic performance of mechanical system. In the present work, the initial conditions are 

based on the results of kinematic simulation of mechanical system in which the joint is 

assumed to be ideal. The use of numerical algorithms with automatically adjustable step size 

is particularly important in contact problems whose dynamic response is quite complex due to 

the sudden change in kinematic configuration. In such events, the use of a constant time step 

is computationally inefficient and important system characteristics could be overlooked due to 

insufficient time resolution. Thus, automated time step size adaptability is a crucial part of the 

dynamic solution procedure. Moreover, the abrupt configuration changes caused by rapid 

variation of contact forces results in stiff equations of motion for the system, since the natural 

frequency of the system are widely spread. Thus, the time step size must be adjusted in order 

to capture both the fast and low frequency components of the system response [229].  
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1.7.2 Kinematics of hip implants 

In an ideal multibody dynamics model of an artificial hip joint, it is assumed that the 

connecting points of the femur and the pelvis are linked by an ideal concentric joint. 

However, the difference in the radii of the femoral head (Rh) and the acetabular cup (Rc) 

introduces a radial clearance, 𝑐 = 𝑅𝑐 − 𝑅ℎ, which adds three translational degrees of freedom 

to the system. The dynamic behaviour of the clearance artificial hip joint is treated as an 

eccentric impact between the head and cup. When the contact takes place, an impact force law 

is applied and the resulting forces are introduced into the system’s equation of motion. A 

schematic representation of the hip implant, consisting of the femoral head and cup, is 

depicted in Figure 1.5 where the spherical head with radius Rh rests inside a hemisphere cup 

of radius Rc. The difference between their radii defines the size of radial clearance, c=Rc-Rh. 

The cup is assumed to be stationary and anatomically inclined from the horizontal plane with 

an angle of π/4. A fixed-body coordinate system ξηζ is attached to the centre of the ball, while 

XYZ represents the global inertial frame of reference located at the centre of cup. Head and 

cup centres are denoted by Ph and Pc, respectively, and the eccentric vector which connects 

the point Pc to Ph is denoted by e in Figure 1.13.  

 

Figure 1.13: General configuration of an artificial hip joint with the reference coordinate system at the 

centre of the femoral head. 

In what follows, some of the most relevant kinematic aspects related to the hip implant are 

presented. According to Figure 1.13, the eccentricity vector e is defined by [231] 

hchch PPPPP e
 

(1.23) 
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where 

 
hhh PPPh zyxP   and  000cP  (1.24) 

which are vectors defined in XYZ coordinate system. The magnitude of the eccentricity vector 

is evaluated as  

ee
Te   

(1.25) 

which in the global coordinate can be written as  
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(1.26) 

and the time rate of change of the eccentricity can be given by [232] 
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in which the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time.  

 

Figure 1.14: Penetration depth between the head and cup during contact 
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A unit vector n normal to the collision surface between the cup and head is aligned with the 

eccentricity vector as observed in Figure 1.14. Hence it is convenient to define this unit vector 

as follows [232] 

e

e
n 

 
(1.28) 

Figure 14 illustrates the situation in which the head and cup are in contact, which is identified 

by the existence of a relative penetration of the head into the cup, δ. The contact points are Qh 

and Qc on the head and cup surfaces, respectively. The global position of the contact points on 

the head and cup are given by [231-233] 

nSr ccQ R
c


 (1.29) 
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 (1.30) 

The velocities of the contact points are obtained by differentiating Equations 1.29 and 1.30 

with respect to time, yielding 
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(1.31) 
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(1.32) 

Thus, the relative velocities of contact points in the normal and tangential directions 

represented by VN and VT in the collision plane, respectively, can be calculated as follow 

[233] 
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where t represents the tangential direction to the contacting surfaces. The relative normal 

velocity determines if the bodies in contact are approaching or separating, and the relative 

tangential velocity determines whether the bodies in contact are sliding or sticking. Moreover, 

from Figure 1.14, it is clear that the geometric condition for contact between the head and cup 

can be defined as [231] 

ce  (1.35) 

in which e is the magnitude of the eccentricity vector given by Equation 1.25 and c is the 

radial clearance size. When the magnitude of eccentricity vector is smaller than the radial 

clearance size, there is no contact between the head and cup and consequently they can freely 

move relative to each other. In contrast, when the magnitude of penetration depth is positive, 

the two bodies are in contact and geometrical constraints are applied to the movement of the 

femoral head. 

The normal and tangential forces, fN and fT, respectively, act at the contact points. These forces 

are evaluated using a contact force model, for instance the Hertz’s law, and a friction force 

model, for example the Coulomb’s law. Similarly to the velocity analysis, the normal vector 

from the plane of collision is used as working direction for the contact forces. The 

contributions of the impact forces to the generalised vector of forces, g  in Equation 1.22, are 

found by projecting the normal and tangential forces onto the i, j and k directions. These 

forces that act at the contact points are transferred to the centre of mass of the femoral head 

Ph. Based on Figure 1.15, the forces and moments acting on the centre of the femoral head are 

given by 

𝐟𝑖 = 𝐟𝑁 + 𝐟𝑇 (1.36) 

t
hi RM Fn  

(1.37)
 

The forces and moments given by Equations 1.25 through (1.28) are added to the generalised 

force vector g  in Equation 1.22. But before these quantities can be calculated it is necessary 

that the contact normal and tangential forces are evaluated using an appropriate contact and 

friction model. 
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Figure 1.15: Free body diagram of the femoral head. 

1.7.3 Contact force model  

As was discussed in previous sections, the dynamics of the human body can be simulated 

using multibody systems formulation. Contact-impact is a common occurance in multibody 

systems that can seriously affect the function of mechanical system. Contact-impact 

phenomena can lead to a range of outcomes including wear at the contact zone, vibration and 

load propagation throughout the system components and discontinuities in the system 

velocities. In this regard, the scientific community have demonstrated an increasing interest in 

solving problems related to contact-impact phenomena in multibody systems. Hence, there 

are different approaches to deal with contact-impact events which could be categorised into 

two main groups, nonsmooth dynamics formulation and continuous analysis [234]. In the first 

group, colliding bodies are assumed to be rigid and unilateral constraints are used to deal with 

the contact mechanics. The most popular technique of this group is the linear 

complementarity problem in which unilateral constraints are used to compute contact 

impulses to prevent penetration from occurring. Indeed, the linear complementarity approach 

(LCP) has proven to be very useful in formulate problems involving discontinuities [235-

237]. However this first class contact method when used on multibody system dynamic 

systems can exhibit multiple solutions, or no solution, when Coulomb friction is taken into 

account. In addition, it is possible not to preserve the energy conservation principle during 

frictional contact [238]. Another drawback associated with the LCP method is that the 

implementation of LCP approach is not easy in general-purpose programming for multibody 

dynamics [239].  
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On the other hand the continuous methods, also known as either compliant or penalty 

methods, are considered deformable approaches since the contacting bodies are allowed to 

deform at the contact zone. Moreover, the corresponding contact forces are evaluated as a 

function of indentation and compliance of articulating surfaces. The difficulty to choose 

contact parameters, namely the contact stiffness and the degree of nonlinearity of the 

indentation, is one of the main disadvantages of the penalty approach [240, 241]. Another 

drawback of this formulation is that it can lead to a dynamical motion of system with high 

frequencies owing to the presence of stiffness within the compliant surfaces. Consequently, 

the corresponding simulation becomes time-consuming when the formulation requires the 

integration algorithm due to smaller time steps. In the present work, compliant methods are 

appropriate due to the presence of friction in hip implant articulation, known theoretical 

formulation of contact stiffness and desire to compute contact area according to wear 

prediction of hip implants.  

When two bodies collide, there is a rapid decrease in relative velocity and kinetic energy and 

an increase in indentation and contact force. At some instance of the collision phase, the 

relative velocity between bodies reaches zero, which conforms to the maximum value of 

indentation. Owing to indentation and contact stiffness, the potential energy stored in the 

bodies during the compression drives the two bodies to apart until ultimately they separate. If 

we assume ideal contact, there is an entirely elastic contact with no dissipation of energy. The 

pioneer compliant method to deal with contact mechanics is Hertzian contact law which is 

purely elastic in nature. This law relates the contact force with a nonlinear form of 

penetration, as is expressed by  

n
N KF   (1.38) 

where   stands for the relative indentation between the colliding bodies and K and n are 

contact stiffness and the nonlinear power exponent, respectively, which are determined from 

material and geometric properties of the contacting objects. In the case of artificial hip joint 

consisting of a spherical head and a hemispherical cup with isotropic materials, the contact 

stiffness is a function of radii of the bodies i and j and their material properties, as follows 
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𝐾 =
4

3(𝜎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑗)
(

𝑅𝑖𝑅𝑗

𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑗
)

2

 
(1.39) 

in which the material properties 𝜎𝑖 and 𝜎𝑗 are given by 

𝜎𝑧 =
1 − 𝜐𝑧

2

𝐸𝑧
 

(1.40) 

and the quantities 𝐸𝑧 and z  are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus associated with 

each body. In Hertzian contact law, the power exponent n is equal to 3/2 due to the parabolic 

distribution of contact stresses. While this parameter generally depends on the material of 

contacting objects and can be either greater or less than 3/2, which is determined via 

experimental work. At this stage, it must be said the use of Equation 1.38 is limited by Love's 

criterion, which states that it is only valid for impact velocities lower than the propagation 

velocity of elastic waves across the solids [242]. 

On the contrary, some of the energy is dissipated during the contact-impact process due to 

friction, plasticity and wave propagation in forms of heat, vibration and sound, among others 

[243]. The coefficient of restitution was defined by Newton to accommodate possible losses 

of energy during the impact process. This coefficient includes all the nasty behaviour that 

occurs at the contact interface [244]. Generally, the coefficient of restitution is assumed to be 

constant; however, it depends on local material properties, contact duration, temperature, 

friction and the geometry of the contacting surfaces [245-247]. As explained before, Hertzian 

contact method cannot describe the energy loss during the contact process. Hence, other 

contact force methods have been presented that extend the Hertzian law to accommodate 

energy dissipation in the form of internal damping. One of the first dissipative force models is 

the Kelvin and Voigt approach using a parallel combination of a linear spring and a linear 

damper, respresented by [248] 

 DKFN   (1.41) 

in which D denotes the damping coefficient,   represents the relative normal contact velocity, 

K the contact stiffness and   the relative indentation between the colliding bodies. The Kelvin 

and Voigt model has been used by a number of researchers [249-251], although the method 
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has some weaknesses. Generally, this model does not account for the nonlinear nature of an 

impact-contact event. Moreover, there is a discontinuity at the beginning of the contact 

process due to the form of the damping term in the formulation. At the end of the contact, 

there are also negative relative velocity which results in negative contact force meaning the 

bodies attract each other which are not physically correct. Another issue with the Kelvin and 

Voigt model is this method uses the same damping coefficient for both the compression and 

restitution phases, which is not consistent with experimental outcomes [244, 252].  

Consequently, a method conforming more to physical insights of the contact process was 

demanded. Hunt and Crossley [253] represented an energy dissipation form of the Hertzian 

contact law, which can cope with the deficiencies of the Kelvin and Voigt method. Firstly, 

they represented a nonlinear form of both the elastic force and the damping force. Moreover, 

the damping force includes a nonlinear term of the relative indentation between the colliding 

bodies which deals optimally with the existence of non-continuous contact force at the 

beginning of the contact and negative contact force at the end of restitution phase. Hunt and 

Crossley method can be given by 

 nn
N KF   (1.42) 

The first term of the right-hand side of this constitutive law is purely elastic contact force and 

the second term stands for the energy dissipation during the contact process. Moreover,   is 

the so-called hysteresis damping factor and can be written as 

)(2

)1(3









Kcr  

(1.43) 

where rc  represents the coefficient of restitution, )(  denotes the initial impact velocity and 

K is the contact stiffness given by Equation 1.39. Hence by substituting Hysteresis damping 

factor into Equation 1.42, the contact force model can be written as 
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The Hunt and Crossly approach has been utilised to deal with the contact problem in the 

context of multibody system dynamics [254-256]. However, it is worth noting that this 

approach is appropriate for cases in which the coefficient of restitution is high [252, 257, 

258]. Different hysteresis damping factors as function of the contact stiffness, coefficient of 

restitution and initial contact velocity have been proposed. Lankarani and Nikravesh [259] 

presented a contact force model including the elastic form of the Hertz contact law 

incorporated with a nonlinear viscous-elastic element. The hysteresis damping factor was 

calculated from the physics of the problem by equating the kinetic energy loss in the system 

to the work done by the contact force. This factor which is a function of the deformation can 

be given as 

)(
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(1.45) 

And the continuous contact force model by Lankarani and Nikravesh can be resolved as  
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(1.46) 

This approach and Hunt and Crossley method are energy-based and are satisfactory for 

general mechanical contacts in which the value of the coefficient of restitution is close to 

unity. It can be deduced from their contact force models mathematically since the 

corresponding hysteresis damping factors are not infinite when the coefficient of restitution 

approaches zero as it is supposed to become infinite physically. Marefka and Orin [252], 

Herbert and McWhannell [260] and Lee and Wang [261] have published other contact force 

models that have the similar characteristic. The Lankarani and Nikravesh contact force model 

has been used by numerous authors to solve different problems [262-264]. In a later paper, 

Lankarani and Nikravesh [265] developed their method to take plastic deformations into 

account.  

Gonthier et al. [257] developed a contact force model for multibody dynamics which can 

account for low coefficient of restitution as well. The hysteresis damping factor is defined as  
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In which the dimensionless factor d is obtained as  
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After solving Equation 1.48 with a numerical bisection algorithm, a good initial guess is 

21 rcd  . Finally the model can be written as  
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In the above contact force model, rc  equates to unity for a perfectly elastic contact and it 

would have a zero value for a purely plastic contact so that the hysteresis damping factor is 

infinite which is consistent with the physical nature of the problem. The Gonthier et al. force 

model showed that most of the energy is dissipated in the compression phase compared to the 

restitution phase for low values of the coefficient of restitution [257]. Flores et al. [266] 

recently developed a contact force model which can be used for both elastic and inelastic 

materials in multibody dynamics. The hysteresis damping factor and the contact force can be 

written as follow 
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and 
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In order to determine what the main differences between the dissipative contact force models 

are, the hysteresis damping factor is analysed for different coefficients of restitution as 
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illustrated in Figure 1.8. From Figure 1.16, it can be concluded that the trend of the contact 

force models for high values of coefficient of restitution is similar. However, only the force 

approaches by Gonthier et al. and Flores et al. have reasonable behaviour for low values of 

the coefficient of restitution which show an asymptotical increase with the decrease of the 

coefficient of restitution. These methods present a very close response to others when the 

restitution coefficient is close enough to unity.  

 

Figure 1.16: Evolution of the hysteresis damping factor as function of the coefficient of restitution for 

all of the dissipative contact force models, [234]. 

1.7.4 Friction force model 

 

Friction coefficient in artificial hip joints generally increases as the Lambda ratio, Equation 

1.3, decreases. This is due to increased surface roughness, particulate metal debris in 

articulating area, an alteration in the property of synovial fluid, increased bearing clearance, 

increased applied load and abnormal motion behaviour of hip implant components. Generally, 

coefficient of friction in CoC hip devices as reported in the literature is in the range of 0.04-

0.13 [81, 100, 101, 119]. This tends to make the CoC hip bearing couple act more like non-

lubricated bearing [100, 101]. A possible cause of squeaking in metal-on-metal (MoM) and 

ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) bearings without lubrication is the stick-slip phenomenon between 

the head and cup of an artificial hip joint [109, 110]. It has been computationally and 

experimentally shown that friction-induced vibration was the main reason of hip squeaking 
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[106, 111]. Hence, multibody dynamics approach of hip prosthesis should include the effect 

of friction in contact interface to obtain more accurate and real outcomes of the femoral head 

dynamics inside the cup and wear prediction.  

Friction is generally described as the resistance to motion when two surfaces slide against 

each other. In mechanical systems friction can often lead to undesired effects such as 

vibration. Friction between solid bodies is an extremely complicated physical phenomenon 

encompassing elastic and plastic deformations of the articulating bodies, chemical reactions, 

interactions with wear particles, micro-fractures and cracks, excitation of electrons and the 

transfer of particles from one body to another. However it is possible to represent this 

complex phenomenon using a simple friction law which relates dry friction force to the 

normal force by a coefficient of friction. As a first effort to consider the friction law via an 

experimental test, Leonardo da Vinci formulated the most important principle, that is, the 

friction force is proportional to the normal load and independent of the contact area.  

One of the first and simplest friction laws is Coulomb friction law. Coulomb (1736-1806) 

determined that the frictional force F between two bodies which are pressed together with a 

normal force FN can be calculated by the product of normal force and friction coefficient 

which is computed empirically (Figure 1.17). The relation between the force and relative 

velocity is shown in Figure 1.18 and has the following mathematical form  












0

0)sign(

vifF

vifvF
F

Ns

Nk




 

(1.52) 

where F is the friction force, xv   the sliding speed, s  and k  are the coefficient of static 

friction and the coefficient of kinetic friction, respectively. This equation states that in order 

to set a body in motion, a critical force, that being the force of static friction ( NsF ), must be 

applied. Once moving the force acting on the body is the kinetic friction force ( Nk F ). The 

coefficient of kinetic friction is always lower than the coefficient of static friction. 
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Figure 1.17: A block under normal force and with velocity (v) on a plane (left); in the corresponding 

free body diagram, the reaction force and the frictional force can be seen (right). 

 

Figure 1.18: Coulomb's friction law, [233]. 

Due to the discontinuity at zero sliding speed respresenting a instantaneous change in friciton, 

modified Coulomb friction laws were suggested. Viscous friction model is one that can 

resolve such a problem, but the representation of friction is often poor. This model can be 

written as  

vkF   (1.53) 

in which F is the friction force, v the sliding speed and k  is the viscous coefficient. While the 

model is linear which results in to easier simulation, the validity of the viscous model is 

doubtful. In full film contacts, the viscous model can be assumed a good representation of 

behaviour of the system. Moreover, the model can act well enough in other contact 

conditions, if the viscous coefficient is tuned. Another modified Coulomb friction model is a 

combination of the viscous friction model and the Coulomb friction model [267]. The 

resulting model can be formulated as follows 
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(1.54) 

where satk  is a coefficient to eliminate the difficulty in determining the friction force at zero 

sliding speed by converting the discontinuous transition of friction force in the proximity of 

zero to a continuous one, shown in Figure 1.19.  

Replacing the sign function in the Coulomb friction model, Equation 1.52, by a tanh function 

produces another plausible candidate to resolve the discontinuity problem [267]. This 

modification which lets the new model be valid for all v is given as  

)tanh( tanhvkFF Nk  (1.55) 

In which tanhk  is a coefficient that determines how fast the tanh function changes from near -1 

to near +1, Figure 1.19. 

 

Figure 1.19: Combined Coulomb and viscous friction (continuous line) and combined Coulomb and 

tanh friction versus the relative velocity (dashed red line) 

Obviously the friction force at zero relative velocity between the interacting bodies is not zero 

and is equal to the tangential applied force, which is consistent with the reality. Hence, the 

main drawback of the modified Coulomb friction laws explained above is that they assume 

zero friction at zero relative velocity, which does not make sense from a physics point of 

view. As a result, the combined friction force models can lead to an inaccurate final position 

of the interacting objects either with small applied forces or under a load over a long time. 

Small displacements are important in many high precision and control applications. In such 
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cases, the small displacements due to the tangential deformations or displacements between 

the surfaces should be considered using appropriate models, namely the Dahl model, the 

LuGre model and the Valanis model, amongst others [268-271] 

Although the friction coefficient suggested by Coulomb is assumed to be constant with 

increasing the sliding speed, experimental tests have demonstrated that friction coefficient is a 

function of the relative velocity, Panovko and Gubanova [272] and Ibrahim [273]. Different 

friction-speed models have therefore been proposed to take the velocity dependence of 

friction into account. Moreover, most contacts are lubricated and the friction force depends on 

the friction-speed regimes: 1) boundary lubrication (no dependence on the velocity) where no 

lubricant pressure is generated to separate the interacting surfaces; 2) mixed fluid lubrication 

where the pressure generated by the relative velocity is not sufficient to separate the 

interacting surfaces completely; 3) full fluid-film lubrication in which the interacting objects 

are separated completely due to enough fluid film pressure.  

 

Figure 1.20: Friction-velocity models, [274]. 

Some classical friction-velocity models are illustrated in Figure 1.20. The first is a kinetic 

with viscous friction, Figure 1.20a, while the second model represents a static, kinetic and 

linear viscous friction. The negative slope effect of the friction is included in the third model 

along with kinetic and viscous manner observed in Figure 1.20c. Generally, the friction 

decreases with increased relative velocity until a mixed or full film lubrication is obtained, 

after which the friction in the contact can either be constant, increase, or decrease with 

increasing the sliding speed due to viscous and thermal effects. Stribeck [275-277] suggested 

a model known as Stribeck model which can convey the friction behaviour in the different 

four friction regions. The model can be written as follow 
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where F is the friction force, v the sliding velocity, Fc the Coulomb sliding friction force, Fs 

the maximum static friction force, vs the sliding speed coefficient, kv the viscous friction 

coefficient, and i an exponent. This model is shown in Figure 1.21. Moreover, the reason of 

decreasing friction with increasing velocity in dry sliding metallic bodies was experimentally 

investigated, and was due to the  material softening as a result of high temperatures generated 

at the contact surfaces [278, 279]. Stribeck model can provide very good representation of the 

friction between sliding surfaces and it can describe the stick-slip phenomenon and the 

negative damping effect.  

 

Figure 1.21: Stribeck friction-velocity curve showing four regimes, [274] 

The discontinuity problem seen in the case of the Coulomb friction model is a problem also 

associated with the Stribeck model. In order to cope with this, either a combined Stribeck 

model and viscous friction model, or a combined Stribeck model and tanh friction model can 

be developed.  

A friction-speed relation based on experimental observation was developed by Brockley and 

Ko [280], Tondl [281] and Smith et al. [282]. The friction force (Ff) was expressed as either 
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an exponential function or a nth-order polynomial of the tangential relative velocity between 

contact surfaces (Vrel), as follow 

54
)(

21
3)( CVCeVCCF rel
VC

relf
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 (1.57) 
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   (1.58) 

where C0, C1, … etc. are constants which may be determined from the measured friction 

values.  

1.8 Research aims and objectives 

 

The present study aims to investigate important issues affecting the lifespan and performance 

of hip implants, namely wear, hip squeaking, contact stress distribution and hip moment and 

finally the trajectory of contact point over the gait cycle. After considering previous studies 

and the mechanical mechanisms of the above mentioned phenomena, it has been concluded 

that the key point to successfully study these scenarios is to gain a deep insight into nonlinear 

dynamics and vibration of hip prosthesis including tribology of articulating surfaces and 

physiological motions and forces. To this end, it is firstly planned to develop a computational 

biomechanics method based on the multibody dynamics methodology which can address 

system dynamics, friction and contact-impact mechanics.  

Initially, a planar multibody dynamic model which simulates a hip implant as a joint with 

clearance is developed which includes the presence of muscles, tendons and ligaments by 

means of importing physiological motions and forces of the femoral head with respect to the 

cup into the formulation. Friction-induced vibration and contact-impact events occurring 

between the head and cup surfaces are considered as external generalised hip forces in the 

governing equation of the motion. The simulation encompasses ISO14242-1 testing standard 

profiles for the femoral head angular motion and forces. The nonlinear governing equations of 

motion are solved by employing the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method, which allows 

for the discretisation of the time interval of interest. This model is validated in comparison 

with results reported in available literature and its accuracy and time efficiency are assessed in 

the present work.  
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This simulation is utilised to consider the effect of friction-induced vibration, angular 

motion/force changes and contact-impact events on contact pressure distribution and hip 

moment over the gait cycle. A parametric study is also carried out by investigating the effects 

of clearance size, initial conditions and friction on the system dynamic response. Hip 

squeaking, which is a recent clinical concern with ceramic-on-ceramic hip arthroplasties, is 

considered as another goal of this project. The presented methodology is extended to obtain 

acoustic characteristics of ceramic-on-ceramic hip prostheses by carrying out a FFT frequency 

analysis. In this part of the study, the influence of friction coefficient, hip implant size and the 

head initial position on hip squeaking and the trajectory of femoral head are considered. 

Vibrational characteristics and squeaking frequencies of hip prostheses are analysed and 

compared to clinical results for validation purposes. However, the model developed so far 

cannot take three-dimensional physiological angular motions and forces into account and is 

limited to a two-dimensional study. 

According to a physical point of view, it is hypothesised that the vibration of hip implants has 

a three-dimensional characteristic resulted from friction-induced vibration. It is expected to 

occur due to stick-slip, mode-coupling, contact force changes, negative damping, sprag-slip 

and follower force in the system. To achieve this planned goal, a spatial multibody dynamics 

model is constructed taking into account not only tribological properties of bearing surfaces, 

but also three-dimensional physiological hip joint gait motions. Moreover, it is physically 

deduced that the path of contact point changes owing to friction-induced vibration in both 

micro and macro sense. To consider the validity of this statement, the improved spatial model 

is employed to address the trajectory of contact point between the femoral head and the cup 

over the gait cycle. Three-dimensional moments and contact stress of hip implant are also 

studied to acquire the corresponding effects of friction-induced vibration.  

Vibration induced by high friction at contact point between bearing surfaces can result in 

excessive wear of the femoral head and cup surfaces. This statement constitutes the second 

hypothesis of the present dissertation. The technical idea behind this hypothesis is that the 

vibration in artificial hip joints leads to an alteration in the contact point trajectory in both 

micro and macro scales, which can affect the final wear profile in a significant manner. The 

Archard wear model is integrated into the spatial multibody dynamics model of hip implant to 

predict wear. With the purpose to generate a more realistic wear prediction, the geometries of 

the cup and head are updated owing to wear effect during the dynamic simulations. 
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The preceding simulations are validated against results of available literature. The present 

research determines that friction-induced vibration has a significant influence on the system 

dynamic response by introducing an oscillating behaviour into the moment and contact 

pressure in artificial hip joints. Hip squeaking results from stick-slip, mode-coupling, contact 

force changes and negative damping in the system. It is also shown that the vibration of 

artificial hip joints has a three-dimensional characteristic. The femoral head vibrates inside the 

cup with the micrometer amplitude in collision plane and nanometer normal to the collision 

plane due to friction-induced vibration. This leads to a considerable change in the contact 

point trajectory on both a micro and macro scale, which can affect wear prediction. 

Furthermore, decrease in hip implant size increases both hip squeaking frequencies and 

penetration depth. Initial conditions of the femoral head with respect to the cup do not have a 

significant influence on squeaking frequencies. Stick/slip phase intervals of the femoral head 

movement with respect to the cup are also studied. Finally, it is illustrated that high friction of 

bearing surfaces may lead to excessive wear rates observed in vivo for hard-on-hard hip 

implant couples.  

1.9 Structure of the thesis (thesis outline) 

 

In this section a brief overview of each chapter and its content is provided. Preliminary aims 

and methodologies are also described. The present dissertation is organised into six Chapters: 

(1) Introduction and literature review; (2) Study of the friction-induced vibration and contact 

mechanics of artificial hip joints; (3) A computational analysis of squeaking hip prostheses; 

(4) Nonlinear vibration and dynamics of ceramic on ceramic artificial hip joints: a spatial 

multibody modelling; (5) Dynamic modelling and analysis of wear in hard artificial hip 

articulations; (6) Concluding remarks and future directions. 

Chapter one presents the general motivation and objective of the thesis as well as a summary 

of chapters and the thesis contribution. Moreover, a literature review of the mechanism of hip 

prosthesis, hip squeaking, wear prediction and multibody dynamics approach are provided. 

A planar multibody dynamics approach is developed for the purpose of studying the effect of 

friction-induced vibration and contact mechanics on the maximum contact pressure and 

moment of artificial hip implants, presented throughout Chapter two. First of all, a simple free 

body diagram of artificial hip joint is presented. Then, multibody dynamics formulation of hip 
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implant is developed including a continuous contact model to provide the intra-joint impact 

forces and a stricbeck friction model to calculate tangential forces at contact point. In this 

chapter, a numerical solution of the resulting nonlinear dynamic equations is provided 

employing an explicit numerical scheme to discretize the time interval of interest. Finally, the 

effects of friction, hip implant size and ball initial position on the hip squeaking and on the 

ball motion trajectory in artificial hip joints is analysed and discussed. Finally, the effects of 

clearance size, initial conditions and friction on the system dynamic response is analysed and 

discussed throughout this chapter. 

In Chapter three, the developed formulation is extended to investigate hip squeaking of 

ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants. To this end, a FFT analysis of the audible sounds from CoC 

hip acceleration is carried out to analyze acoustic characteristics of hard-on-hard articulation. 

Moreover, the effects of friction, hip implant size and ball initial position on the hip 

squeaking and on the ball motion trajectory in artificial hip joints is analysed and discussed. 

A spatial multibody dynamics approach is developed within Chapter four. Firstly, equations 

of motion of artificial hip joint are derived under the framework of multibody dynamics 

method. A contact force model and modified Coulomb friction model are employed to 

simulate friction and contact-impact events in clearance hip joint. Nonlinear dynamics 

governing equations are solved. Comparing the outcomes with that available in the literature 

allowed for the validation of our approach. It is shown that the cause of hip squeaking is 

friction-induced vibration owing to different phenomena such as stick-slip friction, negative-

sloping friction and contact force changes. Moreover, friction-induced vibration does 

significantly change contact point path during the gait when compared to non-friction 

analysis. 

Chapter five considers the second hypothesis stated in the present thesis using a spatial 

multibody dynamic model of a hip prosthesis taking three-dimensional physiological loading 

and motion of the human body into account. The vibration of the femoral head inside the cup 

due to negative damping effect, stick-slip and alteration in contact force is incorporated in the 

system analysis. This chapter integrates the Archard wear model into the dynamic calculation 

of the hip implant to predict wear. Additionally, to generate a more realistic wear simulation, 

geometries of the cup and head are updated throughout the simulation. The results are then 

validated against current literature. It has also been hypothesised that friction-induced 
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vibration can be the cause of the high wear rates observed clinically and finally this chapter 

illustrates that this undesirable oscillation causes excessive wear of hip implant components. 

Finally, the main conclusions of the present study and suggestions for future research have 

been discussed and offered in Chapter six. 

1.10 Statement of contributions 

 

The principal contributions of this thesis are 

 Development a spatial multibody dynamic model of the kinetics and kinematics of the 

femoral head and cup articulation as a clearance joint, taking not only tribological 

effects of bearing surfaces, but also the physiological three-dimensional rotation 

motions and forces into account. 

 

 A comprehensive computational biomechanics consideration of hip squeaking due to 

friction at articulating surfaces has been presented. It has been illustrated that the main 

cause of hip squeaking is friction-induced vibration due to stick-slip, mode-coupling, 

contact force changes, negative damping in the system, follower force and contact 

force changes. 

 

 For the first time, it has been illustrated that friction-induced vibration affect contact 

pressure and moment in artificial hip joints by introducing an oscillating behaviour 

into their trends over the gait cycle. 

 

 The hypothesis that friction-induced vibration may be one of main causes of the high 

wear rates observed clinically in hard-on-hard couples has computationally been 

confirmed in the present study as the first time based on authors’ knowledge.  

 

 The influence of vibration due to friction of artificial hip joints on the trajectory of 

contact point during the gait cycle has been investigated. 
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 It has been shown that the vibration in artificial hip joints has a three-dimensional 

characteristic with micrometer amplitude vibration in collision plane and nanometer 

amplitude in the corresponding normal direction.  
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Chapter 2 

Study of the friction-induced 

vibration and contact 

mechanics of artificial hip 

joints 

Published as 

 

Ehsan Askari, Paulo Flores, Danè Dabirrahmani, Richard Appleyard. Study of the friction-

induced vibration and contact mechanics of artificial hip joints, Tribology International 70 

(2014) 1-10. 

 

Summary 

 

A planar multibody dynamics approach is developed for the purpose of studying the effect of 

friction-induced vibration and contact mechanics on the maximum contact pressure and 

moment of artificial hip implants, presented throughout Chapter two. First of all, a simple free 

body diagram of artificial hip joint is presented. Then, multibody dynamics formulation of hip 

implant is developed including a continuous contact model to provide the intra-joint impact 

forces and a stricbeck friction model to calculate tangential forces at contact point. In this 

chapter, a numerical solution of the resulting nonlinear dynamic equations is provided 

employing an explicit numerical scheme to discretize the time interval of interest. Finally, the 

effects of friction, hip implant size and ball initial position on the hip squeaking and on the 

ball motion trajectory in artificial hip joints is analysed and discussed. Finally, the effects of 

clearance size, initial conditions and friction on the system dynamic response is analysed and 

discussed throughout this chapter.  
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Study of the friction-induced vibration and contact 

mechanics of artificial hip joints 

2.1 Abstract  

The main objective of this work is to study the effect of friction-induced vibration and contact 

mechanics on the maximum contact pressure and moment of artificial hip implants. For this 

purpose, a quasi-static analysis and a multibody dynamic approach are considered. It is shown 

that the multibody dynamic model is effective at predicting contact pressure distribution and 

moment of hip implants from both accuracy and time-consuming points of view. Finally, 

from the computational simulations performed, it can be observed that the friction-induced 

vibration influences the contact pressure and the moment in hip implants by introducing an 

oscillating behaviour in the system dynamics. 

2.2 Introduction 

It has been recognized by a good number of researchers that the computation of the pressure 

distribution and contact area of artificial hip joints during daily activities can play a key role 

in predicting prosthetic implant wear [98, 283-285]. The Hertzian contact theory has been 

considered to evaluate the contact parameters, namely the maximum contact pressure and 

contact area by using the finite element method [283, 284]. Mak and his co-worker [283] 

studied the contact mechanics in ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip implants subjected to micro-

separation and it was shown that contact stress increased due to edge loading and it was 

mainly dependent on the magnitude of cup-liner separation, the radial clearance and the cup 

inclination angle [98, 285]. In fact, Hertzian contact theory can capture slope and curvature 

trends associated with contact patch geometry subjected to the applied load to predict the 

contact dimensions accurately in edge-loaded ceramic-on-ceramic hips [97]. Although the 

finite element analysis is a popular approach for investigating contact mechanics, discrete 

element technique has also been employed to predict contact pressure in hip joints [222]. As 

computational instability can occur when the contact nodes move near the edges of the 

contact elements, a contact smoothing approach by applying Gregory patches was suggested 

[223]. Moreover, the contributions of individual muscles and the effect of different gait 

patterns on hip contact forces are of interest, which can be determined by using optimization 
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techniques and inverse dynamic analyses [225, 227]. In addition, contact stress and local 

temperature at the contact region of dry-sliding couples during wear tests of CoC femoral 

heads can experimentally be assessed by applying fluorescence microprobe spectroscopy 

[286]. The contact pressure distribution on the joint bearing surfaces can be used to determine 

the heat generated by friction and the volumetric wear of artificial hip joints [18, 199]. 

Artificial hip joint moment due to friction and the kinetics of hip implant components may 

cause prosthetic implant components to loosen, which is one of the main causes of failure of 

hip replacements. Knee and hip joints’ moment values during stair up and sit-to-stand motions 

can be evaluated computationally [287]. The effect of both body-weight-support level and 

walking speed was investigated on mean peak internal joint moments at ankle, knee and hip 

[24]. However, in-vivo study of the friction moments acting on the hip demands more 

research in order to assess whether those findings could be generalised was carried out [288].  

The hypothesis of the present study is that friction-induced vibration and stick/slip friction 

could affect maximum contact pressure and moment of artificial hip joints. This desideratum 

is achieved by developing a multibody dynamic model that is able to cope with the usual 

difficulties of available models due to the presence of muscles, tendons and ligaments, 

proposing a simple dynamic body diagram of hip implant. For this purpose, a cross section 

through the interface of ball, stem and lateral soft and stiff tissues is considered to provide the 

free body diagram of the hip joint. In this approach, the ball is moving, while the cup is 

considered to be stationary. Furthermore, the multibody dynamic motion of the ball is 

formulated, taking the friction-induced vibration and the contact forces developed during the 

interaction with cup surface. In this study, the model utilises available information of forces 

acting at the ball centre, as well as angular rotation of the ball as functions of time during a 

normal walking cycle. Since the rotation angle of the femoral head and their first and second 

derivatives are known, the equation of angular momentum could be solved to compute 

external joint moment acting at the ball centre. The nonlinear governing equations of motion 

are solved by employing the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method, which allows for the 

discretization of the time interval of interest. The influence of initial position of ball with 

respect to cup centre on both maximum contact pressure and the corresponding ball trajectory 

of hip implants during a normal walking cycle are investigated. Moreover, the effects of 

clearance size, initial conditions and friction on the dynamic response of the system are 

analysed and discussed throughout this chapter.  
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2.3 Multibody dynamic model of the artificial hip joint 

The multibody dynamic model originaly proposed by Askari et al. [289] has been considered 

here to address the problem of evaluating the contact pressure and moment of hip implants. A 

cross section A-A of a generic configuration of a hip joint is depicted in the diagram of in 

Figure 2.1, which represents a total hip replacement. Figure 2.1 also shows the head and cup 

placed inside of the pelvis and separated from stem and neck. The forces developed along the 

interface of the ball and stem are considered to act in such a way that leads to a reaction 

moment, M. This moment can be determined by satisfying the angular motion of the ball 

centre during a walking cycle. The available data reported by Bergmann et al. [177] or those 

based on ISO14242-1 testing standard can be used to define the forces that act at the ball 

centre. The former were experimentally obtained by employing a force transducer located 

inside the hip neck of a live patient. The information provided deals with the angular rotation 

and forces developed at the hip joint. Thus, the necessary angular velocities and accelerations 

can be obtained by time differentiating the angular rotation. Besides the 3D nature of the 

global motion of the hip joint, in the present work a simple 2D approach is presented, which 

takes into account the most significant hip action, i.e. the flexion-extension motion.  

 

Figure 2.1: A schematic of the artificial hip implant with the cross section A-A (Left figure), and the 

head and cup separated from the neck and stem through the cross section A-A (Right figure). 
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With regard to Figure 2.2 the translational and rotational equation of motion of the 

head, for both free flight mode and contact mode, can be written by employing the Newton-

Euler’s equations [229, 290], yielding  

∑𝑀𝑂𝐤 = 𝐼�̈�𝐤,      ∑𝐌𝑂 = {
𝑀𝐤 − (𝑅𝑗)𝐧 × 𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑡    𝛿 > 0

𝑀𝐤                              𝛿 ≤ 0
 

(2.1) 

∑𝐹𝑋 = 𝑚�̈�,           ∑𝐹𝑋 = {
𝑓𝑥 + (𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑡 + 𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑛 ) ∙ 𝐢   𝛿 > 0

𝑓𝑥                                  𝛿 ≤ 0
 

(2.2) 

∑𝐹𝑌 = 𝑚�̈�,           ∑𝐹𝑌 = {
𝑓𝑦 + (𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑛 + 𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑡 ) ∙ 𝐣 − 𝑚 g     𝛿 > 0

𝑓𝑦                                                 𝛿 ≤ 0
 

(2.3) 

where 𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑛  and 𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑡  denote the normal and tangential contact forces developed during the contact 

between the ball and cup, as it is represented in the diagram of Figure 2.3. In Equations 2.1-3, x, y and 

 are the generalised coordinates used to define the system’s configuration. In turn, variable m and I 

are the mass and moment of inertia of ball, respectively. The external generalized forces are denoted 

by fx, fy and M and they act at the centre of the ball as it is shown in Figure 2.3. The gravitational 

acceleration is represented by parameter g, Rj is the ball radius and  represents relative penetration 

depth between the ball and cup surfaces.  

 

Figure 2.2: A schematic of the head and cup interaction observed in the Sagittal plane.  

The penetration depth can be expressed as [231] 
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𝛿 = 𝑟 − (𝑅𝑏 − 𝑅𝑗) (2.4) 

in which Rb denotes the cup radius and (Rb-Rj) represents the joint radial clearance, which is a 

parameter specified by user. 

 

Figure 2.3: Free body diagram of ball and corresponding external, internal and body forces and 

moment. 

In the present study, the cup is assumed to be stationary, while the head describes the global motion. 

With regard to Figure 2.2, it can be observed that Oj and Ob denote the head and cup centres, 

respectively. While Pj and Pb represent the contact points on the head and cup, respectively. The 

magnitude and orientation of the clearance vector are denoted by r and α, respectively. In general, r 

and α can be expressed as functions of the generalised coordinates used to describe the configuration 

of multibody mechanical system. The normal and tangential unit vectors at the contact point can be 

written as 

𝐧 = cos𝛼𝐢 + sin𝛼𝐣                                                           (2.5) 

𝐭 = −sin𝛼𝐢 + cos𝛼𝐣 (2.6) 

In order to compute the normal contact and tangential forces, it is first necessary to evaluate the 

relative tangential and normal velocities at the contact points, which can be obtained as follows [177] 

𝐯𝑝𝑗/𝑝𝑏
= �̇�𝐧 + (𝑟�̇� + 𝑅𝑗𝜔𝑗)𝐭 = 𝑣𝑛𝐧 + 𝑣𝑡𝐭 (2.7) 
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where 𝑣𝑛 and 𝑣𝑡 are module of the normal and tangential velocities, respectively. Thus, Equations 2.2 

and 2.3 can be re-written as follows 

[
𝑚 0
0 𝑚

] [
�̈�
�̈�
] = [

∑𝐹𝑋

∑𝐹𝑌

] 

(2.8) 

Using now the concept of the state space representation, the second order equations of motion 

(8), can be expressed as a first order equation set as  

�̇� = 𝐇(𝐳) (2.9) 

where 𝐳 = [

𝑧1
𝑧2

𝑧3

𝑧4

] = [

𝑥
𝑦
�̇�
�̇�

] and 𝐇(𝐳) is expressed as follows 

�̇� = [

�̇�1

�̇�2

�̇�3

�̇�4

] =

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑧3
𝑧4

∑𝐹𝑋(𝐳)

∑𝐹𝑌(𝐳)]
 
 
 
 
 

 

(2.10) 

It must be mentioned that the r, α and their time derivatives can be obtained with respect to 

state space parameters as follows 

𝛼 = atan (
𝑧2

𝑧1
) 

(2.11) 

𝑟 = √𝑧1
2 + 𝑧2

2 
(2.12) 

�̇� =
−𝑧2𝑧3 + 𝑧1𝑧4

𝑧1
2 + 𝑧2

2 𝑧1
2 

(2.13) 
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�̇� =
𝑧1𝑧3 + 𝑧2𝑧4

√𝑧1
2 + 𝑧2

2
 

(2.14) 

It is known that the evaluation of the contact forces developed during an impact event plays a crucial 

role in the dynamic analysis of mechanical systems [256, 266, 291]. The contact forces must be 

computed by using a suitable constitutive law that takes into account material properties of the 

contacting bodies, the geometric characteristics of impacting surfaces and impact velocity. 

Additionally, the numerical approach for the calculation of the contact forces should be stable in order 

to allow for the integration of the mechanical systems equations of motion [234]. Different 

constitutive laws are suggested in the literature, being one of the more prominent proposed by Hertz 

[292]. However, this law is purely elastic in nature and cannot explain the energy loss during the 

impact process. Thus, Lankarani and Nikravesh [259] overcame this difficulty by separating the 

contact force into elastic and dissipative components as 

𝐅𝑝𝑗
𝑛 = (𝐾𝛿𝑛 + 𝐷�̇�)𝐧 (2.15) 

Regarding Lankarani and Nikravesh model, normal contact force on the head is expressed as  

𝐅𝑝𝑗
𝑛 = −𝐾𝛿

3
2(1 +

3(1 − 𝑐𝑒
2)

4

�̇�

�̇�(−)
)𝐧 

(2.16) 

where �̇� and �̇�(−) are the relative penetration velocity and the initial impact velocity, respectively, and 

ce is the coefficient of restitution. The generalised stiffness parameter K depends on the geometry and 

physical properties of the contacting surfaces, which for two internal spherical contacting bodies with 

radii Ri and Rj can be expressed as [292] 

𝐾 =
4

3(𝜎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑗)
(

𝑅𝑖𝑅𝑗

𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑗
)

2

 
(2.17)  

in which the material properties 𝜎𝑖 and 𝜎𝑗 are given by 

𝜎𝑧 =
1 − 𝜐𝑧

2

𝐸𝑧
 

(2.18) 
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At this stage, it must be said the use of Equation 2.15 is limited by Love's criterion, that is, it is only 

valid for impact velocities lower than the propagation velocity of elastic waves across the solids [27].  

It is known that the way in which the friction phenomena are modelled, plays a key role in the systems 

behaviour [293]. In the present study, the tangential friction force is evaluated by using a modified 

Coulomb friction law, which can be expressed as [294, 295] 

𝐅𝑝𝑗
𝑡 = −𝜇(𝑣𝑡)‖𝐅𝑝𝑗

𝑛 ‖
𝑣𝑡

|𝑣𝑡|
𝐭 (2.19) 

The friction force is described in the sense of Coulomb’s approach, and is proportional to the 

magnitude of the normal force developed at the contact points, where the ratio is the coefficient of 

friction, 𝜇, which is dependent on the relative tangential velocity. The model considered in reference 

[177] is employed here for the purpose of evaluating the coefficient of friction, which can be written 

as  

𝜇(𝑣𝑡) = {
(−

𝑐𝑓

𝑣0
2
(|𝑣𝑡| − 𝑣0)

2 + 𝑐𝑓) sgn (𝑣𝑡),                             |𝑣𝑡| < 𝑣0

(𝑐𝑑 + (𝑐𝑓 − 𝑐𝑑) exp(−𝜉(|𝑣𝑡| − 𝑣0)))𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑣𝑡), |𝑣𝑡| ≥ 𝑣0

 (2.20) 

where 𝜉 is a slop parameter. The first part of friction coefficient function exhibits a continuous 

behaviour when the function is close to zero, in order to avoid the numerical instabilities associated 

with null tangential velocity. Figure 2.4 shows the plot of Equation 2.20, which represents the 

Stribeck effect. Thus, it can be stated that with this approach, the stick/slip effect can be taken into 

account. In fact, the model can represent the dry friction behaviour and address stick/slip phenomenon 

in relative low velocity case accurately. Moreover, this modified Coulomb’s friction model can avoid 

computational instability associated with the change of velocity direction. 
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Figure 2.4: Stribeck characteristic for dry friction. 

Normal and tangential forces described above are present if the system is in contact situation, 

which means detecting impact or contact is one important step. Moreover, to compute the 

contact force, the initial impact velocity has to be calculated as an initial condition for 

following regimes, which could be in contact or in free flight, the following condition should 

be checked during the solution process by progressing time. Therefore, a contact event is 

detected when the following condition is verified 

𝛿(𝑡𝑖) < 0,   𝛿(𝑡𝑖+1) > 0 (2.21) 

Indeed, the precise instant in which the phase changes from free flight to contact is of 

paramount important instant because initial conditions for the next dynamic scenario are 

provided from exactly this instant [296].  

2.4 Computing quasi-static and dynamic maximum contact 

pressures 

For the CoC hip implants used nowadays, with 5, 3 and 2 mm thick ceramic insert, it has been 

demonstrated that the radius of the contact area between the femoral head and the acetabular 

cup is relatively small compared with that of the femoral head and the ceramic insert 
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thickness. Therefore, the Hertzian contact theory can be utilised to estimate the contact 

parameters such as the maximum contact pressure and the contact area [283]. Hertzian contact 

theory can also be considered to evaluate contact pressures in CoC hip arthroplasty even 

though the ball is in contact with the cup as edge loading in CoC hip arthroplasty [97]. When 

the system is in edge-loading, the contact area is no longer circle but ellipse [97, 285]. In the 

present study, contact pressure and contact area are determined using two different 

approaches, namely quasi-statics and dynamics.  

Assuming that the cup and head held in contact by a force F, as it is shown in Figure 2.5, such 

that their point of contact expands into a circular area of radius a, [297] 

𝑎 = 𝐾𝑎 √𝐹
3

 (2.22) 

where  

𝐾𝑎 = (
3

4

1 − 𝜐1
2

𝐸1
+

1 − 𝜐2
2

𝐸2

1
𝑅𝑗

−
1
𝑅𝑏

)

1/3

 (2.23) 

in which 𝜐1, 𝐸1 and 𝜐2, 𝐸2 are Poisson’s ratios and elastic modulii for the ball and cup, 

respectively. The maximum contact pressure occurs at the centre point of the contact area and 

can be calculated as 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
3𝐹

2𝜋𝑎2
 

(2.24) 
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Figure 2.5: Head and cup held in contact by a force F. 

The local coordinate system (XYZ) is located at the centre point of the contact area as it is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. Since the coordinate system is defined as a local system, the 

tangential stresses can expressed as [297] 

𝜎𝑋𝑍 = −𝜇(𝑣𝑡)
𝑣𝑡

|𝑣𝑡|
lim
𝑌→0

𝜎𝑌 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜇(𝑣𝑡)
𝑣𝑡

|𝑣𝑡|
 

(2.25) 

For an element close to the contact point, when Y approaches zero, the principal stresses are 

written as  

𝜎1 = −𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,       𝜎3 = −𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜐 + 0.5 + 𝜇(𝑣𝑡))  

𝜎2 = −𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜐 + 0.5 − 𝜇(𝜐𝑡)) 

(2.26) 

If (𝜐 + 𝜇(𝑣𝑡)) > 0.5 so that 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜐 + 0.5 + 𝜇(𝑣𝑡)) if (𝜐 + 𝜇(𝑣𝑡)) ≤ 0.5 so that 

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥.  

Normal contact force, Equation 2.16, is calculated as a function of time, solving 

resultant equations of multibody dynamic system. This normal contact force is substituted 

into Equations 2.22 and 2.24 to determine contact pressure distribution and contact area in 

ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants dynamically. To acquire quasi-static results, external normal 

contact loads (F) based on ISO14242-1 testing standard are introduced into Equations 2.22 
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and 2.24. These two approaches allows for the comparison between dynamic and quasi-static 

situations. Therefore, it is convenient to define a parameter, dif., that conveys the difference 

between quasi-static and dynamic results of maximum contact pressures. Projection of the 

governing motion equations, Equation 2.8, on the normal direction vector n provides the ball 

motion equation in normal direction as 

𝑚�̈� = 𝑓𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + (𝑓𝑦 − 𝑚𝑔)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝐹𝑃𝑗

𝑛 = 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑛 − 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡,𝑛 (2.27) 

where �̈� denotes the indentation acceleration. Substituting contact area from Equation 2.22, 

normal contact force computed from Equation 2.15 and normal contact force from ISO 

14242-1 testing standard into Equation 2.24, then, the difference between the cube of 

maximum contact pressures computed from quasi-static analysis and dynamic analysis can be 

evaluated as follows 

dif. = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑞𝑠
3 − 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑑

3 =
27

8𝜋3𝑘𝑎
6 𝑚�̈� 

(2.28) 

The angular acceleration of femoral head can be calculated as the derivative of the ball angular 

velocity during a normal walking cycle. An external moment, M, which acts on the ball centre is 

required to cause hip implant to rotate with the known angular acceleration during a corresponding 

activity cycle. Therefore, the angular momentum, Equation 2.1, has to be solved to obtain the 

external moment as follows 

𝑀𝐤 = {
𝐼�̈�𝐤 + (𝑅𝑗)𝐧 × 𝐅𝑃𝑗

𝑡   𝛿 > 0

𝐼�̈�𝐤                             𝛿 ≤ 0
 

(2.29) 

2.5 Description of numerical model utilised  

It is known that the resultant equations of multibody dynamic models for hip implants, 

Equation 2.9, are nonlinear and must be solved by using numerical method. Thus, in the 

present work, an adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method is considered to discretise the 

interval of time of analysis. An error threshold is defined. The error magnitude is calculated 

by comparing results obtained from explicit method with different orders. If the error 

magnitude is greater than the error threshold, the time step, h, must be halved and 
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computation is done again in order to acquire accurate and stable outcomes. In the present 

study, the angular velocity around the flexion/extension direction z, ωj, together with the force 

in the vertical direction, fy, are considered. Vertical load and angular velocity are illustrated 

according to ISO14242-1 in Figures. 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. The geometrical and material 

properties of the head and cup are listed in Table 2.1. Moreover, integration step sizes for free 

flight and contact modes are assumed to be 0.00001s and 0.0000001s, respectively, being the 

corresponding integration tolerances 0.000001 and 0.00000001. 

Table 2.1: Material and geometrical characteristics of the artificial hip joints. 

0.05 Clearance size [mm] 

4370  Ceramic density [kg/m
3
] 

3.58e11  Young modulus (cup-head) [GPa] 

0.23 Poisson's ratio [-] 

0.9 Restitution Coefficient [-] 

0.15 / 0.1 Friction coefficients (Cf / Cd) [-] 

 

 

Figure 2.6: The vertical load during a normal walking cycle based on ISO14242-1 testing standard 

[298, 299]. 
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Figure 2.7: (a) Rotation angle of ball; (b) The corresponding angular velocity based on ISO14242-1 

testing standard. 

2.6 Results and discussion 

The comparison of maximum contact pressure and contact area outcomes between the 

multibody dynamic model and the quasi-static approaches are listed in Table 2.2. The data 

reported is for different radial clearances and cup radii, and it shows a good agreement 

between both methodologies. The data is relative to a cycle of 0.11 s, which corresponds to 

maximum external force, 3 kN, initial normal distance between head and cup is 0.0001 mm.  

Table 2.2: Comparison of the predicted maximum contact pressure and contact area between the 

present multibody dynamic study and quasi-static approach. 

Cup radius 

(mm) 

Radial clearance 

(μm) 

 Maximum contact pressure 

(MPa) 

 Contact area (mm
2
) 

   Multibody 

dynamic 

approach 

Quasi-static 

approach 

 Multibody 

dynamic 

approach 

Quasi-static 

approach 

14 50  110.31 110.77  40.29 40.63 

16 50  92.29 92.68  48.14 48.56 

20 30  48.77 48.97  91.12 91.89 

20 50  68.50 68.80  64.87 65.41 

20 100  108.58 109.03  40.94 41.27 

25 50  50.87 51.07  87.37 88.10 
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2.6.1 Effect of ball initial condition on hip implant maximum contact 

pressure and moment 

The influence of the initial conditions on contact pressure developed in hip implants is 

depicted in Figure 2.8. Initial ball position can be associated either with the separation of the 

head and cup at the start phase or with the likely start phase, in which fluid-film lubrication 

breaks down and the ball impacts the cup. The initial condition does not affect average 

magnitude of maximum contact pressure. The ball initiates its motion in free flight mode after 

bouncing several times from the cup surface and before the ball sits on the cup surface. It is 

obvious that when the system is in free flight mode, contact stress is zero. However, it 

increases suddenly and sharply when an impact between the cup and head takes place. It can 

also be observed that, the contact pressure exhibits an oscillating behaviour around its 

corresponding average contact pressure. The effect of free flight and impact modes on contact 

pressure is visible in the plots of Figure 2.8c. It must be highlighted that initial impact 

velocity for Figure 2.8c with initial position of (0, 0.02) is greater than Figure 2.8a with initial 

position of (0, 0.0499). Consequently, as initial impact velocity rises, the contact force 

increases rapidly and the contact duration is shorter so that sitting the ball onto the cup takes 

longer as it can be observed in the plots of Figures 2.8a and 2.8c. This result is in an 

agreement with the reference [300].  

Ball with initial condition defined in Figure 2.7d slides along the circumference of the cup 

and friction causes ball vibration to increase. This means that the ball in contact with the cup 

oscillates due to friction-induced vibration and stick/slip phenomenon notably [17, 109]. It 

leads to oscillation behavior of maximum contact pressure whose amplitude is comparable 

with the corresponding maximum contact stress. It must be said that these are the first results 

obtained on contact stresses in hip implants, taking friction-induced vibration, stick/slip 

friction and contact mechanics with standard hip joint forces during a normal walking cycle 

into account. Finally, the hip implant moment is evaluated for different initial conditions and 

the results are plotted in the diagrams of Figure 2.9. It can be observed that the initial 

condition does not affect average magnitude of hip implant moment. Moreover, the head and 

cup are always in contact after the ball goes into the contact phase, although the ball center 

force is very low during the swing phase before ramping up at the heel-strike.  
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Figure 2.8: The effect of ball initial conditions on maximum contact pressure during a normal walking 

cycle for different initial condition (mm): (a) (0, 0.0499); (b) (0.01, 0.0489); (c) (0, 0.02); (d) (0.0489, 

0.01). 

 

Figure 2.9: The effect of ball initial conditions on maximum moment magnitude acting at the ball 

centre of hip implant during a normal walking cycle for different initial condition (mm): (a) (0, 

0.0499); (b) (0.01, 0.0489); (c) (0, 0.02); (d) (0.0489, 0.01). 
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The ball centre trajectory inside the cup for initial condition (0.0489, 0.01) is depicted in Figure 2.10a. 

It can be observed that the minimum and maximum angle of clearance vector are 11.56˚ and 168.57˚, 

respectively. It is of interest to determine not only how long the ball is in contact with the cup, but also 

what the corresponding average contact pressure is at each angle sub-interval defined above. The 

outcomes are depicted in Figures 2.10c and 2.10d for cycle percentage and maximum average contact 

pressure versus clearance vector direction, respectively. This type of data can be considered to 

estimate tribological phenomena, such as wear caused by the relative sliding motion between the cup 

and head [163]. In addition, cube difference between maximum contact stresses computed from quasi-

static and dynamic approaches can be obtained from Equation 2.28, being the difference parameter 

dif. considered for comparative purpose. This parameter over a normal walking cycle is illustrated in 

Figure 2.10b. As it can be seen, considerable differences are observed for the stance phase. The value 

of dif. is about constant in the swing phase. This discrepancy is due to the oscillating behaviour of the 

ball in contact with the cup since the vibration and dynamics of the ball due to friction-induced 

vibration, stick/slip phenomenon, angular speed changes and external force changes. A similar 

investigation is carried out and illustrated in the plots of Figure 2.11 for a hip implant with initial 

condition (0, 0.0499). The corresponding minimum and maximum angle of clearance vector () are 

75.22˚ and 103.08˚, respectively. It is worth noting that the femoral head is only about 1% of walking 

cycle, Figure 2.11, within the vicinity of that sub-interval including the angle of 90˚ by virtue of 

friction and ball angular velocity. Differences between initial conditions of hip implant considered in 

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 lead to different initial tangential impact velocity. Hence, the oscillating 

behaviour of the hip implant with initial condition (0.0489, 0.01) is greater than that with (0, 0.0499) 

due to friction-induced vibration and stick/slip phenomenon. Thus, it can be concluded that the effect 

of friction-induced vibration is significant, especially when the tangential velocity of the ball due to its 

initial condition varies in a great enough range. Finally, the maximum contact stresses for 𝛼 > 90° are 

greater than those for 𝛼 ≤ 90°, as it can be observed in Figure 2.11. In the last case, it can be 

explained that the angular velocity of the ball for the first half of the walking cycle, in which 

maximum external loads are acted on the ball centre, is negative so the ball slides along the cup 

surface in a counter-clockwise direction.  
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Figure 2.10: (a) A representation of ball trajectory with respect to cup centre; (b) Difference between 

cube maximum contact pressure, dif.; (c) The cycle percentage; (d) Average of maximum contact 

pressure. Cup radius: 20 mm and ball initial condition: (0.0489, 0.01). 

 

Figure 2.11: (a) A representation of ball trajectory with respect to cup centre; (b) Difference between 

cube maximum contact pressure, dif.; (c) The cycle percentage; (d) Average of maximum contact 

pressure. Cup radius: 14 mm and ball initial condition: (0, 0.0499). 
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2.6.2 Effect of friction on hip implant moment and maximum contact 

pressure 

Analysing Equations 2.19 and 2.29, it can be observed that there is a linear relation between 

friction coefficient and hip implant moment. As it was expected, Figure 2.12 shows that the 

friction has a considerable effect on hip implant moment. Hip implants with high friction 

experience greater moments, which can cause the prosthetic implant to loosen. Therefore, it 

can be sated that the friction-induced vibration and stick/slip friction could be a concern when 

the friction coefficient of contacting surfaces in artificial hip joint increases. It is observed that 

the decreasing ratio between hip implant moments and friction coefficients of hip implant in 

Figure 2.12c and Figure 2.12d is about similar, 1/1000. The effect of friction forces at the 

contact point on hip implant moment is dominant compared to the angular momentum of the 

femoral head, Equation 2.19. This is concluded because the variation trend of moment in 

Figure 2.12 is near external force's trend. The contact stresses are not affected notably by 

friction except for the oscillation trend of contact pressures. Moreover, comparing the plots of 

Figures 2.12a and 2.12b it can be observed that during the first seconds of the walking cycle, 

the ball sits on the cup surface with higher friction case sooner than that with lower friction 

case. This means that more impacts followed by rebounds take place when friction is lower. 

Hence, in the case of lower friction, the possibility that fluid-film lubrication in artificial hip 

joints is built again, soon after the fluid film is ruptured and the ball impacts the cup surface, 

is more likely.  

2.7 Conclusions 

The hypothesis that friction-induced vibration and stick/slip friction can affect the contact 

pressure and the moment of artificial hip joints has been investigated throughout this paper. 

For this purpose, a multibody model was presented, which was compared with a quasi-static 

approach at specific instances of the gait cycle. It was shown that friction-induced vibration 

can significantly affect contact pressure and moment in hip implants by importing an 

oscillating behaviour in the system dynamics. It must be stated that the proposed model is 

successful not only at taking friction-induced vibration, stick/slip phenomenon and 

contact/impact mechanics into account, but also at computing the pressure field at the contact 

zone during different gait patterns. These features can be employed to gain a better 

understanding of tribological phenomena, such as wear caused by the relative sliding motion 

between the cup and head, onto contacting surfaces of the head and cup over time. 
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From the outcomes produced in this study, some relevant conclusions can be also drawn. 

Initial condition of the ball relative to the cup centre does not affect average magnitude of not 

only hip implant moment, but also contact stress. Moreover, a parameter, which showed 

difference between cubes of maximum contact pressure, was defined and computed for 

different hip implant sizes and initial conditions. It was determined that oscillating behaviour 

of moment and contact stress plots was due to friction-induced vibration, stick/slip 

phenomenon, angular speed changes and ball centre force changes. It was also demonstrated 

that friction-induced vibration and stick/slip friction had a significant influence on the system 

dynamic response, because of negative gradient of friction coefficient, when tangential 

velocity of ball varied significantly. For a normal walking cycle, the cycle percentage in 

which the ball placed in different parts of cup inner surface was reported along with its 

corresponding average contact stress. The friction had also a considerable effect on hip 

implant moment, while contact stress average was not influenced by friction in a significant 

manner. Finally, future developments can be carried out in order to extend this research work 

to include other important issues, such as the lubrication phenomena [241, 301], elasticity of 

the contacting surfaces [232, 302, 303], as well as to validate the global results produced by 

comparing with experimental measurements [17]. 

 

Figure 2.12: Effect of friction on maximum contact pressure and moment of hip implant: (a) 

Maximum contact pressure with friction coefficient: 0.15 / 0.1; (b) Maximum contact pressure with 

friction coefficient: 0.00015 / 0.0001; (c) Hip implant ball moment with friction coefficient: 0.15 / 0.1; 

(d) Hip implant ball moment with friction coefficient: 0.00015 / 0.0001. Cup radius: 20 mm and initial 

condition: (0, 0.0499).  
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Chapter 3 

A computational analysis of 

squeaking hip prostheses 

Published as 

 

Askari, E., Flores, P., Dabirrahmani, D., Appleyard, R., A computational analysis of 

squeaking hip prostheses. Journal of Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics, 2015. 10: p. 

024502-1-7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

 

In Chapter three, the developed formulation is extended to investigate hip squeaking of 

ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants. To this end, a FFT analysis of the audible sounds from CoC 

hip acceleration is carried out to analyze acoustic characteristics of hard-on-hard articulation. 

Moreover, the effects of friction, hip implant size and ball initial position on the hip 

squeaking and on the ball motion trajectory in artificial hip joints is analysed and discussed. 
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A computational analysis of squeaking hip prostheses  

 

3.1 Abstract 

A ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip prosthesis with clearance is modeled as a multibody 

dynamics system for the purpose of studying hip squeaking. A continuous contact force 

model provides the intra-joint forces developed at the hip joint. Friction effects due to the 

relative motion are also considered. A FFT analysis of the audible sounds from CoC hip 

acceleration is carried out to analyze hip squeaking. The effects of friction, hip implant size 

and the head initial position on hip squeaking and the trajectory of femoral head are analysed 

and discussed. It was shown that the causes of hip squeaking are stick/slip, friction-induced 

vibration, and the femoral head angular speed and force changes.  

3.2 Introduction 

Trauma, rheumatoid arthritis and ostheoarthritis can severely impair hip joint function 

resulting in pain and constrained motion. Often affected hip joints are replaced by 

biomaterials, which are assumed to be one of the best clinical treatment options. Alumina 

ceramic bearings as a great option to be used for total hip arthoplasty are bioinert and have 

high hardness, perfect chemical inertia and low coefficient of friction [15]. From the 

reliability point of view, it has been suggested that surgeons, faced especially with young and 

active patients, should consider ceramics, as a safe hard-on-hard bearing surface suitable for 

implantation [12]. However, the occurrence of audible squeaking in some patients with CoC 

hip implants is a cause for concern. Hip squeaking has been reported with a prevalence rate of 

1% to 20% [15]. The hip squeaking has been associated with high friction [17, 113]. 

Moreover, stick-slip phenomenon between the head and cup has been reported as a possible 

cause of squeaking CoC bearings without lubrication [109]. Sanders and co-workers [85] 

reproduced hip squeaking subjected to lubrication condition in vitro. Suboptimal lubrication 

caused adverse tribological condition, which was a likely cause of squeaking in hip 

arthroplasty [84].  

A femoral stem and head (i.e. the femoral components) and a cup and its lining (i.e. the 

acetabular components) constitute the mechanism of hip prostheses. This is a bio-joint with a 
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clearance defined as a difference between the cup and head radii. The existence of clearance 

in joints causes dynamic impact loading, affecting the system transfer capacity. The initial 

conditions of the head versus the cup affect the system trajectory significantly due to the 

nonlinear nature of the system. It must be highlighted that previous investigations have not 

studied dynamics and vibration of artificial hip joints, taking the influences of contact/impact 

mechanics, friction-induced vibration and the femoral head mass into account. Furthermore, 

the effect of the femoral head’s initial condition on hip prosthesis trajectory and hip squeaking 

has not been investigated.  

Thus, to address the issues mentioned above, a dynamic multibody model of hip prostheses 

with clearance is developed in the present work. The method utilises the cross section idea 

recently introduced by Askari et al. [304] to consider the influence of friction-induced 

vibration on contact pressure and moment of hip implants. ISO14242-1 testing standard 

profiles of the femoral head forces and angular rotation over a normal walking cycle are also 

utilised. The femoral head trajectory, stick-slip phenomenon and hip squeaking can be 

predicted. The friction-induced vibration and contact-impact events are taken into 

consideration as external generalized forces. An explicit numerical approach is used to solve 

this nonlinear dynamic problem. A FFT frequency analysis of the audible sounds from CoC 

hip acceleration is also carried out to assess squeaking frequencies. Finally, the effects of hip 

implant size and clearance, initial condition and friction on the system dynamic are analysed.  

3.3 Multibody dynamic approach 

In order to determine the governing equations of the femoral head motion, the cross section 

proposed by Askari et al. [304] is used, which results in considering a typical head/cup joint 

shown in Figure 3.1. Oj indicates the head centre, Ob the cup centre and the cup is assumed to 

be stationary. Pj and Ob 
 denote the contact points on the head and cup, respectively. r is the 

magnitude of clearance vector and α is its orientation, which are functions of generalized 

coordinates selected to describe the configuration of multibody system. 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the head and liner in contact. 

Unit normal and tangential vectors to the collision plane can be expressed as  

jin  sincos   (3.1) 

jit  cossin   (3.2) 

The evaluation of normal contact and tangential friction forces requires the evaluation of 

relative tangential and normal velocities of contact points. Position vectors of potential 

contact points can be written as follows 

jjjj OPOP /rrr   (3.3) 

bbb OPP /rr    (3.4) 

in which 
jPr  and 

bPr  are the position vectors of contact points on the head and cup with 

respect to the global reference frame placed at the cup centre, Ob. The distance vector between 

the contact points of the cup and head is given by 

bbjjjbj OPOPOPP /// rrrr   (3.5) 

where 
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nr r
jO   (3.6) 

Differentiating Equation 3.5 with respect to time yields 

   
bbjjbjbj OPbOPjPPPP r

tt
////

d

d

d

d
rΩrΩnrv   

(3.7) 

where kΩ jj   and bΩ  is zero because the cup is assumed to be stationary. Additionally, 

k  is a unit vector such that ktn  . Thus, the relative velocity of contact points is given by 

  tntnv tnjjPP vvRrr
bj

 /  (3.8) 

in which Rj is the head radius. The relative penetration depth is determined by  

 jb RRr   (3.9) 

where (Rb-Rj) is defined as joint radial clearance.  

The elastic-damping contact force model proposed by Lankarani and Nikravesh [259] is used 

to treat contact-impact, which is expressed as  

 
  nF
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(3.10) 

where   and 
   are the relative penetration velocity and initial impact velocity, 

respectively, and ce is the restitution coefficient. The generalized stiffness parameter K 

depends on the geometry and physical properties of the contacting surfaces [259]. 

Moreover, the tangential contact forces can be evaluated as friction force from modified 

Coulomb friction law  
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  tFF
n
pt

t
p jj

v  
(3.11) 

where vt represents the tangential velocity and  tv  denotes the friction coefficient, which is 

defined as the Stribeck model and shown in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2: Stribeck characteristic for dry friction [304]. 

By transferring normal contact and friction forces to the femoral head centre, the equations of 

motion are derived using Newton’s Second law, which can be written as [304] 
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(3.12) 

The resulting equations are nonlinear and must be solved by using a numerical method.  

3.4 Results and discussion 

In the present study, a multibody dynamic model of a CoC artificial hip joint is considered. 

The geometrical and material properties of the femoral head and acetabular cup are the same 

as the reference [304]. The main vertical load and flexion/extension angular velocity were 
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extracted from ISO14242-1 testing standard profiles. The dynamic respond of the system is 

obtained by solving the equations of motion described above employing the adaptive Runge-

Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) method [304].  

3.4.1 Effects of hip implant size 

The head trajectory and squeaking are illustrated over the gait cycle for four different cup and 

head radii, as it is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. The squeaking frequencies are 

also reported in Figure 3.4’s caption. As observed, CoC fundamental squeaking frequencies 

are in the range of 400-7500 Hz, being consistent with clinical data [46]. A decrease in the 

head size increases squeaking frequencies since the femoral head mass decreases. 

Additionally, the penetration depth increases as hip size decreases due to the reduction of 

contact area and, therefore, the increase of contact pressure, conforming to the finite element 

analysis by Meng et al. [284]. Head trajectories are similar for different hip implant sizes 

generally, see Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: The head trajectory for initial condition of (0, 0.0499) mm and different cup radii: (a) 25; 

(b) 20; (c) 16; (d) 14 mm. 
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Figure 3.4: FFT analysis with the head initial condition of (0, 0.0499) mm for different cup radii: (a) 

25, (640, 1360-1600, 2250, 3200 Hz); (b) 20, (1000, 2000-2200, 3100, 4420 Hz); (c) 16, (1400, 2800-

3100, 4330, 6200 Hz); (d) 14 mm, (1700, 3400-3800, 5250, 7300 Hz). 

 

Figure 3.5: The head trajectory for different initial conditions: (a) (0, 0.0499); (b) (0.01, 0.0489); (c) 

(0, 0.02); (d) (0.0489, 0.01) mm. 
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3.4.2 Effects of initial position 

The femoral head initial position can change due to either the head and cup separation or the 

disruption of fluid-film lubrication, which consequently results in the impact between the 

femoral head and cup. Figure 3.5 shows the head trajectory for different initial conditions 

during a normal walking cycle. The head impacts and rebounds from the cup surface several 

times before sitting in the cup surface, as Figure 3.5c illustrates. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b depict 

the head moves across a smaller area of the cup surface when compared to the plot in Figure 

3.5d. This phenomenon can affect the wear process on bearing surfaces. Moreover, initial 

conditions do not have significant influences on squeaking frequencies and penetration 

depths. 

 

Figure 3.6: The head trajectory with the initial condition of (0, 0.0499) mm: (a) II; (b) I. FFT analysis 

of hip implants: (c) II; (d) I. (I: Cf./Cd =0.15/0.1; II: Cf /Cd =0.00015/0.0001) 
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in both stick/slip phases. The friction coefficient has an oscillating behaviour due to the 

relative velocity between the femoral head and cup, stick/slip and negative gradient seen in 

the Stribeck friction curve.  

 

Figure 3.7: Stick/slip phase intervals over the gait cycle. 

3.4.4 Phase portrait diagrams 

Phase portrait diagrams are utilized to study the type of dynamic response observed in the hip 

model for different scenarios. Figure 3.8 depicts the influence of clearance size on the 

dynamic response type of hip implant. Figures 3.8a and 3.8b show chaotic behaviours of head 
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points in the phase portrait diagram [305]. This chaotic response suggests that head/cup 
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3.8c since quasi-periodic orbits fill up phase portrait diagram in a fully predictable manner. 

This behaviour is due to the fact that quasi-periodic behaviour does not depend on initial 
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Figure 3.8: Phase portrait diagrams for different clearance sizes: (a) 0.1; (b) 0.05; (c) 0.02 mm. 

The presence of friction reduces the peak force values associated with head/cup impact. For a 

low friction coefficient the system response is chaotic as demonstrated by phase portrait 

diagram trajectory spread, see Figure 3.9b. Figure 3.9a shows a quasi-periodic motion with 

orbits filling up the phase portrait diagram in a predictable manner. Moreover, it can be seen 

from Figures 3.9e and 3.9f that the motion of head in x-direction is limited as friction 

decreases. Figure 3.10 indicates the effect of head initial position on its trajectory. The ball 

trajectory is chaotic when the head motion starts at (0, 0.02) mm. However, as illustrated in 

Figures 3.10b and 3.10d, the motion is quasi-periodic, and the ball motion is more periodic in 

Figure 3.10a. It can be stated that hip dynamic response is nonlinear due to the friction effect, 

intermittent motion, contact/impact mechanics and high locomotion range. Under certain 

conditions, the system exhibits a chaotic response. In conclusion, it can be found that the 

dynamics of artificial hip joint is sensitive to clearance size, friction coefficient and initial 

position of the head. Even with a small change in one of these parameters the response of the 

system can shift from chaotic to quasi-periodic or periodic and vice-versa. 
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Figure 3.9: Penetration acceleration versus velocity: (a) I; (b) II. Vertical acceleration versus velocity: 

(c) I; (d) II. Horizontal acceleration versus velocity (e) I; (f) II. (I: Cf./Cd =0.15/0.1; II: Cf /Cd 

=0.00015/0.0001) 

 

Figure 3.10: Phase portrait diagrams for different initial conditions: (a) (0, 0.0499); (b) (0.01, 0.0489); 

(c) (0, 0.02); (d) (0.0489, 0.01) mm. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

A planar multibody dynamic approach to model artificial hip joints with clearance has been 

presented in this work. The effect of friction-induced vibration, stick/slip and contact/impact 

mechanics on the system dynamic was captured. The method enables user to model the hip 

implant motion with either standard hip force and angular motion or in-vivo ones. Utilising 

the proposed approach, hip squeaking of ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants can successfully be 

analysed. Results obtained from the developed method were consistent with in-vivo 

outcomes. It was concluded that the femoral head vibrates due to the head angular speed and 

force changes, stick/slip and friction-induced vibration, which is a result of high friction. The 

decrease of hip implant size increased both hip squeaking frequencies and penetration depth. 

Initial conditions did not have significant influence on squeaking frequencies. Stick and slip 

phase intervals of the femoral head movement were also observed. With a small change in 

one of these parameters, the response of the system can shift from chaotic to quasi-periodic or 

periodic and vice-versa. 
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Chapter 4 

Nonlinear vibration and 

dynamics of ceramic on 

ceramic artificial hip joints: a 

spatial multibody modelling  

 

Published as 

 

Ehsan Askari, Paulo Flores, Danè Dabirrahmani, Richard Appleyard. Nonlinear vibration and 

dynamics of ceramic on ceramic artificial hip joints. Nonlinear Dynamics 76 (2014) 1365-

1377. 

 

 

Summary 

 

A spatial multibody dynamics approach is developed within Chapter four. Firstly, equations 

of motion of artificial hip joint are derived under the framework of multibody dynamics 

method. A contact force model and modified Coulomb friction model are employed to 

simulate friction and contact-impact events in clearance hip joint. Nonlinear dynamics 

governing equations are solved. Comparing the outcomes with that available in the literature 

allowed for the validation of our approach. It is shown that the cause of hip squeaking is 

friction-induced vibration owing to different phenomena such as stick-slip friction, negative-

sloping friction and contact force changes. Moreover, friction-induced vibration does 

significantly change contact point path during the gait when compared to non-friction 

analysis.  
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Nonlinear vibration and dynamics of ceramic on ceramic 

artificial hip joints: a spatial multibody modelling 

4.1 Abstract 

The present study investigates nonlinear vibration and dynamic behaviour of a ceramic on 

ceramic hip implant. The aim of this research is to firstly gain a better understanding of hip 

squeaking and vibration and secondly to investigate the effect of friction on contact point path 

during normal gait. For this purpose, a spatial multibody dynamic hip model was developed, 

using a friction-velocity constitutive law combined with a Hertzian contact model. 

Furthermore, the physiological three-dimensional rotation angles and forces are taken into 

account to calculate tangential and normal contact forces, respectively. Comparing the 

outcomes with that available in the literature allowed for the validation of our approach. It 

was shown that the cause of hip squeaking is friction-induced vibration owing to different 

phenomena such as stick-slip friction, negative-sloping friction and contact force changes. 

Moreover, friction-induced vibration does significantly change contact point path during the 

gait when compared to non-friction analysis.   

4.2 Introduction  

Ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip arthroplasty has demonstrated very good clinical performance 

due to the superior wear resistance and low biological reactivity. However, the occurrence of 

audible squeaking in some patients is a cause for concern. In fact, the prevalence of hip 

squeaking is reported between 1% and 20% [15]. In-vivo CoC fundamental squeaking 

frequencies have been measured in the range of 400-7500 Hz [46]. A possible cause of 

squeaking in metal-on-metal and CoC bearings without lubrication is the stick-slip 

phenomenon between the head and cup of artificial hip joints [109, 110]. It has been 

computationally and experimentally shown that friction-induced vibration was the main 

reason of hip squeaking [106, 111]. In order to consider this issue numerically, a complex 

eigenvalue method was employed to identify the stability properties of hip implants under 

laboratory conditions and in a pseudo-in-vivo configuration. However, considerable 

differences between theoretical and in-vivo results were observed, which could be associated 

with the choice of boundary conditions [112, 113]. This study also reported that hip 

prostheses become unstable when the friction coefficient between components reaches critical 
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values. It was concluded that increasing the critical friction coefficient could decrease the 

occurrence of ceramic bearing squeaking [112, 113]. Weiss et al. [17] found experimentally 

that there was oscillation behaviour on top of the gross head movement against the liner. This 

was a micrometer scale elliptical motion inside the liner and the vibrational pattern of hip 

implants was two-dimensional. However, the hip squeaking frequencies they reported were 

higher than those found in vivo. 

It is known that when two surfaces slide against each other, friction develops and acts as a 

resistance to relative motion. Sliding is an unsteady phenomenon made up of continuous or 

transient contact resulting in intermittent or cyclical squeaking due to a slight variation in the 

normal contact load for instance [103]. Moreover, friction force acts like a cross-coupling 

force linking normal and parallel motions at the contact surface [105]. It is well known that 

friction can induce vibration in structures owing to instability in the structural system such as 

the instability due to a surface property for which friction decreases as relative velocity 

between sliding surfaces increases [103, 106]. Moreover, there are other sources of instability 

in structure systems, namely mode-coupling, Sprag-slip, frictional follower forces, stick-slip 

and material nonlinearity that have all been suggested as possible causes of self-excited 

friction induced vibration [103, 105-108].  

In addition to the short time frame dynamic effects described above, friction is also affected 

by longer time frame parameters such as deformation and wear of surfaces. Hence, to update 

the wear and deformation, the wear process on the hip implant surfaces should be calculated 

over time. One of the most important parameters to predict wear between the femoral head 

and cup is the slide track shape as any variation in its shape can cause a huge variation in the 

wear rate [21, 22, 155]. Mattei et al. [130] developed a theoretical contact point track to 

compute wear which assumed that the reaction force between the head and cup lies in the 

direction joining their centres due to frictionless contact [167]. Another technique to 

determine wear was fixing the centre of the femoral head and then simulating physiological 

rotations of the femur by applying physiological rotations [126]. Furthermore, Ramamuri et 

al. [172] provided loci of movement of selected points on the femoral head during normal gait 

computationally. Saikko and Calonius [173] developed a computational method based on 

Euler angles, and utilised it to compute slide tracks for the three-axis motion of the hip joint 

during walking and for two hip simulators. The slide track patterns resulting from the gait 

waveforms were found to be similar to those produced by hip simulators. Sariali et al. [102] 
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also provided sliding path of motion between the head and cup when the hip implant is in 

edge-loading or in normal centred conditions using Leeds II hip simulator.  

The aims of the present paper were firstly to investigate the effect of friction on the femoral 

head/liner sliding track shape and secondly gain a better understanding of friction-induced 

vibration in artificial hip joints. This desideratum is achieved by developing the planar 

multibody dynamic model proposed by Askari et al. [304] to analyse three-dimensional 

vibration and dynamics of artificial hip joints. The friction-induced vibration and contact-

impact events occurring between the head and cup surfaces were taken into consideration as 

external generalised hip forces in the governing equation of the motion. A friction-velocity 

relation [306] and a Hertz contact model [259] were employed to formulate tangential and 

normal contact forces, respectively. Physiological rotation angles and forces were also taken 

into account. Nonlinear governing motion equations were solved, using adaptive Runge-

Kutta-Fehlberg method. In addition, a FFT frequency analysis of the audible sounds from 

CoC hip acceleration was carried out to assess the frequency of hip squeaking. This approach 

is verified by comparing outcomes with in-vivo, experimental and computational results 

available in literature. The effect of hip implant size on hip squeaking frequencies and friction 

on both contact stress/moments and squeaking of hip implants were also analysed as well as 

the path shape of contact point between the cup and head. Finally, friction-induced vibration 

of artificial hip joints owing to stick-slip, negative-sloping friction, contact force changes and 

friction follower force was analysed.  

4.3 Multibody dynamic approach 

4.3.1 Description of the artificial hip joint model   

In this section, a mathematical model of an artificial hip joint is presented as a spatial 

multibody system. When the joint is assumed to be ideal, the femoral head moves without 

friction having three relative rotational degrees-of-freedom whilst the femoral head centre 

translation is constrained. However, the presence of head/liner clearance results in a six-

degrees-of-freedom unconstrained system exhibiting translational and rotational movement. 

The vibrational dynamics of this system is controlled by contact-impaction forces generated 

when the femoral head and cup liner collide. Thus, this type of system can be referred to as a 

force joint, since it deals with force constraints instead of kinematic constraints [231, 293, 

307-311].  
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Let’s consider a head/cup couple of an artificial hip joint, depicted in Figure 4.1, in which the 

femoral head is separated from the femoral stem and neck through the cross-section proposed 

in Askari et al. [304] for the case of planar systems. Pc and Pb denote potential contact points 

located on the femoral head and cup surfaces. These points reside on the plane of collision, 

which is represented by a plane tangential to both the ball and cup surfaces at the contact 

point. The femoral head centre with respect to the reference coordinate system is defined by 

three coordinates (r, ϴ, φ). The radial clearance size is defined as c = Rc - Rb, where Rc and Rb 

denote the cup and femoral radius. The penetration depth of the ball inside the liner is   as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1. The vector that connects the point Oc to the point Ob is described as 

the eccentricity vector. The normal and tangential directions at the contact point are defined 

by n and t which are unit vectors in the direction of the clearance vector and tangential 

relative velocity at the contact point. In the Cartesian right-hand coordinate system illustrated 

in Figure 4.1, the x axis points from the lateral to the medial direction (L-M); the z axis points 

from inferior to superior; and the y axis parallel and in the walking direction from posterior to 

anterior (P-A). Moreover, the cup is considered to be stationary and anatomically inclined 

from the horizontal plane around y axis with an angle of π/4.  

 

Figure 4.1: A representation of the head/cup articulation. 

The following are some of the most relevant kinematics aspects related to the spherical 

clearance joint. In a spherical coordinate system, orthogonal unit vectors ( re , e , e ) can be 

expressed as follow 
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kjien  cossinsincossin  r  

kjie 0cossin    

kjie  sinsincoscoscos   

 

(4.1) 

The evaluation of the normal contact and tangential friction forces requires the computation of 

relative tangential and normal velocities of contact points on the head and cup surfaces. 

Therefore, position vectors of contact points can be written as follow 

bbbb OPOP /rrr   (4.2) 

ccc OPP /rr    (4.3) 

in which 
bPr  and 

cPr  are the position vectors of contact points on the head and cup with 

respect to the global reference frame placed at the centre of the cup, Oc. The distance vector 

between the contact points of the cup and head is given by 

ccbbbcb OPOPOPP /// rrrr   (4.4) 

where 

nr r
bO   (4.5) 

which is the eccentricity vector. Differentiating Equation 4.4 with respect to time yields 

   
ccbbcbcb OPcOPbPPPP r

tt
////

d

d

d

d
rΩrΩnrv   

(4.6) 

where 
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kjiΩ zyxb    (4.7)
 

and cΩ  is zero because the cup is assumed to be stationary. Furthermore, x , y  and z  are 

angular velocities of the femoral head around the vectors x, y and z respectively. 

Consequently, the relative velocity of contact points is written as 

  
  



t
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nΩeenv
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in which t is the tangential unit vector at contact point and  
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and Rb is the femoral head radius. Finally, the relative penetration depth, shown in Figure 4.1, 

can be computed as 

 bc RRr   (4.15) 
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where Rc - Rb is defined as joint radial clearance that is specified by the user.  

Equation (8) represents the relative tangential and normal velocities of contact points locating 

on the femoral head and cup surfaces. These velocity components are used to compute normal 

and tangential contact forces on the collision plane which will be considered in the next 

subsections.  

4.3.2 Normal contact force models 

It has been recognised by many authors that modelling normal contact forces during impact 

plays a critical role in the dynamic response of mechanical systems. The contact force model 

must be evaluated using a suitable constitutive law that takes into account material properties 

of the colliding bodies, geometric characteristics of the impacting surfaces and the impact 

velocity. Additionally, the numerical method for the calculation of the contact forces should 

be stable in order to allow for the integration of the equations of motion [163, 256, 291, 309]. 

While various types of constitutive laws have been published the Hertzian model remains the 

most utilised [292]. The contact force between the femoral head and cup, represented by a 

sphere and a hemisphere respectively, can be modelled by the Hertz contact law given as 

nF
nn

p K
j

  (4.16) 

where K is the stiffness coefficient and   is the relative penetration depth given by Equation 

4.15. In general, the exponent n is set to 1.5. However, this law is purely elastic in nature and 

cannot represent the energy loss during the impact process. Lankarani and Nikravesh [259] 

overcame this difficulty by separating the normal contact force into elastic and dissipative 

components, 

 nF  DK nn
p j

  (4.17) 

where D denotes damping coefficient of the impacting bodies. Utilizing Lankarani and 

Nikravesh model, the normal contact force developed on the head can be expressed as 
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where   and    are the relative penetration velocity and the initial impact velocity, 

respectively, and ec  represents the coefficient of restitution which is a specified parameter. 

The generalised stiffness parameter K depends on the geometry and physical properties of the 

contacting surfaces, which for two spherical contacting bodies with radii Ri and Rj is 

expressed by [242] 
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in which the material parameters i  and j  are given by 

z

z
z

E

21 



  (4.20) 

where E and   are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively. It must be highlighted 

that the use of Equation 4.18 is limited by Love's criterion, that is, it is only valid for impact 

velocities lower than the propagation velocity of elastic waves across the bodies [242].  

It must be stated that there are other contact force models that can be utilised in multibody 

system contact problems. In particular, the interested reader can find relevant information on 

the impact between spheres in the publications by Machado et al. [234]. 

4.3.3 Tangential contact force 

When two surfaces enter into contact phase and tend to slide against each other, friction 

develops and acts as a resistance to the relative motion. According to Equation 4.8, which 

represents the relative velocity of contact points, the tangential force due to friction 

phenomenon has to be considered when the relative velocity has a relative tangential velocity 

component. Moreover, friction force acts like a cross-coupling force linking normal and 
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parallel motions at the contact surface [105]. The most commonly used friction model is the 

Coulomb law which assumes the tangential friction force is proportional to the normal contact 

force. This model does not however explain the stick-slip phenomenon nor the negative 

damping effect [312]. Therefore, a model which can provide a good representation of the 

friction between sliding surfaces while taking into account stick-slip and negative damping 

effect should be employed. The tangential contact forces can be evaluated as friction force 

using a modified Coulomb friction law [294] 

  tFF
n
pt

t
p jj

v  (4.21) 

where tv  represents the tangential velocity and   denotes the friction coefficient. The friction 

force defined in Equation 4.21 also permits the friction force to follow the displacement and 

act as a follower force. Although this coefficient depends on a number of parameters, the 

model used in the present study is confined to dependence on the relative velocity between 

the head and cup only. Therefore, the following friction function is generated 
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  (4.22) 

The first part of the friction coefficient function uses a near zero continuous curve to avoid 

divergence of the numerical model. The second term is the Stribeck friction relation in which 

fc  and dc  are related to static and dynamic friction coefficients, respectively. In addition, 

0  is the negative slope of sliding state [313] and 0v  is velocity tolerance that is defined to 

avoid computational instability as the change of velocity direction. This friction coefficient 

function is represented in Figure 4.2. After friction coefficient starts from zero, it increases to 

peak friction which Bengisu and Akay [306] referred as static friction, cf. The friction 

coefficient then reduces with increasing tangential velocity until the friction finally reaches 

steady state.  
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Figure 4.2: Friction coefficient characteristic [306]. 

4.3.4 Dynamic governing equations of the system  

In this sub-section, governing equations of system motion are derived, based on the free body 

diagram of the femoral head illustrated in Figure 4.3. The rotation of the femoral head around 

the x, y and z axes, represents flexion-extension (FE), abduction-adduction (AA) and internal-

external rotation (IER) respectively. The normal contact and friction forces are computed 

according to the constitutive laws presented above and then transferred to the head centre. 

Thus, employing Newton's Second law yields 
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Figure 4.3: Free body diagram of the femoral head. 

Since the rotation angle of femoral head and its first and second derivations are known, then 

the angular momentum can be determined in order to obtain the external moment vector, M , 

which acts at the ball centre to result in the known angular acceleration.  

0
I t

pj j
R FnβM    (4.25) 
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and 
0

 is discontinuity function defined as 










00

010




  (4.27) 

in which 0  represents when the system is in contact and 0  for free flight mode. The 

normal and tangential contact forces are only effective if the system is in contact mode, which 

means detecting impact is an important step [296]. Moreover, the impact and rebound 

velocities and location should be obtained as initial conditions for solving motion equations of 

following dynamic scenario which are either free flight or contact mode. In order to detect 

either impact or rebound time, the following condition should be assessed during the solution 

process by progressing time: 

    0,0 1  ii tt   (4.28) 

Finally, the equations of motion can be written as 
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 (4.29) 

Using the state space representation, the second order equations of motion, Equation 4.29 can 

be rewritten as a first order equations set as  

 zHz   (4.30) 

where    TT
zyxzyxzzzzzz  654321z  and )(zH  is given as follows 
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(4.31) 

In turn, r,  ,   and their time derivatives can be expressed with respect to state space 

parameters in Equation 4.31. The resulting equations are nonlinear and must be solved by 

using a numerical method. In the present work, the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method is 

utilised to discretise the interval of time [314]. In the next section, the results of solutions for 

Equation 4.31 for artificial hip joints will be presented and discussed.  

4.4 Results and discussion  

In this section, the governing motion equations of a CoC artificial hip joint with clearance are 

solved. The ceramic components are represented with the following material properties: 

3.58e11 GPa Young’s modulus, 0.23 Poisson’s ratio and 4370 kg/m
3 

density. The hip implant 

is modelled as a joint with a clearance size of 50 μm and restitution coefficient 0.9, while 

friction coefficients are assumed to be Cf / Cd =0.15 / 0.1. Three-dimensional physiological 

forces and angular velocities were sourced from literature and shown in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b 

[177]. The dynamic response of the system is obtained by solving the equations of motion 

using the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method. The computational method is stable and 

solutions to the equations always achieved. Moreover, total computation time for the present 

method is no longer than 20 minutes. 

 

Figure 4.4: (a) Angular velocities where       ωz (IER);         ωy (AA);              ωx (FE); (b) Physiological 

adopted forces with        fz (Vertical);         fy (A-P);              fx (M-L) for the gait cycle. 
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4.4.1 Contact point path 

The contact point track between the femoral head and cup over the gait cycle has a significant 

influence on the computed wear rates as observed in Archard’s wear methodology [21]. 

Moreover, establishing near physiological motion in a joint simulator is of paramount 

importance when understanding wear rates [173]. Owing to the crucial significance of contact 

point tracking and wear, this section aims to dynamically study the path of contact point 

between the femoral head and cup with both low and high friction in a non-lubricated joint.  

In the first comparison, the sliding track of a specific point on the femoral head surface is 

demonstrated against the path of contact point between the femoral head and cup. This sliding 

track is shown as continuous blue line in Figure 4.5a and is calculated based on the 

computational method proposed by Saikko and Calonius [173]. While the contact point path 

of frictionless head/cup articulation is drawn in Figure 4.5a as a distinct red line. The specific 

point coincides with the contact point when the heal strikes, shown by the square in Figure 

4.5a. Moreover, these two curves cross each other five points despite the starting point 

(square point). However, curves pass through those cross points at different times as stated in 

the figure and its caption. The sliding distances of both curves are illustrated in Figure 4.5b. It 

can be concluded that sliding distance obtained from the present method for contact point 

track is very close to that acquired from Saikko and Calonius [173].  

There is a strong analogy between the contact point path computed by the present multibody 

dynamic approach for an ideal and low friction artificial hip joint. Assuming the hip implant 

is ideal without both clearance and friction, the contact point track between the head and cup 

can be calculated by knowing the contact point where is on the head surface and the direction 

of the forces acting at the femoral head centre, shown in Figure 4.6a as distinct red lines. The 

continuous blue line is obtained from the present method for a clearance joint assuming the 

friction is very low. The track of contact point is very close to that of an ideal joint, as seen in 

Figure 4.6a. This result is consistent with the sliding track used by Raimondi et al. [167] and 

Mattei et al. [130]. They assumed the reaction force between the head and cup lays in the 

direction joining their centres due to the frictionless contact. Interestingly, the contact point 

track of a hip implant with high friction differs considerably from the ideal and low friction 

modes as observed in Figure 4.6b. It can be drawn that the contact point of the system with 

high friction over the gait cycle moves a longer length from the start to end point of the track 

than that with the low friction case. Consequently, the alteration in motion will affect implant 
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wear and deformation rates over the long term. Another significant difference as a result of 

increased friction is the oscillatory behaviour of the head motion inside the cup observable as 

thick path lines (Figure 4.6b). This vibrational motion of the femoral head inside the cup has 

to be taken into account when evaluating wear rates since the location of contact point 

changes repeatedly even though with an amplitude in very minute fashion. According to both 

the increase of sliding distance and oscillatory movement of the femoral head, it is 

hypothesised that wear rates can become greater.   

 

Figure 4.5: (a) Sliding track of the square point and contact track point of artificial hip joint, (times in 

which the continuous blue curve passes the cross points are 0.1986, 0.4469, 0.4744, 0.6068 and 

0.9158s respectively); (b) corresponding sliding distances. 

 

Figure 4.6: The track of contact point projected on x-y surface. (a) contact point tracks obtained from 

an ideal joint (distinct red line) and clearance joint with low friction coefficient (continuous blue line); 

(b) contact point tracks acquired from an ideal joint (distinct red line) and clearance joint with high 

friction coefficient (continuous blue line) 

4.4.2 Hip squeaking 

A FFT frequency analysis of the audible sounds from the head centre acceleration was also 

carried out to assess the frequency of hip squeaking. Fundamental hip squeaking frequencies 
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with those found in-vivo by Walter et al. [46] which are in the range of 400-7500 Hz. Hip 

squeaking frequencies were found to increase as hip implant size decreases. Moreover, it was 

found that CoC artificial hip joints do not squeal when the friction is below a critical value 

[289]. 

 

Figure 4.7: FFT analysis of CoC hip implants for different cup radii. (a) 25 mm; (b) 20 mm; (c) 16 

mm; (d) 14 mm. 

4.4.3 Three-dimensional vibration  

In this subsection, vibrations of the femoral head inside the cup are investigated. Recently, 

Weiss et al. [17] showed the femoral head vibrates inside the cup with two-dimensional 
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elliptical motion of the ball inside the liner and determined the cause of squeaking is mode-

coupling instability. In addition, the femoral head vibrates in all three directions x, y and z, as 

shown in Figures 4.8b-1, 4.8b-2, 4.8c-1 and 4.8c-2. The amplitude of ball vibration in z 

direction is very small compared to the x and y directions. 

In addition to mode-coupling instability, the orientation of the femoral head motion changes 

significantly during the gait cycle. The friction force which is a non-conservative force alters 

its direction to track the ball displacements. This force is a follower force and leads the 

system to friction-induced vibration. Follower forces are well known sources of asymmetry in 

stiffness matrices and are considered to be responsible for flutter instabilities in a wide variety 

of mechanical systems [315].  

 

Figure 4.8: Contact point track and the vibration of the femoral head in x, y and z directions. 
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during a normal walking cycle. The goal in this section is considering if stick-slip friction and 

negative damping effect are causes of the femoral head vibration. The plot can be categorised 

by three phases, namely stick, stick-slip and pure slip. In the quasi-static stick phase, friction 

lies on the very steep, negative-sloping region of the friction curve. The femoral head goes 

from stick to slip and vice versa repeatedly in the stick-slip region, which induces the system 

to vibrate. During the slip part, the system can also undergo friction-induced vibration owing 

to negative-sloping velocity as the velocity increases which leads to a negative damping 

component in the equations of motion.  

 

Figure 4.9: Stick and slip phase intervals over one normal walking cycle. 
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depth according to Figures 4.10a and 4.11d, so the system does not undergo sprag-slip. 

Moreover, penetration depth is not zero or negative which means the femoral head remains in 

contact during the gait cycle.  

 

Figure 4.10: Penetration depth during the gait cycle (a) and the oscillation of indentation close t=0.5s. 

4.4.6 Hip implant moments and contact stress 
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taken into account during implant design. Moreover, the oscillating trend of moments and 

contact stress during the gait cycle can affect rehabilitation after total hip replacement.  
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Figure 4.11: The femoral head moments and maximum contact stress of an artificial hip joint with 

friction. 

4.5 Conclusion  

Hip squeaking and the path of contact point between the head and cup of a CoC hip implant 

were investigated using a spatial multibody dynamic model. The approach took not only 

tribological properties of bearing surfaces, but also three-dimensional physiological hip joint 

gait motions into account to derive and solve nonlinear equations of motion. Furthermore, it 

was robust and fast with respect to computation time. Results were verified by comparing 

with in-vivo, experimental and computational outcomes available in literature.  

It was concluded that hip implant vibration resulted from stick-slip, mode-coupling, contact 

force changes and negative damping in the system. It was also shown that the vibration of an 

artificial hip joint had a 3-dimensional characteristic. Vibration amplitude of the femoral head 

in Z-direction was much lower than the X and Y directions. Friction-induced vibration induced 

considerable oscillatory behaviour in the X, Y, Z moments of the hip implant. Hip squeaking 

frequencies increased with decreasing hip implant size. Finally, it was illustrated that friction 

resulted in an alteration in the contact point track as well as vibration of the femoral head 

inside the cup. This can increase the sliding distance, which significantly affects wear in 

artificial hip joints.   
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Chapter 5 

Dynamic modeling and 

analysis of wear in spatial 

hard-on-hard couple hip 

replacements using multibody 

systems methodologies  

Published as  

 

Askari, E., Flores, P., Dabirrahmani, D., Appleyard, R. , Dynamic modeling and analysis of 

wear in hard hip replacements using multibody systems methodologies. Nonlinear Dynamics, 

2015. (DOI 10.1007/s11071-015-2216-9)  

 

Summary 

Chapter five considers the second hypothesis stated in the present thesis using a spatial 

multibody dynamic model of a hip prosthesis taking three-dimensional physiological loading 

and motion of the human body into account. The vibration of the femoral head inside the cup 

due to negative damping effect, stick-slip and alteration in contact force is incorporated in the 

system analysis. This chapter integrates the Archard wear model into the dynamic calculation 

of the hip implant to predict wear. Additionally, to generate a more realistic wear simulation, 

geometries of the cup and head are updated throughout the simulation. The results are then 

validated against current literature. It has also been hypothesised that friction-induced 

vibration can be the cause of the high wear rates observed clinically and finally this chapter 

illustrates that this undesirable oscillation causes excessive wear of hip implant components.  
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Dynamic modeling and analysis of wear in spatial hard-on-

hard couple hip replacements using multibody systems 

methodologies  

 

5.1 Abstract 

Wear plays a key role in primary failure of artificial hip articulations. Thus, the main goal of 

this work is to investigate the influence of friction-induced vibration on the predicted wear of 

hard hip arthroplasties. This desideratum is reached by developing a three-dimensional 

multibody dynamic model for a hip prosthesis taking the spatial nature of the physiological 

loading and motion of the human body into account. The calculation of the intra-joint contact 

forces developed is based on a continuous contact force approach that accounts for the 

geometrical and materials properties of the contacting surfaces. In addition, the friction effects 

due to the contact between hip components are also taken into account. The vibration of the 

femoral head inside the cup associated with stick-slip friction, negative-sloping friction and 

dynamic variation in intra-joint contact force has been also incorporated in the present hip 

articulation model. The friction-induced vibration increases the sliding distance of the contact 

point between the head and cup surfaces by altering its micro and macro trajectories, and 

consequently affects the wear. In the present work, the Archard’s wear law is considered and 

embedded in the dynamic hip multibody model, which allows for the prediction of the wear 

developed in the hip joint. With the purpose of having more realistic wear simulation 

conditions, the geometries of the acetabular cup and femoral head are updated throughout the 

dynamic analysis. The main results obtained from computational simulations for ceramic-on-

ceramic and metal-on-metal hip prostheses are compared and validated with those available in 

the best-published literature. Finally, from the study performed in the present work, it can be 

concluded that that an important source of the high wear rates observed clinically may be due 

to friction-induced vibration. 

5.2 Introduction 

It is known that friction-induced vibration is an undesirable oscillation in artificial hip 

articulations due to tribological interactions between the head and cup surfaces, which 

eventually is a cause of wear. Ibrahim [273] showed that vibration induced by friction can 
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lead to excessive wear of mechanical systems. Wear can also significantly influence the 

lifetime and performance of implants and has been found to be a crucial factor in primary 

failure of artificial hip replacements [133]. 

The most commonly utilized artificial hip replacement combination is a metal head within a 

polymer cup, which is usually referred to as a soft-on-hard couple. This pair of materials is 

known to suffer from cup wear with the resultant polymer debris reported to induce 

osteolysis. Computing the wear profile of soft-on-hard bearing couples has been the subject of 

a good number of studies over the last decades [125-130]. With the intent to reduce wear, 

hard-on-hard material combinations have been developed namely metal-on-metal (MoM) and 

ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) bearings. In the case of hard-on-hard couples, wear occurs across 

both the head and cup surfaces. Few studies have investigated wear of hard-on-hard couples 

[18-20, 156]. 

Hip simulator tests have been developed to evaluate implant wear, however, these tests are 

time-consuming and costly [20, 156, 157]. Therefore significant effort has been placed on 

developing computational wear models [19, 125, 126]. While a number of computational 

approaches have been proposed to predict wear and friction phenomena [163, 166], Archard’s 

wear law is still the most commonly utilized in tribology [163, 165, 166, 316, 317]. This wear 

model requires knowledge of the contact pressure, sliding distance of the contact point and 

tribological data, such as the wear coefficient of the contacting materials. Implant head-cup 

contact properties can be numerically determined by means of the finite element method 

[135], boundary element method [133] and Hertz contact model [167, 168]. Each has its 

advantages and disadvantages in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency, for instance, 

it has been recognized that the finite element method provides more accurate results but it is 

more time-consuming [165]. 

The contact point between the head and cup surfaces follows a certain characteristic track 

during normal human gait. The contact point track is a crucial parameter to predict the wear, 

since any variation in the track shape can cause a huge difference in the wear rate [21, 22, 

155]. Mattei et al. [130] utilized a theoretical contact point track, where the contact point was 

assumed to be located at the interface of the head and cup and along the line joining both the 

centers of the head and cup. Jourdan and Samida [126] considered that the center of the 

femoral head was stationary, while the motion of the femur was simulated by applying 
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physiological rotations. Ramamuri and his co-authors [172] computationally determined loci 

of movement of selected points on the femoral head during normal gait. A few years later, 

Saikko and Calonius [173] developed a computational method based on Euler angles to 

compute the slide tracks for the three-axis motion of the hip articulation in walking. The slide 

track patterns resulting from the gait waveforms were found to be similar to those produced 

by hip simulators. More recently, Sariali and his co-workers [102] also provided sliding path 

of motion between the head and cup when the hip implant is in edge loading or in normal 

centered conditions using the Leeds II hip simulator. 

The geometry of the hip contacting surfaces changes as wear progresses over time, which, in 

turn, affect contact pressure and nominal contact zone/point. From this point of view, the 

wear prediction procedures can be classified into two main groups. In the first group, it is 

assumed that surface geometries and, consequently, contact pressures and sliding distance do 

not change over the wear simulation [130]. As a result, a linear extrapolation can be applied to 

estimate the final linear and volumetric wear. This procedure is very efficient from 

computational point of view, but has been found to produce erroneous results [165, 171]. In 

sharp contrast, the second group allows the contact geometry to vary gradually and, thus, 

result in iterative procedures to compute wear and final geometry [18]. Thus, the surface 

geometry is changing due to wear and, consequently, increases the joint clearance size and 

modifies the contacting areas from uniform to non-uniform. Therefore, the contact pressure 

and the dynamic response of the system can significantly be affected. 

Recently, investigations have been reported that, on top of the normal gross motion, the 

femoral head vibrates inside the cup with micron and nano amplitudes in tangential and 

normal directions respectively with respect to the collision plane due to friction-induced 

vibration [17, 304]. This results in a change in the contact point trajectory at both micro and 

macro scales, which can affect the final wear profile. Mattei and Di Puccio [19] determined 

the variations of contact point trajectory due to friction and calculated its effect on wear 

prediction. This approach does not include the vibration of the femoral head inside the cup. In 

addition, it is reported that wear decreased as friction increased, which is not acceptable from 

physical point of view. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no investigation on the 

effect of the vibration of the femoral head within the cup on both wear prediction and the 

corresponding wear map of artificial hip joints. Moreover, the authors’ previous work 

demonstrated that friction modifies the smooth trajectory of the head moving against the cup 
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to a non-smooth oscillatory trajectory with an oscillatory sliding path [104]. Consequently, a 

significant wear increase should be expected. 

Thus, the influence of friction-induced vibration on wear simulation of artificial hip 

articulations is modeled and analyzed in this study. For this purpose, a spatial multibody 

dynamic model is developed, which allows for the evaluation of both sliding distance and 

contact pressure in order to evaluate the wear of hip implants. The friction-induced vibration 

and intra-joint contact-impact forces developed between the head and cup surfaces are 

evaluated and taken into consideration as external generalized forces in the governing 

equation of the motion [229]. A friction-velocity relation and a dissipative Hertz contact 

model are employed to formulate tangential and normal contact forces, respectively [234]. 

Three-dimensional physiological loading and motion of the human body are also taken into 

account in the dynamic analysis [177]. Then, the resulting nonlinear equations of motion are 

solved by using the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method. In this process, the Archard’s 

law is utilized to compute the wear, being the geometry of worn hip surfaces updated during 

the computational simulation. Finally, demonstrative examples of application are utilized to 

provide the results that support the discussion and show the validity of the presented 

methodology. For the sole purpose of validation, the obtained results are also analyzed and 

compared with those available in the thematic literature. 

5.3 General issues on modeling artificial hip joints  

The main purpose of this section is to present the fundamental issues dealing with the 

development of a computational multibody hip model able to predict the wear in human 

artificial hip joints. The hip articulation, also referred to the acetabulofemoral joint, is one of 

the most significant synovial joints in the human body. This joint connects the femur and 

acetabulum of the pelvis. It has two main functions: (i) to provide static stability and (ii) to 

permit the motion during human gait [201]. The mobility associated with the hip joint is 

indispensable to human locomotion. There is no doubt that the hip joint is one of the most 

studied human anatomical articulations due to its importance in activities of daily living and 

due to high incidence of joint degeneration, which ultimately can lead to serious disability and 

affect the human gait [7, 318, 319]. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic representation of an 

artificial hip replacement, where the main components are the femoral head (ball) and the 

acetabular cup (socket). 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the artificial hip replacement. 

The human body has relatively rigid bones, connected by special joints capable of large 

anatomical articulations. From a mechanical point-of-view, this description of the human 

body is similar to that of a multibody mechanical system. However, the human body system is 

far more complex than the great majority of the multibody systems. Its components have a 

complex behavior due to deformations associated with the soft tissues such as the muscles, 

tendons and ligaments, and due to the complexity of the anatomical articulations relative to 

the standard mechanical joints [205]. Multibody-based methodologies have been developed in 

such a way that, besides the representation of mechanical systems made only of rigid 

components [229], they also allow the description of deformable bodies [320]. In a broad 

sense, much of the research developed with the purpose to simulate daily human tasks is 

based on the assumption that the joints that constrain the system’s components are considered 

as ideal or perfect joints, such as spherical, revolute and universal joints. Nevertheless, with 

this approach significant decrease of the kinematic and dynamic precision compared with the 

living body can occur because the idealized models fail to capture more complex aspects of 

joint kinematics and dynamics [321]. 

In the field of multibody system dynamics, computational methods for representation of 

complex phenomena such as contact geometry, friction phenomena, wear and lubrication have 
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been developed [311]. However, the application of these methods in the field of 

biomechanical system dynamics lacks somewhat behind. A possible reason is that much 

biomechanical simulation is based upon inverse dynamics, where movement of all degrees-of-

freedom is in-put to the analysis leading to a presumption of simple joint kinematics. For most 

applications concerning simple models, this is a reasonable assumption, but for detailed 

investigations of more complex joints, such as the artificial hips is it not. In contrast, in the 

present study, a dynamic model of the artificial hip joint is considered, in which the head and 

cup are modeled as contacting components [231]. The biomechanical hip model 

characterization is developed under the framework of multibody system methodologies using 

Cartesian coordinates. The intra-joint forces associated with the impacts and the eventual 

continuous contacts are described here by a force model that accounts for the geometric and 

material characteristics of the head and cup surfaces. The model for the contact-impact force 

must consider the material and geometric properties of the colliding surfaces, information on 

the impact velocity, contribute to an efficient integration and account for some level of energy 

dissipation [266]. These forces are then included into the equations of motion as generalized 

external forces. In this process the Archard’s law is embedded in the general dynamic 

multibody approach proposed. 

5.4 Kinematics of artificial hip joints  

In order to describe the kinematic aspects of an artificial hip joint, it is first necessary to 

formulate a mathematical model. In the present work, the biomechanical characterization is 

developed under the framework of multibody systems methodologies. Due to its simplicity and 

computational easiness, Cartesian coordinates and Newton-Euler’s method are utilized to 

formulate the equations of motion of the three-dimensional multibody hip model [229]. From 

the multibody point of view, a hip joint can be modeled as a spherical joint with clearance, as 

Figure 5.2 shows [231]. The femoral head is the ball, while the acetabular cup is the socket. The 

ball is part of body j, which is inside the hemisphere cup that is part of body i. The radii of the 

head and cup are Rj and Ri, respectively. The difference in radius between the cup and head 

defines the size of radial clearance in the hip joint, c = Ri – Rj. In the present study, the centers 

of mass of bodies i and j are Oi and Oj, respectively. Body-fixed coordinate systems  are 

attached at their centers of mass, while XYZ represents the global inertial frame of reference. 

Point Pi indicates the center of the cup, while the center of the head is denoted by Pj. The 

vector that connects the point Pi to point Pj is defined as the eccentricity vector, which is 
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represented in Figure 5.2. It should be noticed that, in actual hip joints, the magnitude of the 

eccentricity is typically much smaller than the radius of the socket and ball [199]. 

 

Figure 5.2: General configuration of an artificial hip joint in a multibody systems [233]. 

In what follows, the fundamental kinematic aspects related to the hip joint are presented. As 

displayed in Figure 5.2, the eccentricity vector e, which connects the centers of the cup and 

the head, is expressed as 

 P P

j i e r r  (5.1)  

 

where both P

jr  and P

ir are described in global coordinates with respect to the inertial reference 

frame [229], 

 'P P

k k k k r r A s ,     (k=i,j) (5.2)  

 

The magnitude of the eccentricity vector is evaluated as, 

 
Te  e e  (5.3)  
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The magnitude of the eccentricity vector expressed in the global coordinates is written as 

[233], 

 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )P P P P P P

j i j i j ie x x y y z z       (5.4)  

 

and the time rate of change of the eccentricity in the radial direction, that is, in the direction of 

the line of centers of the socket and the ball is, 
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in which the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time. 

A unit vector n normal to the collision surface between the socket and the ball is aligned with 

the eccentricity vector, as observed in Figure 5.2. Thus, it can be stated that 

 
e


e

n  (5.6)  

 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the situation in which the cup and the head surfaces are in contact, which 

is identified by the existence of a relative penetration, . The contact or control points on bodies 

i and j are Qi and Qj, respectively. The global position of the contact points in the cup and head 

are given by [232, 233], 
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where Ri and Rj are the cup and head radius, respectively. 

The velocities of the contact points Qi and Qj in the global system are obtained by 

differentiating Equation 5.7 with respect to time, yielding, 
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Let the components of the relative velocity of contact points in the normal and tangential 

direction to the surface of collision represented by vN and vT, respectively. The relative 

normal velocity determines whether the surfaces in contact are approaching or separating, and 

the relative tangential velocity determines whether the surfaces in contact are sliding or 

sticking [322]. The relative scalar velocities, normal and tangential to the surface of collision, 

vN and vT, are obtained by projecting the relative impact velocity onto the tangential and 

normal directions, yielding, 

 v
N

= [(r
j

Q - r
i

Q )Tn]n  (5.9)  

 v
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j
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i
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N
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where t represents the tangential direction to the impacted surfaces. 

From Figure 5.3 it is clear that the geometric condition for contact between the socket and ball 

can be defined as, 

 e c    (5.11)  

 

where e is the magnitude of the eccentricity vector given by Equation 5.3 and c is the radial 

clearance. It should be noted that here the clearance is taken as a specified parameter. When 

the magnitude of the eccentricity vector is smaller than the radial clearance, there is no 

contact between the cup and the head, and consequently, they can freely move relative to each 

other. When the magnitude of eccentricity is larger than radial clearance, there is contact 

between the cup and head, being the relative penetration given by Equation 5.11.  

The contact problem studied within the framework of multibody systems formulations can be 

divided into two main phases, namely (i) the contact detection and (ii) the application of an 

appropriate contact force law [296]. The contact detection is the procedure which allows 

checking whether the potential contacting surfaces are in contact or not. For multibody systems 

this analysis is performed by evaluating, at each integration time step, the gap or distance 

between contacting points. When this distance is negative it means that the bodies overlap, and 

hence in these situations, the distance is designated as penetration or indentation. In reality, the 

bodies do not penetrate each other, but they deform. In computational simulations the 
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penetration is related to the actual deformation of the bodies [233]. On the other hand, in the 

second phase of the contact modeling problems, the application of the contact law deals with 

the use of an appropriate constitutive law relating the penetration and the contact forces 

necessary to avoid the inter-penetration of the contacting bodies. In other words, the contact 

force can be thought of penalizing the pseudo-penetration, and hence this approach is 

commonly denominated as penalty method [241, 256, 291, 312, 323]. 

 

Figure 5.3: Penetration depth between the cup and the head during the contact [233]. 

5.5 Dynamics of artificial hip joints  

In the present study, the dynamics of the artificial hip joint is done by employing the Newton-

Euler equations of motion for unconstrained systems, which can be expressed as [229] 

   Mq = g  (5.12)  

 

where M is the system mass matrix, containing the mass and moment of inertia of the femoral 

and cup elements, q  denotes the vector of the translational and rotational accelerations, and g 

is a force vector that includes the external and Coriolis forces acting on the components of the 

multibody hip system. The external forces represent the intra-joint contact forces as well as 

the moments that act on the hip joint. The numerical resolution of Equation 5.12 is performed 

using the adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method and the state representation to convert the 

second-order differential equations into first-order equations [324]. 
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When the head and cup surfaces contact each other, normal and tangential forces are developed 

at the contact points, Qi and Qj. On one hand, these intra-joint contact forces do not act 

through the center of mass of the bodies i and j, the moment components for each body need 

to be determined. On the other hand, the contribution of the contact forces to the generalized 

vector of forces are found by projecting the normal and tangential forces onto the X, Y and Z 

directions. Based on Figure 5.4, the equivalent forces and moments working on the center of 

mass of body i (the cup element) are given by 

 f
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 (5.13)  
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where tilde (~) placed over a vector indicates that the components of the vector are used to 

generate a skew-symmetric matrix [229]. 

The forces and moments acting on body j (the femoral head) are written as 
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Figure 5.4: Contact forces defined at the points of contact between cup and head [233]. 
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At this stage, it must be stated that due to muscle activities, other soft tissues and leg motion, 

there are other external forces and moments acting on the center of the femoral head from 

which forces are available from in-vivo data. However, moments are unknown, which should be 

computed in a way that the femoral head satisfies its in-vivo motions. The moments express the 

dependency of normal contact forces and tangential friction forces in the collision plane. 

The normal contact forces are computed considering the well-known viscoelastic model 

proposed by Lankarani and Nikravesh [259]. This continuous contact force model, in which a 

hysteretic damping factor is incorporated in order to account for the energy dissipation, is 

expressed as 
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where K is the generalized stiffness parameter, n is the nonlinear exponent, ce is the 

coefficient of restitution,  d  is the relative penetration velocity and   d
(- )  is the initial impact 

velocity. Equation (17) is used to simulate the impact because it accounts for energy 

dissipation and exhibits good numerical stability at low impact velocities. Moreover, Equation 

5.17 is valid for impact velocities lower than the propagation speed of elastic waves across the 

bodies. This criterion is fulfilled in the applications used the present study. In fact, with 

low values of clearance size, the impact velocities in the hip joint are within a tolerable 

range of validity of the contact force model given by Equation 5.17 [242]. The generalized 

stiffness parameter K depends on the geometry and mechanical properties of the contacting 

surfaces. For two spherical contacting bodies with radii Ri and Rj, the stiffness parameter is 

expressed by [248] 
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in which the material parameters i and j are given by 
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and the quantities l and El are the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus associated with 

each sphere, respectively. It is important to note that, by definition, the radius is negative for 

concave surfaces (such as for the head element) and positive for convex surfaces (such as for 

the cup element) [290]. 

 

Figure 5.5: Force versus penetration [259]. 

The force expressed by Equation 5.17, when drawn versus penetration depth, results in a 

hysteresis loop as shown in Figure 5.5. The area of this hysteresis loop is equal to the 

energy loss due to the internal damping of the material. The hysteresis damping function 

assumes that the loss in energy during impact is due to the material damping of the 

colliding bodies [259]. Alternative contact force models are available in the literature 

[234]. 

The tangential friction is evaluated by using the modified Coulomb’s friction law [294] 
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where vT denotes the relative tangential velocity and  represents the coefficient of friction. 

Although the coefficient of friction is dependent on several parameters, in the present study, it is 

constricted to dependence on the relative tangential velocity as 
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in which cf and cd are the static and dynamic coefficients of friction, respectively, v0 is the 

tolerance velocity utilized to avoid numerical instabilities when the relative tangential velocity 

is close to zero and  (greater than zero) denotes the negative slope of sliding state [62]. It must 

be highlighted that the first equation in (21) reflects the continuous behavior of the coefficient 

of friction when the relative tangential velocity is the vicinity of zero. While the second 

equation in (21) represents the Stribeck friction component.  With the purpose to make clear the 

complex function of Equation 5.38, Figure 5.6 shows the evolution of the coefficient of friction 

as a function of the relative tangential velocity. It must be stated that the coefficient of friction 

starts from zero, it drastically increases reaching a peak, which has been referred to as static 

friction by Bengisu and Akay [306]. Then, the coefficient of friction will increase with relative 

tangential velocity until reaching a stable response.  

 

Figure 5.6: Coefficient of friction behavior as a function of the relative tangential velocity [104, 306]. 
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5.6 Modelling wear in artificial hip joints  

This section deals with the main issues associated with modeling wear in artificial hip joints. 

For this purpose, the Archard’s wear approach is utilized, in which the linear wear rate can be 

expressed as follows [21], 

 
 

dh

ds
=

K
W

p

H
 (5.22)  

 

where h represents the depth wear, s is the sliding distance, KW denotes the dimensionless wear 

coefficient, p represents the contact pressure and H is the hardness of the softer material of the 

contact pair elements. A numerical solution for the wear depth, given by Equation 5.22, can be 

obtained by employing the Euler integration algorithm, yielding the following updating 

expression  

 h
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= h
i
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i
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i
 (5.23)  

 

in which hj+1 is the total wear up to the j+1th wear step, hj is the total wear depth at the previous 

step. The last term in Equation 5.23 is the incremental wear depth, which is a function of the 

contact pressure and the incremental sliding distance at the corresponding cycle. Finally, the 

variable kW denotes the wear coefficient (kW=KW/H), which is dimensionally defined as mm
3
/N 

m
-1

. As it can be observed from Equation 5.23, sliding distance (si) and contact pressure (pi) 

in each step of the simulation should be evaluated before the computation of wear. Thus, the 

sliding distance can be calculated from the numerical solution of Equation 5.12, in each time 

step, and can be expressed in the following form  
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It should be mentioned that Eq. (24) can precisely represent the sliding distance increment 

provided that the time step is enough small. 

The Hertzian contact theory can be utilized to estimate the contact parameters such as the 

maximum pressure and contact area. Assuming that the cup and head to be held in contact by 

a force fN such that their point of contact expands into a circular area of radius a 
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in which i, j, Ri and Rj have already been defined in the context of Equation 5.18. The 

maximum contact pressure, pmax, occurs at the center point of the contact area with a 

magnitude given by 
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Based on the Hertzian contact theory, the pressure field at any point within the contact point 

area can be expressed in the following form [292]  
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where max can be obtained from the geometry of Figure 5.7, yielding 
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According to Figure 5.7,  is the angle defined between the vectors, jjP Q  and QjP , in which 

Q is an arbitrary point within the contact area displayed in gray color. Using the scalar 

product between those vectors results in Equation 5.30 by which  can be evaluated. The 

same procedure can be considered for the angle ’ on the cup surface, yielding 
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At this stage, it must be noted that when >max on the head surface, the pressure of the 

corresponding point is zero. Otherwise, the pressure is calculated from Equation 5.28. 

 

Figure 5.7: A representation of contact area and the contact angle . 

The geometry of the cup and head surfaces should be updated during simulation due to 

material loss. Updating the geometry of the cup is straightforward since the cup is assumed to 

be stationary. On the other hand, the head freely moves due to the leg movement from which 

there are available clinical data of its physiological rotation over the gait cycle. Consequently, 

the local coordinate system attached to the center of the ball rotates with respect to the 

reference coordinate system to the angles (α, β, γ), which are Euler angles represented in the 

plots of Figure 5.8. Thus, in order to update the geometry of the head, each point in the 

contact area determined in the reference coordinate system is transferred to the local 

coordinate system. This helps to determine the exact position of the point on the ball surface, 

which is different from what is in the reference coordinate system due to using different 

coordinate systems. For this purpose, the position of the contact point on the head surface can 

be determined using the following standard transformation  
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where Qj0 is the local position of contact point in local coordinate system and Qj is the 

position of the contact point in the global coordinate system. Moreover, Rxyz is the rotation 

matrix, for which the Euler sequence FE-AA-IER (i.e., FE: flexion-extension; AA: abduction-

adduction; IER: internal-external rotation) is given by [325] 
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Figure 5.8: The Euler angles due to the physiological motion of the femoral head  

where          (IER);           (AA);            (FE), [177]. 

In order to compute the exact area covered by the sliding distance, the joint surface is divided 

into several elements before starting the dynamic simulation. Discretizing the head and cup 

surfaces, the azimuthal and polar angles of the spherical coordinate systems at the center of 

the head and cup are considered and divided into differential angles with the size π/ϗ radian, 

where ϗ is an integer. Consequently, the elements are not uniform and the accuracy of the 

results and convergence of the method are assessed with increasing ϗ. This particular issue 

will be discussed in detail in the next sections of the paper. Figure 5.9 shows a representation 

of two potential contact surfaces discretized into finite elements and elements involved in 

contact. Thus, the contact area covers a number of elements in which contact pressure is 

positive. It is worth mentioning that finite element method is not used in the present study and 
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contact pressure is determined in the exact location of the contact point using Equation 5.28. 

The wear depth in each element (k, j) covered by contact area changes according to the 

Archard’s wear model. In each integration time step, when the contact between two surfaces 

occurs, the wear depth calculated for each element is stored. At the end of the simulation, the 

amount of wear depth accumulated on an element is the sum of all partial wear depths at each 

time step. With this methodology, it is possible to compute the new geometric configuration 

of the joint surface caused by wear. The total amount of wear depth can be expressed by [163] 

 
  

h
(k , j )

T = h
(k , j )

1

n

å (t
i
)  (5.34)  

 

where (k, j) represents the row and column numbers of a surface element and the summation 

is done with respect to the number of time steps from 1 to n.  

Finally, after the calculation of wear depth at each time step, the cup and head radii of any 

element involved in contact are updated as follows  
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where )(),(
i

jk
j tR  and )(),(

i
ml

i tR  are the head and cup radii of the element (k, j) on the head 

surface and (l, m) on the cup surface at the time (ti). In the present work, it is assumed that the 

element (k, j) of the head articulates the element (l, m) of the cup at this time step. The 

quantity )(),( ijk th  represents the amount of wear depth computed for the articulation 

constituted by these two elements. From the analysis of Equations 5.35 and 5.36, it is 

assumed that the amount of wear at each time step is uniformly distributed between two 

elements articulating against each other, one on the cup surface and another on the head, as 

half of the total wear depth.  
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Figure 5.9: A representation of finite element on the cup and head surface in which Qj and Qi are 

contact points on the head and cup respectively, that place at the centre of their contact area within the 

circles in red colour. The green block shows one element (k, j) engaged in the contact area. 

5.7 Results and discussion  

The main objectives of this investigation were to investigate the effect of friction-induced 

vibration on predicted wear of artificial hip joints and to study high wear rates seen in vivo for 

noisy CoC hip implants. The resulting equations of the Archard’s wear model integrated into 

the multibody dynamic formulation of artificial hip joints were numerically solved using the 

adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method to discretize the interval of time of analysis [31]. To 

acquire accurate and stable outcomes, an error threshold was defined. At each time step of 

dynamic simulation, the error magnitude was assessed by comparing results obtained from 

explicit method with different orders. When the error magnitude was greater than the error 

threshold, the time step is halved and computation redone. In this process, the minimum value 

for the integration step size was considered to be 0.0000001s and the corresponding 

integration tolerance 0.00000001. Hip prostheses tested in the present study had the following 

geometric properties: the femoral head radius equal to 14 mm and radial clearance 50 μm. 

Material parameters of the bearing couples were as follow: Al2O3 ceramic with a Young’s 

modulus, Poisson ratio and density of 375 GPa, 0.3, and 4370 kg/m
3
, respectively, while Co-

Cr-Mo metal alloy couple has a Young’s modulus 210 GPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.3 and density 
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8000 kg/m
3
. The wear factor for CoC and MoM couples were considered to be equal to 

0.2×10
-8

 and 0.5×10
-8

 mm
3
/Nm

-1
, respectively [18, 19, 157, 326, 327]. Three-dimensional 

physiological forces and angular velocities were extracted from the literature, which are 

plotted in the diagrams of Figure 5.10 [177]. According to the presented approach, the cup 

and femoral head surfaces were discretized into several elements and the accuracy and 

convergence of results were assessed by varying the parameter ϗ, as it can be observed in 

Table 5.1. A value for the parameter ϗ equal to 360 ensures both accuracy and convergence of 

the simulation. Hence, the number of elements for this study was 129,600 on the cup surface 

and 259,200 on the head’s. In order to assess if very small size elements affected the results, 

ϗ=900 was also considered, in which the number of elements within the cup surface was 

810,000 and the head surface 1,620,000. This assessment showed that outcomes did not vary 

with this very small element size. Furthermore, the two-step and three-step Adams-Bashforth 

method were considered to check the accuracy of numerical integrations for wear depth 

calculated from the Euler integration algorithm, Equation 23. A very good agreement was 

observed among results obtained from those methods. 

 

Figure 5.10: (a) Angular velocities where       ωz (IER);         ωy (AA);              ωx (FE); (b) Physiological 

adopted forces with        fz (Vertical);         fy (A-P);              fx (M-L) for the gait cycle, [177]. 

Table 5.1: The convergence and accuracy assessment with varying ϗ 

ϗ 
Head linear wear 

rate (mm/year) 

Head linear wear 

rate (mm/year) 

Volumetric wear 

rate (mm
3
/year) 

45 0.170 0.093 6.932 

90 0.172 0.094 6.932 

180 0.173 0.095 6.932 

360 0.173 0.095 6.932 

540 0.173 0.095 6.932 

720 0.173 0.095 6.932 

900 0.173 0.095 6.932 
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5.7.1 Silent hips or very low friction hip implants 

With the purpose to validate the reliability of the developed approach, linear and volumetric 

wear rates computed for one million cycles have been evaluated for the aforementioned 

material and geometry properties of ceramic-on-ceramic hip arthroplasties subject to 

physiological angular motions and forces. It was demonstrated that the linear wear rate 

evaluated using the proposed approach, 1.87 μm/year, is in agreement with clinical data [328-

330]. In turn, the volumetric wear rate was evaluated with the presented model, which is equal 

to 0.14 mm
3
/year, is relatively close to finite element outcome [18] and hip simulator reports 

[330, 331]. Moreover, a retrieval study conducted by Walter et al. [65] showed silent hips 

experience 0.14 mm
3
/year, which strongly corroborates with the results reported here.   

In addition, the wear of MoM hip implant has also been studied by considering the proposed 

approach. Thus, the linear and volumetric wear rates produced were equal to 2.34 μm/year 

and 0.22 mm
3
/year, respectively, which are in line with those available in the best published 

literature [18, 19, 143] and hip simulators [326, 332].  

Another comparison that allows for the validation of the proposed approach carried out 

against a recent investigation with similar geometric and material properties and angular 

motion and forces with the clearance 30 μm. Results were obtained for a hip with frictionless 

contact as mentioned in reference [19]. A frictionless contact reflects the idea that the 

simulation neglects the effect of friction on the contact pressure and contact point trajectory in 

the hip prosthesis. However, the effect of friction is included into the wear factor to predict 

wear. Thus, the results produced with the presented methodology shows a maximum 

deviation of 3.5% when compared with data available in Ref. [19]. Furthermore, the 

maximum linear wear of the femoral head and cup were 2.86 μm/year and 1.89 μm/year, 

respectively, and the total volumetric wear was 0.21 mm
3
/year. 

5.7.2 Noisy hips or high friction contact hip implants 

It has been recognized that only a few wear models available in the literature account for the 

effect of friction phenomenon on contact stress and the trajectory of contact point [18, 19]. 

Some of them simply neglect the influence of friction by considering frictionless contacts 
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[174, 175]. The femoral head has a relative sliding against the cup over the gait cycle in vivo. 

It is known that when two surfaces slide against each other, friction develops and acts as a 

resistance to relative motion [104]. Moreover, friction can induce vibration in the trajectory of 

the contact point between the head and cup owing to stick-slip, mode-coupling and negative 

damping in the system [17, 104]. In this regard, friction-induced vibration has been also 

reported as a potential cause of hip squeaking in ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants [17, 333]. 

Consequently, friction can affect the sliding distance and contact stress, which are important 

parameters influencing wear. Mattei and Di Puccio [19] investigated the influence of friction 

on the trajectory of the contact point in MoM hip implants, being reported that linear wear 

rates for high friction hips are less than that of frictionless case. However, one retrieval 

investigation concluded that noisy CoC hip arthroplasties represented a 45-fold increase in 

their wear compared to silent hips [65]. It is worth noting that the previous computational 

studies taking friction effect into account did not include one of main consequences of friction 

in artificial hip joint which is friction-induced vibration causing CoC hip prostheses to 

squeak. It has been reported that the femoral head vibrates inside the cup on top of the normal 

gross motion with micron amplitude in the collision plane due to friction-induced vibration 

[17, 104]. Moreover, the contact point trajectory onto the cup surface showed an oscillatory 

behavior due to friction-induced vibration and physiological motions and forces [104]. Based 

on Archard’s wear model, any modification in the shape of the contact point track 

significantly affects wear prediction [21]. Additionally, it was illustrated that friction can 

import an oscillatory behavior into the contact pressure at the contact point which ultimately 

affects the wear prediction [304]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the problem of the 

friction-induced vibration on the wear prediction has not been yet mentioned in the literature. 

Considering the influence of friction-induced vibration on ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants, 

the present investigation showed that volumetric wear rates of noisy hips due to friction-

induced vibration is 6.9 mm
3
/year, which is consistent with the retrieval outcome, 6.7 

mm
3
/year, reported by Walter et al. [65]. In turn, the linear wear rates of the cup and head are 

0.095 mm/year and 0.173 mm/year, respectively, which are corroborated by clinical data 

[330]. It must be highlighted that the linear wear rate on the cup surface reported by Walter et 

al. [65] was 0.093 mm/year (mean of 60 μm/year and 125 μm/year) for the head radius 14 

mm, which conforms to our prediction.  
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5.7.3 Contact point trajectory and wear map 

In this section, the contact point trajectories onto the femoral head and cup are investigated. 

With the purpose to compare the trajectory shapes, they are projected onto the plane inclined 

from the horizontal plane with an angle of π/4. As can be observed in Figure 5.11, the contact 

point track has different shapes on the cup and head surfaces. This happens since the cup is 

stationary, while the femoral head freely moves due to the physiological motions. The effect 

of friction on the sliding track is illustrated in Figure 5.11, in which Figure 5.11a depicts the 

trajectory of low friction hip implant articulation and Figure 5.11d the trajectory with high 

friction. The contact point trajectories of the femoral head and cup over the gait cycle having 

a loop-shape widen as friction increases. The effect of friction-induced vibration on the 

trajectories is clearly visible by a comparison between the low friction and high friction 

trajectories of the femoral head and cup. From the analysis of Figure 5.11, it can be observed 

that the head and cup trajectories for high friction case are much thicker than that of low 

friction articulation. These thick lines show the oscillatory behavior of contact point 

trajectory.  

Furthermore, wear map onto the cup and head surfaces are shown in Figure 5.11 for both low 

and high friction mechanisms. As can be seen, the wear maps conform to the corresponding 

trajectories of the cup and head in terms of location and shape. The dark red colour in the 

wear map illustrates the area where the maximum linear material loss takes place. The wear 

map of the cup is different with the femoral head for both low and high friction systems. 

Increasing friction resulted in a shift of the location of the contact area which can thus change 

the cup wear map location and shape. In addition, maximum linear wear on the head is more 

than that on the cup surface since the contact point track of the cup is wider than that of the 

femoral head. It is worth noting that volumetric wear rates of the high friction hip arthroplasty 

are around 49 times greater than very low friction system. It can prove the significant effect of 

friction on wear prediction. 

Regarding to the determination of maximum linear wear within the cup surface, it is worth to 

discuss hip implant fracture as an important issue with ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants. 

Alumina ceramic bearings are one of most promising artificial hip joints due to their 

biocompatibility, high hardness, perfect chemical inertia and low coefficient of friction. 

However, the brittleness of alumina ceramic components is a drawback with CoC hip 

implants, which may lead to fracture. The cause of the fracture is propagation of cracks due to 
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the stress concentration. When cyclic loads are applied over the ceramic components due to 

both million cycles of body movement and oscillation owing to friction, microscopic 

imperfections such as pores or inhomogeneity of the material can act as stress risers leading to 

the propagation of cracks with potential component failure. As illustrated, the present study 

can address the maximum linear wear and corresponding location within the cup surface. 

From a mechanical point of view, the cup experiences the maximum stress concentration in 

proximity of the location with the smallest thickness, which is most likely to fail due to the 

fracture. Therefore, the present model can advise the location of potential fracture in the 

acetabular cup. Moreover, the fracture direction may be determined using the direction of 

contact point trajectory at the area with the maximum linear wear. 

 

Figure 5.11: Ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip implant with three-dimensional physiological loading 

and motion of the human body with very low friction, cf/cd=0.0001/0.000065 where volumetric wear is 

equal to 0.14 mm
3
 (top row) and high friction where volumetric wear is equal to 6.9 mm

3
 and 

cf/cd=0.1/0.065 (bottom row): (a) and (d) Contact point trajectory on the head and cup, illustrated as T-

Head and T-Cup, respectively; (b) and (e) Linear wear depth on the cup; (c) and (f) Linear wear depth 

on the head. 
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5.7.4 Hip implant size and clearance and the Stribeck friction model 

The effect of hip prosthesis size and clearance on linear and volumetric wear rates is visible in 

the values listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. As can be observed in Table 5.2, that hip component 

wear increases with the size of the hip implant. Hence, it causes the trajectory of the contact 

point to widen giving rise to the sliding distance influencing wear prediction. In addition, hip 

implant size affects mostly volumetric wear rates and slightly changes linear wear rates. In 

contrast, decreasing wear rates is a result of increasing hip implant clearance, that is, the 

greater clearance, the less predicted wear rates. In this case, as clearance size decreases, 

maximum contact pressure decreases and contact area increases [304]. This observation is 

particularly important since the wear depends on both contact pressure and sliding distance 

regarding the Archard’s wear model. Therefore, the sliding distance should increase such that 

an increase in wear rates is obtained, although contact pressure decreases. 

Table 5.4 presented the influence of friction model parameters on volumetric wear of hip 

implant. As observed, an increase of ξ leads to an increase of wear volume. ξ appears in the 

second equation in Equation 5.21 representing the Stribeck friction effect and affecting 

friction-induced vibration. It may affect the trajectory of contact point, which leads to a 

variation of volumetric wear. v0 has a very interesting influence on wear prediction as seen in 

Table 5.4. When it becomes smaller, the dynamic system experiences more the stick-slip and 

Stribeck effect leading to greater friction-induced vibration, which consequently increases 

predicted wear volume. In contrast, when it is 0.02, the predicted wear is sharply decreased. It 

may occur because the relative velocity of system is mostly less than 0.02 and the system 

does not vibrate due to stick-slip and negative slope effect. Increasing cf / cd increases 

volumetric wear as physically expected.  

Moreover, Figure 5.12 depicted the Stribeck and stick-slip effect on the dynamic response of 

the system over a gait cycle. When the relative tangential speed between the femoral head and 

cup at the contact point is very low, stick-slip phenomenon arises because of the difference 

between static and kinetic friction. Moreover, the Stribeck model captures negative slop effect 

of friction which leads to friction-induced vibration by introducing a negative damping 

component in the equations of motion. The plot can be categorized by three phases, namely 

stick, stick-slip and pure slip. In the quasi-static stick phase, friction lies on the very steep, 

negative-sloping region of the friction curve. The femoral head goes from stick to slip and 
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vice versa repeatedly in the stick-slip region. During the slip part, friction decreases as the 

velocity increases owing to negative-sloping velocity. 

Table 5.2: The effect of hip implant size on predicted wear rates. 

Hip diameter 

(mm) 

Head linear wear 

rate (mm/year) 

Cup linear 

wear rate (mm/year) 

Volumetric 

wear rate (mm
3
/year) 

28 0.17 0.10 6.9 

32 0.19 0.10 9.6 

36 0.21 0.11 12.7 

40 0.22 0.12 16.1 

 

Table 5.3: The effect of hip implant clearance on predicted wear rates, hip diameter: 28mm. 

Clearance 

(μm) 

Head linear wear rate 

(mm/year) 

Cup linear 

wear rate (mm/year) 

Volumetric wear 

rate (mm
3
/year) 

10 0.25 0.21 26.5 

30 0.19 0.12 10.5 

50 0.17 0.10 6.9 

70 0.16 0.09 5.3 

90 0.15 0.08 4.4 

 

Table 5.4: The effect of Stribeck friction model parameters on predicted wear rates, hip diameter: 

28mm. 

ξ v0 cf / cd 
Volumetric wear 

rate (mm3/year) 

5 0.01 0.1/0.065 6.0 

10 0.01 0.1/0.065 6.9 

15 0.01 0.1/0.065 8.2 

10 0.005 0.1/0.065 10.32 

10 0.02 0.1/0.065 1.3 

10 0.01 0.05/0.0325 5.8 

10 0.01 0.2/1.3 9.33 
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Figure 5.12 : The Stribeck and stick-slip phenomena over one normal walking cycle. 

 

6.5. High wear rates  

Hip simulator and computational studies on CoC and MoM bearings have consistently shown 

very low wear rates under standard hip simulator conditions, which correlates with well-

positioned prostheses [18, 183]. However, this has not been confirmed by long-term retrieval 

analyses [147, 184, 334]. The standard conditions are defined as the inclination angle of the 

acetabular cup is below a clinical equivalent of 55º and the femoral head and the cup are 

concentric. Under such conditions, the contact area occurs within the intended bearing surface 

and very low wear rates have been obtained. Conversely, CoC and MoM retrievals with high 

wear rates have been associated with steep cup-inclination angle resulting in edge loading 

[190, 191]. Increased cup inclination angle have been associated with a stripe wear area on the 

femoral head and an elevated wear rate of alumina ceramic-on-ceramic retrievals [195]. 

However, the steep cup-inclination angle in vitro studies do not lead to high wear levels 

observed in in-vivo and even the corresponding wear mechanisms [190, 191].  

Introducing microseparation to the gait cycle was shown that microseparation resulted in edge 

loading, wear rates and wear mechanisms similar to those retrieved hip prostheses with high 

wear rates [144, 197]. The loading and motion inputs affect hip implant wear. Fialho et al. 
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[199] showed that the wear rates occurred during the jogging cycle showed a twofold increase 

compared to those of the walking cycle, due to a very significant increase in loading. 

Considering the effect of different motion inputs on wear prediction of hip prostheses, 

indicated that evaluated volumetric wear under the ProSim simulator and the ISO motion and 

loading conditions are less than that computed from one subject to in-vivo walking motion 

[200].  

Friction can affect sliding distance and contact stress in artificial hip joints [19, 104]. It was 

reported that the femoral head vibrates inside the cup with micron amplitude within the 

corresponding collision plane and with nanometer amplitude normal to the collision plane due 

to friction-induced vibration [17, 104]. This results in a change in the contact point trajectory 

in both micro and macro scales as well as in contact stress. Based on Archard’s wear model, 

any alteration in the shape of the contact point track significantly affects wear prediction [21]. 

The present study hypothesized that high friction may cause excessive wear rates onto the 

femoral head and cup articulation. From the obtained results it has been illustrated friction-

induced vibration significantly increases wear in artificial hip joints. Hence, friction-induced 

vibration may be one of main causes of excessive wear observed in-vivo. 

Friction coefficient at the bearing interface depends on bearing materials, lubricant, bearing 

clearances, surface roughness and the gait motion and loads [18, 81]. The coefficient of 

friction in CoC hip devices reported in available literature is in the range of 0.04-0.13 [81, 

136, 179]. The broad range of friction factor is due to measuring friction coefficient with 

different lubricants, different bearing loads, the presence of particulate debris, malposition of 

prosthesis components and different instances of the gait motion. The wear coefficient 

depends on coupled materials, interfacial friction, the geometry of contacting surfaces, the 

coupled material wettability and lubrication [81, 133]. It has been obtained either from hip 

simulator or pin-on-disc tests [157, 326]. Moreover, there are significant technical challenges 

with properly modeling the dynamics of articulating components along with the presence of 

fluid-film lubrication and in-vivo conditions. 

5.8 Concluding remarks  

The effect of friction-induced vibration on predicted wear rates in hard hip replacements has 

been investigated throughout this work. For this, a multibody dynamic approach was developed 
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to integrate the Archard’s wear model into the dynamic formulation in order to predict linear 

and volumetric wear of artificial hip joints. The gross movement and vibration of the femoral 

head inside the cup for both low and high frictional contact was modeled and wear evaluated. 

The modification of hip implant couple geometries was also taken into account by updating the 

corresponding surface geometries as the simulation progressed. The proposed approach 

demonstrated promising results in comparison with the available literature from different 

sources such as other computational results, hip-simulator reports and clinical data.  

The present study showed that the contact point trajectory onto the cup surface was different 

from that onto the femoral head surface. Moreover, it was illustrated that friction had a 

significant effect on the contact point trajectory in both micro and macro scale. It widened the 

loop shape of the contact point trajectory and induced vibration in the femoral head motion onto 

the cup surface. The later was observed in the plots as a thick trajectory curve and increased 

sliding distance. Moreover, the wear maps were depicted, which showed the wear distribution 

onto the femoral head and cup surfaces. They conformed to the contact point path onto both the 

acetabular cup and head in terms of location and shape and their shape and location changed as 

friction increased. The effect of hip implant size and clearance on wear prediction were also 

considered and analysed.  

An important achievement of the present investigation was to show computationally that 

friction-induced vibration significantly increases predicted wear rates in ceramic on ceramic hip 

prostheses. In fact, it was demonstrated that noisy CoC hip implants represent a 49-fold increase 

in predicted wear rates with respect to silent hips. The hypothesis that friction-induced vibration 

may be one of main causes of the high wear rates, observed clinically, was corroborated in the 

present work. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion, discussion and 

future directions   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

 

The main conclusions of the present study and suggestions for future research have been 

discussed and offered in Chapter six. 
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6.1 Discussion  

The present research aimed to investigate some important technical issues affecting the 

longevity of hip implants. To this end, a computational biomechanics model under the 

framework of multibody dynamics approach was developed which can successfully simulate 

nonlinear dynamics and vibration of artificial hip joints. Hence, the squeaking and vibration 

of ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) artificial hip joints, the trajectory of contact point between the 

femoral head and cup, the effect of friction-induced vibration on wear prediction, contact 

pressure and moment in hip implant articulation were considered utilising the developed 

approach throughout the present study.   

6.1.1 Developed biomechanics model 

The present study presented a computational biomechanics model of the femoral head and 

cup articulation including friction-induced vibration, contact-impact events and three-

dimensional physiological angular motions and forces. As a first effort, a planar multibody 

dynamic model was developed which successfully simulated a hip implant as a joint with 

clearance. The model introduced a free-body diagram of the femoral head and cup articulation 

which allowed importing ISO14242-1 testing standard profiles for the femoral head angular 

motion and forces directly to the centre of the femoral head. The computational model was 

robust, easy-to-implement numerically and efficient with respect to computational time. The 

friction-induced vibration and contact-impact events occurring between the head and cup 

surfaces were taken into consideration as generalised forces acting on the femoral head in the 

governing equation of motion. A modified Stribeck friction-velocity relation and a Hertzian 

contact model were employed to formulate tangential and normal contact forces, respectively. 

Nonlinear governing motion equations were solved, using adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 

method. Original contribution of this study was to introduce the aforementioned free-body 

diagram which enabled us to develop this planar multibody dynamic model. To authors’ 

knowledge, this approach was presented for the first time in the context of artificial hip joint 

study.  

Since the approach was limited to a two-dimensional investigation and hence it was not able 

to appropriately address in-vivo contact point trajectory and wear rates, the approach was 

extended to a spatial multibody dynamic model. The equations of motion for the femoral head 

motion against the acetabular cup with six degrees of freedom were written and three-
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dimensional physiological angular motions and forces were taken into account. Finally, the 

Archard wear model was integrated into the dynamic calculation of the hip implant to predict 

wear in artificial hip joints. To generate a more realistic wear simulation, geometries of the 

cup and head were updated throughout the simulation. The method was validated by 

comparing obtained results against in-vivo, numerical and experimental outcomes available in 

the published scientific literature. The corresponding computer programs were written in 

MATLAB and the computational method was stable and solutions to the equations always 

achieved. This approach was utilised to investigate hip squeaking, moment and contact 

pressures, wear prediction and the trajectory of contact point between the head and cup 

successfully. It can therefore be offered as an efficient biomechanics method to clinical and 

researcher communities to consider important events in artificial hip joints.  

6.1.2 Vibration and dynamics 

Hip prosthesis vibration was addressed as one-dimensional by Currier et al. [109] and 

subsequently two years later Weiss et al. [17] showed that it is a two-dimensional oscillation. 

However, the present work hypothesized that the vibration of articulating hip components has 

a three-dimensional characteristic due to friction-induced vibration. It was confirmed by 

showing the femoral head oscillation in all three directions x, y and z. The corresponding 

vibration amplitude in the collision plane was of micrometre scale; while in its normal 

direction of nanometre scale. The demonstration of local vibration of the femoral head in x-y 

plane was consistent with available experimental results [17] in 2D. Moreover, a phase 

portrait study was carried out which showed the dynamics of hip implant was nonlinear. This 

motion was sensitive to clearance size, friction coefficient and initial position. With a small 

change in one of these parameters, the response of the system can shift from chaotic to quasi-

periodic or periodic and vice-versa.  

6.1.2.1 Friction-induced vibration 

Potential reasons of occurring friction-induced vibration in artificial hip joints were also 

investigated in the present research, which the corresponding results were summarised in 

what followed. The present study revealed that stick-slip phenomenon is a cause of friction-

induced vibration in hip implant articulation. Stick- slip occurs when the relative sliding speed 

between bearing surfaces is very low due to the difference between static and kinetic 

coefficients of friction. As long as the system is in the stick-slip phase of motion, the femoral 
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head goes from stick to slip and vice versa repeatedly, which leads to the vibration of the 

mechanical system. In addition, friction coefficient decreases as the sliding velocity between 

contacting bodies increase, owing to negative friction-velocity gradient property of friction. It 

introduced a negative damping to the system which also yields to friction-induced vibration.  

It was illustrated that the vibration of femoral head against the cup in x-y plane was a 

micrometre scale elliptical motion conforming to experimental results in [17]. This showed 

that a cause of friction-induced vibration is mode-coupling instability in the system. In 

addition to mode-coupling instability, the orientation of the femoral head motion changes 

significantly during the gait cycle. The friction force which is a non-conservative force alters 

its direction to track the ball displacements. This force is a follower force and leads the 

system to friction-induced vibration. Follower forces are well known sources of asymmetry in 

stiffness matrices and are considered to be responsible for flutter instabilities in a wide variety 

of mechanical systems.  

By analyzing the plot of penetration depth at the collision plane against time, it was observed 

that the penetration depth had an oscillatory trend which is harmonic and in the audible range 

with nanometer amplitude. This vibratory behavior of the indentation was due to contact force 

changes which showed that friction-induced vibration can result from contact force changes. 

Sprag-slip instability cannot be a cause for friction-induced vibration in artificial hip joints 

since neither a suddenly high increase in contact force was seen, nor a suddenly decrease in 

penetration depth according to our outcomes.  

6.1.3 Hip squeaking 

The squeaking of ceramic-on-ceramic hip prostheses was considered in the present paper by 

doing a FFT frequency analysis of the audible sounds from the head centre acceleration. 

Fundamental hip squeaking frequencies of artificial hip joints were consistent with clinical 

data [46]. It was also illustrated that ceramic hip arthroplasty can squeak if friction is high 

enough, although the critical friction to start squeaking was not investigated. Moreover, it was 

concluded that hip squeaking frequencies increased with decreasing hip implant size, while 

the initial condition did not have significant influences on hip squeaking frequencies. 

Moreover, the reason of hip squeaking was investigated throughout the present thesis, which 

was friction-induced vibration. As it was discussed in previous sections, the causes of 
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friction-induced vibration in hip implant articulation are stick-slip friction, negative friction-

velocity gradient, contact force changes, follower force and mode-coupling instability. 

6.1.4 Contact stress and moment 

The contact stresses and contact area between the femoral head and cup of artificial hip joints 

are key determinants of implant wear. Moreover, artificial hip joint moments due to friction 

and joint kinetics may induce prosthetic implant loosening. According to the vibration seen in 

hip prostheses due to friction-induced vibration, the present study hypothesized that friction-

induced vibration and stick-slip friction can affect the contact pressure and moment in hip 

implant articulation. Having the biomechanics model developed, this research aimed to 

dynamically investigate the influence of friction-induced vibration, angular motion and force 

changes in hip prosthesis articulation and contact-impact events on contact pressure and 

moment in artificial hip joints over the gait cycle. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such 

an investigation on contact pressure and moment has not been carried out previously. 

Maximum contact pressure and contact area obtained from the present study for different 

radial clearance and cup radii of artificial hip joints were compared against quasi-static 

outcomes, which showed a very good agreement. It was shown that vibration induced by 

friction in prosthetic hip bearings leaded to an oscillatory behaviour in the corresponding 

moment and contact stress curves over the gait cycle. The amplitude of the aforementioned 

oscillation in hip moment and contact stress is comparable with their quasi-static values or 

average amounts.  

In addition, the influence of the initial position of the femoral head with respect to the 

acetabular cup on the contact pressure and moment was considered. In the case of micro-

separation with an appropriate initial condition, the femoral head initiated its motion in free 

flight mode. After the ball bounced several times from the cup surface, it did sit on the cup 

surface due to energy dissipation, known as contact mode. The contact pressure and moment 

values are zero during the free flight mode, while they sharply increased when an impact 

between the cup and head took place. It was illustrated that the average magnitudes of contact 

pressure and moment were not influenced by the initial position of the femoral head. 

However, the contact pressure and moment over the gait cycle showed an oscillation behavior 

whose amplitudes were comparable with the corresponding average contact pressure. This 

conclusion is one of original contributions of the present work by improving the mechanical 

insight into the femoral head and cup contact pressure during the gait cycle compared to the 
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previous quasi-static outcomes. Moreover, the more initial impact velocity due to the initial 

position of the head, the longer time it lasted that the femoral head sat onto the cup surface, 

which is consistent with [300]. As friction increased, the transition time from free flight mode 

to contact mode decreased. Hence, in the case of lower friction, the possibility that fluid-film 

lubrication in artificial hip joints is built again, soon after the fluid film is ruptured and the 

ball impacts the cup surface, is more likely. In addition, the head and cup are always in 

contact after the ball goes into the contact phase, although the ball center force is very low 

during the swing phase before ramping up at the heel-strike.  

After presenting the trajectory of the femoral head movement inside the cup surface for 

different initial conditions, the cup surface was divided into ten sections and the average 

contact pressure versus clearance vector direction in each section was calculated. 

Furthermore, the corresponding cycle percentage in which the head was articulating in each 

section was also reported. It was also shown that the initial condition had a great influence on 

the contact point trajectory as well as the cycle percentage and average contact pressure in 

each section. A parameter defined to show the difference between quasi-static contact 

pressure and dynamic ones computed in the present study. Considerable differences were 

observed during the stance phase, while this difference was decreased and constant during the 

swing phase period. The reason for this observed alteration is friction-induced vibration, 

stick-slip friction and angular motion and force changes. It was also illustrated that the value 

of friction coefficient had a significant effect on the moment in hip prosthesis. The effect of 

friction forces at the contact point on hip implant moment is dominant compared to the 

angular momentum of the femoral head due to leg movement. Hip implants with high friction 

underwent greater moments, which can cause the prosthetic hip to loosen. However, the 

contact stresses are not affected notably by friction except for the oscillation trend of contact 

pressures. 

6.1.5 Contact point trajectory 

The present investigation illustrated very interesting outcomes on contact point trajectory in 

hip prostheses with and without friction. These results can significantly influence wear 

prediction of hip arthroplasties computationally and experimentally. The contact point 

trajectory was illustrated using different approaches. The sliding track was firstly obtained 

based on the trajectory of a specific point on the surface of the femoral head [173]. Assuming 

the hip implant is ideal without both clearance and friction, the contact point track between 
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the head and cup was calculated by knowing the contact point where is on the head surface 

and along the direction of the forces acting at the femoral head centre. Finally, the contact 

point path was computed using the developed approach in the present thesis for artificial hip 

joints either with friction or without friction.  

The trajectory of contact point for frictionless hip was very close to that of an ideal joint and 

the sliding distance computed for the contact point path of a specific point conformed to that 

of a frictionless joint. On the other hand, the contact point path of hip implants with high 

friction differed significantly from the ideal and frictionless cases. As observed within the 

present project, the difference was not only for changes in the normal gross motion of the 

contact point, but also for the existence of an oscillatory motion of the contact point on the top 

of gross motion with an amplitude in very minute fashion. It was therefore concluded that the 

contact point moved a larger length over the gait cycle compared the frictionless mode. 

Consequently, it can considerable affect predicted wear and deformation rates on bearing 

surfaces. Moreover, friction leaded to a shift in the location of the contact point trajectory.  

The trajectory of contact point on the femoral head surface was also investigated and 

compared to that on the cup surface. It was observed that contact point track had different 

shapes on the cup and head surfaces. This difference came from the fact that the cup was 

stationary, while the femoral head not only rotated around three axes of the physiological 

coordinate system, but also translated due to applied forces. The cup contact point track is 

wider than that of the femoral head. From this observation, it can be deduced that maximum 

linear wear on the head should be more than that of the cup due to the smaller shape of the 

trajectory loop onto the head surface. 

It was also shown from the contact point motion that the indentation was not zero nor 

negative which meant the femoral head remained in contact during the gait cycle. Moreover, 

the penetration depth of the contact point increased with decreasing the size of hip prosthesis 

which was in agreement with finite element results reported in [98]. The shape of contact 

point trajectory was not influenced by hip implant size, although it depended on the initial 

position of the femoral head with respect to the cup. In addition, it was obtained that the 

contact point trajectory widened and spread onto a greater area of the cup and head surfaces 

as friction increased.  
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6.1.6 Wear  

After observing significant influence of friction-induced vibration on the trajectory of contact 

point and contact stress, the present thesis investigated how friction-induced vibration 

affected predicted wear rates onto bearing surfaces. The method calculated wear rates of 

metal-on-metal and ceramic-on-ceramic hip prostheses either with or without friction. 

Acquired results were validated against clinical, numerical and experimental data available in 

published scientific literature. It was reported that high friction leaded to high wear rates in 

hip implants. It is worth noting that linear and volumetric wear rates of the high friction hip 

arthroplasty are around 49 times greater than frictionless system. It can prove the significant 

effect of friction on wear prediction. It was also concluded that friction-induced vibration may 

be one of potential reasons of excessive wear observed in-vivo.  

Furthermore, wear map on the cup and head surfaces for both frictionless and high friction 

mechanisms were investigated. It was observed that the wear maps conform to the 

corresponding trajectories of the cup and head in terms of location and shape. The area on the 

femoral head and cup surfaces that underwent the maximum linear wear rates was 

determined. The shape of wear map for the femoral head was circular and the maximum 

linear wear occurs around its centre for frictionless bearings. As friction increases, the wear 

map of the femoral head changes from a circular one to an egg shape, although the maximum 

linear wear takes place in a very close area of the frictionless case. The wear map of the cup is 

different with the femoral head for both frictionless and friction systems. In contrast to the 

femoral head wear map, the maximum linear wear does not place in a circular area due to the 

difference in the corresponding trajectories. Increasing friction resulted in a shift of the 

location of the contact area which can thus change the cup wear map location and shape. It 

was seen that the wear map is shifted down and maximum wear rates happen in two poles of 

the map. The wear maps for ceramic hip implants are smaller than metal implants due to 

lower friction coefficients. 

6.2 Conclusions  

A spatial multibody dynamic approach was developed taking not only tribological properties 

of bearing surfaces, but also three dimensional physiological hip joint gait motions and forces 

into account to investigate nonlinear dynamics and vibration of artificial hip joints. The 

Archard’s wear model was also integrated into the dynamic formulation to evaluate linear and 
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volumetric wear of CoC and MoM hip arthroplasties. The approach was robust, easy to 

implement and efficient in terms of computation time. It was validated against clinical, 

numerical and experimental outcomes available in published scientific literature. The 

developed model successfully simulated hip squeaking, contact stress and moment changes 

due to friction, the trajectory of contact point either with or without friction and wear 

prediction. 

One of main conclusions of the present study was that hip implant vibration resulted from 

friction-induced vibration due to stick-slip friction, mode-coupling instability, contact force 

changes, follower force and negative friction-velocity gradient in the system. The 

corresponding fundamental frequencies were in the audible range, which have been known as 

hip squeaking. It was also shown that the vibration of an artificial hip joint had a 3-

dimensional characteristic. Vibration amplitude of the femoral head in Z-direction was much 

lower than the X and Y directions. The second great observation in this study was that friction-

induced vibration had a significant effect on the contact point trajectory onto the femoral head 

and cup surfaces in both micro and macro scale. However, the contact point trajectory onto 

the cup surface was different from that onto the femoral head surface. In addition, friction-

induced vibration can significantly affect contact pressure and moment in hip implants by 

importing an oscillating behaviour in the system dynamics.  

Finally, the hypothesis that friction-induced vibration may be one of main causes of the high 

wear rates observed clinically was confirmed throughout the present work. It was illustrated 

that the wear maps onto the femoral head and cup surfaces conformed to the contact point 

path onto both the acetabular cup and head in terms of location and shape and their shape and 

location changed as friction increased. The wear rate on the femoral head was greater than 

that of the cup due to the difference in the corresponding contact point tracks.  

6.3 Future directions  

According to the development of the computational approach presented throughout the 

present study, a modified Stribeck friction model and a modified Hertz contact model were 

utilised in terms of calculating normal and tangential contact forces. However, it did not 

consider other available friction and contact laws to assess the effect of different models on 

corresponding results of the system. Hence, future work should investigate different friction 
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and contact models in sense of developing a comprehensive computational method. 

Moreover, the friction model utilised in the present research did not account for infinite small 

displacements so when relative velocity is approaching zero friction force would be zero, 

while it is not zero in reality. Considering infinite small displacements leads to more accurate 

results of the trajectory of contact point between the cup and femoral head and consequently 

predicted wear rates. It can also be an object for future work.  

The main limitation of the present model is that it has not taken the effect of fluid-film 

lubrication on the system outcome into account directly. Although friction coefficient and 

wear factor utilised in the present study were extracted from experimental studies having 

included the effect of lubricant, it can be physically deduced that friction coefficient alters 

over the gait cycle due to the alteration of fluid film thickness. Moreover, fluid-film 

lubrication can improve the articulation of the head and cup so it can significantly affect the 

wear prediction and hip squeaking. Therefore, the main future direction is to include 

lubrication effects into numerical formulations to assess hip squeaking, wear and the 

trajectory of contact point.  

Rotational motions and forces of the femoral head are in-vivo inputs of the model constructed 

in the present study so where relevant data is available the present approach is applicable. 

However, there is lack of corresponding information when artificial hip joint is experiencing 

adverse conditions such as edge-loading and impingement. Hence future work should include 

whole leg motion with muscles and other soft tissues into consideration and then solve 

equations using inverse dynamics methods to obtain related motions and forces in the case of 

edge-loading and impingement. Consequently, the effect of those adverse conditions in hip 

implant on wear prediction, hip squeaking and contact point trajectory over the gait cycle can 

be investigated. Furthermore, one of future directions of the present study is to extend the 

work to a whole human biomechanical model.  

In addition to what discussed previously, since the method did not simulate elasticity of the 

contacting bodies, it cannot investigate the effect of impact and contact forces acting on the 

acetabular components on the tilting of the ceramic insert in the titanium shell as a potential 

cause of hip squeaking. Therefore, future work can include the elasticity of contacting 

surfaces. The present model has only considered normal walking activity while it is able to 

investigate other daily activities as well. So the future work can study different daily activities 
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and provide the contact point track, predicted wear and hip squeaking due to different daily 

activities. This research has only considered hard-on-hard hip implants, while it can also 

simulate hard on soft hip prosthesis by modifying the contact force model. So the method can 

be extended in future work to consider wear in hard on soft bearings. The model also has 

capability to consider other human articulations such as the shoulder and knee joints. 

Although the present study has been validated against available experimental data, in-vivo 

reports and results obtained from other numerical methods like finite element method, 

relevant experimental rigs should be constructed to assess some of new findings of the present 

study. Experimental tests should consider the effect of friction on the contact point trajectory, 

three dimensional vibration of the hip implant and specially the effect of friction-induced 

vibration on wear prediction of artificial hip joints.  
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